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Nurturing the Joy of Learning
Marshall Cavendish Education (MCE) is a global education solutions provider dedicated
to nurturing the joy of learning and preparing students for the future. We believe the
best way to do so is by simplifying learning and listening to the needs of schools,
teachers, students, and parents.
We make our world-class educational content more accessible through a seamless
experience that integrates both print and digital resources.
We provide holistic and end-to-end solutions customised to the school’s requirements,
with professional development to help educators implement the curriculum.

Educational Content
That Takes You On A Journey Of Discovery
Education doesn’t have to be boring. From early
childhood through primary and secondary, our researchbased educational resources have been crafted by education
experts to turn the school years into an engaging adventure
for every student’s mind.

Professional
Development
Programmes

MCE
COMPLETES
YOUR LEARNING
JOURNEY

Your Path to Excellence

Educators learn too. We’re with you on
your path to excellence.
Our professional development programmes
are developed by in-house education experts
and partners such as Nanyang Technological
University (NTU), to arm educators with the latest
knowledge and advance their skills. We believe
that when teaching expertise grows, so does
the learning of students.

Digital Solutions
For Seamless Learning

Designed to keep up with the
evolving needs of education, our
digital solutions support blended learning
and provide an engaging and interactive
learning experience. This approach will
be the blueprint for how students learn in
the post-pandemic years.

Our Global Reach
and Recognition
MCE has worked with ministries, policymakers,
educators, and parents in over

85 countries, designing

education solutions in 14 languages for Pre-K to 12.

We have gained recognition globally with consistent top performance in international studies
such as TIMSS, PIRLS, PISA and the Global Competitiveness Report.
We are the only Asian publisher that has been an endorsement partner of Cambridge
Assessment International Education since 2019.

Trends in International Mathematics
and Science Study (TIMSS)

1995

– 1995, 1999, 2003, 2007, 2011
Since 1995, Singapore has been ranked as one
of the top-performing countries by TIMSS.

2001

Progress in International Reading
Literacy Study (PIRLS)
– 2001, 2006
Singapore saw a marked ranking
improvement in the PIRLS rank, from 15th in
2001 to 4th in 2006. Singapore also ranked
2nd among the education systems that
took tests solely in English.

The Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA)

2009

– 2009, 2012, 2016
Our 15-year-old students regularly emerge
top for Mathematics, Science, and Reading
in The Programme for International Student
Assessment (PISA), a prestigious triennial
benchmarking assessment.

2019

Cambridge Assessment International
Education
– 2019
Marshall Cavendish Education is the
only Asian publisher that has been an
endorsement partner of Cambridge
Assessment International Education
since 2019.

ENGLISH

Learning Pathways

Our materials are thoughtfully crafted to accompany
students on their learning journey, from Preschool to a
Secondary level. Discover how our selection of titles suit
each educational level in the diagrams below.
CEFR LEVELS
The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
(CEFR) is an international standard for describing language ability.
It describes language ability on a six-point scale, from A1 for
beginners, up to C2 for those who have mastered a language.
C2
C1
B2
B1
A1

A2

BASIC USER

INDEPENDENT USER

PROFICIENT USER

Source: http://www.cambridgeenglish.org/exams-and-tests/cefr/

ENGLISH
CEFR MAPPING

Curriculum Mapping
Pre-A1

A1

A2

B1
LOW

Preschool

MID

B2
HIGH

LOW

MID

HIGH

FIRST STEPS

From Phonics to Reading
FROM Phonics to Reading

Level 1 to 3

My Pals are Here! English International (2nd Edition)

Primary
(G1 – 6)

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3 & 4

Level 5 & 6

Take Off with English
Level 1 & 2

Level 3 & 4

Level 5 & 6

English Ahead
Book 1

Secondary
(G7 – 10)

Book 2
Book 3

MCE
Cambridge
IGCSETM ESL
(2nd Edition)

Learning Pathways

MATHS

Our materials are thoughtfully crafted to accompany students on their learning journey from Grade
K to 12.
Learning Pathway: Mathematics for Grades K to 12
Preschool

Primary

Lower Secondary

Upper Secondary

• Earlybird Kindergarten
Mathematics
• Primary Mathematics
(2022 Edition)
• Maths in Focus 2020
• Up, Down and All Around (UDAA)
• Kinder Thinkers

• MCE Cambridge Primary
Maths 2nd Edition*
• My Pals Are Here! Maths
3rd Edition
• My Pals Are Here! Maths
4th Edition
• Shaping Maths 3rd Edition
• Primary Mathematics 2022
• Math in Focus 2020
• New Mathematics Connection

•
•
•
•
•

• MCE Cambridge IGCSE™ Core
and Extended Mathematics*
(Coming Soon)
• MCE Cambridge IGCSE™ and
O Level Additional Mathematics*
(Coming Soon)
• MCE Cambridge O Level
Mathematics D* (Coming Soon)
• Maths 360†
• Additional Maths 360†
• Mathematics Matters
• New Mathematics Count

Maths Ahead
Maths 360†
Math in Focus 2020
Mathematics Matters
Discovering Mathematics

We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education towards the endorsement of these titles.
Singapore-Cambridge GCE O level and N level.

*

†

Cambridge Pathway
Suggested MCE series to support learners from Grades K to 11 following the Cambridge International
curriculum.
Primary

Upper Secondary

• MCE Cambridge
Primary Mathematics
2nd Edition*
• My Pals Are Here! Math
3rd Edition§
• My Pals Are Here! Math

Lower Secondary
• Maths Ahead††§
• Maths 360†§

4th Edition§
• New Mathematics
Connection§

• MCE Cambridge IGCSE™ Core and
Extended Mathematics* (Coming Soon)
• MCE Cambridge IGCSE™ and O Level
Additional Mathematics* (Coming Soon)
• MCE Cambridge O Level Mathematics D*
(Coming Soon)
• Maths 360†§
• Additional Maths 360†§

We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education towards the endorsement of these titles.
Singapore-Cambridge GCE O level and N level.
††
Aligned to the latest Cambridge Lower Secondary Mathematics curriculum framework 0862.
§
These titles will not undergo the Cambrige International endorsement process.
*

†

MCEduHub Digital Resources and Materials
Supplementary Materials
Continuous Professional Development for Educators and School Leaders

Maths

Curriculum Mapping

Choose the right series from our selection of quality Primary and Secondary Maths materials,
depending on your school’s curriculum needs, to ensure learners receive a joyful and nurturing yet
intellectually stimulating education.

Primary Maths

Choosing the Right Series:
International Series

(Primary)

Marshall Cavendish
Education Cambridge Primary
Mathematics
(2nd Edition)

Cambridge
Assessment
International
Education

UK Curriculum

US Common Core
State Standards

Singapore
Curriculum

Others

✔

My Pals Are Here! Maths

✔

My Pals Are Here! Maths
Next Gen

✔

Shaping Maths

✔

Inspire Maths

✔

New Mathematics Connection

Thailand

Primary Mathematics

✔

Primary Mathematics 2022

✔

Math in Focus

US Edition of Singapore curriculum

Math in Focus 2020

US Edition of Singapore curriculum

MC Primary Mathematics

Hong Kong

Secondary Maths

Choosing the Right Series:
International series

(Secondary)

Cambridge
Assessment
International
Education

US Common
Core
State
Standards

Math in Focus

✔

Math in Focus 2020

✔

Singapore
Curriculum

Others

Discovering Mathematics

✔

HKDSE
Maths Ahead

✔
Aligned for Grades
7 to 9

Mathematics Matters

✔
Green is a 4-year course
Yellow is a 5-year course
covering the same
content.

New Mathematics Counts

Additional Maths 360
Maths 360

✔
A 5-year course
(Normal Academic)
✔
A 4-year course
(Normal Technical)

Thailand

SCIENCE

Learning Pathways

Our materials are thoughtfully crafted to accompany students on their learning journey, from
Grade 1 to 12. Discover how our selection of titles suit each educational level in the diagrams below.
Learning Pathway: Science for Grade 1 to 12
Primary
•
•
•
•
•

MCE Cambridge Primary
Science 2nd Edition*
My Pals are Here! Science
International
My Pals are Here! Science
International 2nd Edition
i-Science International
New Science Connection

Lower Secondary

Upper Secondary

• Science Ahead††
• Science Matters†
• International Lower
Secondary Science
• Inspiring Science

• MCE Cambridge IGCSE™ Physics,
Chemistry and Biology¶
• Physics, Chemistry and Biology
Matters†
• Discover Physics, Chemistry and
Biology†
• Discovering Physics, Chemistry
and Biology

We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education towards the endorsement of these titles.
Singapore-Cambridge GCE O level and N level.
††
Aligned to the Cambridge Lower Secondary Science curriculum framework (1113).
¶
The titles in this series are endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the syllabus for examination from 2023.

*

†

Cambridge Pathway
Suggested MCE series to support learners from Grade 1 to 11 following the Cambridge International
curriculum.
Primary
• MCE Cambridge Primary

Upper Secondary

Science 2nd Edition*

• My Pals are Here! Science
International§

• My Pals are Here! Science
International 2nd Edition§

Lower Secondary
•
•

Science Ahead
Science Matters†§

• MCE Cambridge IGCSE™ Physics, Chemistry
and Biology¶

††§

• Physics, Chemistry and Biology Matters
• Discover Physics, Chemistry and Biology

†§
†§

• New Science Connection

§

We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education towards the endorsement of these titles.
Singapore-Cambridge GCE O level and N level.
Aligned to the Cambridge Lower Secondary Science curriculum framework (1113).
¶
The titles in this series are endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the syllabus for examination from 2023.
§
These titles will not undergo the Cambrige International endorsement process.
*

†

††

MCEduHub Digital Resources and Materials
Supplementary Materials
Continuous Professional Development for Educators and School Leaders

Science

Curriculum Mapping

Choose the right series from our selection of quality Primary and Secondary Maths materials,
depending on your school’s curriculum needs, to ensure learners receive a joyful and nurturing yet
intellectually stimulating education.

Choosing the Right Series:
International series

(Primary)

Primary Science

Cambridge
Assessment
International
Education

UK
curriculum

US Common
Core
State
Standards

✔

✔

Indonesian
Curriculum

Thailand
Curriculum

Singapore
Curriculum

Marshall Cavendish Education
Cambridge Primary Science

✔

(2nd Edition)
My Pals Are Here! Science
(International)
My Pals Are Here! Science

✔ (adapted)

✔

(International) 2nd Edition

✔

i-Science (International)

✔

New Science Connection

Choosing the Right Series:
International series

(Secondary)

Secondary Science

Cambridge
Assessment
International
Education

UK curriculum

Lower Secondary Science
Matters

✔
✔

✔

Inspiring Science

✔

Matters Series

✔

Discovering Series
Marshall Cavendish Education
Cambridge IGCSETM Series

Hong Kong
Curriculum

✔

International Lower Secondary
Science
Science Ahead

Singapore
Curriculum

✔
✔

✔
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(2nd Edition)
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Supplementary Materials
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ENGLISH AHEAD INTERNATIONAL LOWER SECONDARY

Suitable for Learners of English as a Second Language
Grade 7 – 9 Age 13 – 15

Product Introduction
English Ahead has been carefully crafted to challenge second language English learners.
With integrated video, audio and authentic text, the series exposes students to a range

of communication techniques and encourages them to reason and think
critically.
With structured guidance in reading, listening, speaking and writing, the series builds

language skills in a measured, holistic way and encourages learners to read
and write with purpose. The student-centred activities encourage collaboration as well as
build students’ knowledge of the world around them.

This series is based on Cambridge Lower Secondary English as a Second Language Curriculum
Framework (1110) for Stages 7, 8 and 9, while also drawing on other national syllabuses.
This series has not been through the Cambridge International endorsement process.
CEFR
English Ahead 3

Low B2

English Ahead 2

B1

English Ahead 1

Low B1

Support materials for teachers can be found online:
www.mceducation.com/eng-ahead
This series is also adapted to:
- English Heads Up
- English Ahead Lower Secondary (APSACS edition)
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Secondary English

ENGLISH AHEAD INTERNATIONAL LOWER SECONDARY

Core Components
Student’s
Book with
DVD-ROM
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Enhanced
eBook

Workbook
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International
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WORKBOOK

TEACHER’S GUIDE
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Adrian Tennant

Philip Wood

Philip Wood
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WORKBOOK

International Lower Secondary Workbook 1

STUDENT BOOK

Online Support
www.mceducation.com/eng-ahead

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

International
Lower Secondary
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International
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(Age 13)

Workbook
Student Book
Student
Workbook 1
eBook 1
with DVD-ROM 1 Enhanced eBook 1
9789814823944
9789815015065
9789814823913
9789814861212

Teacher’s Guide 1
9789814823975

(Age 14)
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Student
Workbook
Student Book
Workbook 2
eBook 2
with DVD-ROM 2 Enhanced eBook 2
9789814823951
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9789814823982
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Grade 7
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Workbook 3
eBook 3
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Teacher’s Guide 3
9789814823999
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Secondary English

Scope and Sequence
Teacher’s Resources
Projects
Extended Readings

ENGLISH AHEAD INTERNATIONAL LOWER SECONDARY

Empower Students with Functional Knowledge
This series aims at developing communicative competency in students. The content of
the programme is carefully designed to blend modern, global themes alongside localised
contexts, which teenagers can relate to. This will encourage them to contribute their own
ideas and experiences, thereby building confidence.

Unit Opener

Each of the 10 theme-based units opens with a video clip or an audio track.

1

Vocabulary 1

Vocabulary

Describing a good friend

Students encounter
key vocabulary
in context,
with attractive
and engaging
photographs,
to support
understanding.

Anita
Age: 13
From: Jakarta, Indonesia
Interest: volunteering
Future goal: to be a social worker
My friends are really important to me. I’m a very caring person and I always
help my friends when they have a problem or feel unhappy. I’m also honest and
I never lie to them!

Friends

forever

Carl
Age: 13
From: Sheffield, United Kingdom
Interest: video games
Future goal: to create my own video games
I’m very loyal to my friends. They’ll always be my friends. I will never give up on
our friendship.

Best friends
1
1.1

a trekking in the forest near Chang Mai, Thailand
b rock climbing in northern Thailand
c sightseeing in Chang Mai, Thailand
2

Watch the video again. Tick (✓) the
sentences you hear.
1
2
3
4
5

3

Hassan
Age: 14
From: Karachi, Pakistan
Interest: football
Future goal: to play football for an international team
I’m crazy about football, but I’m also a very hard-working student. I usually do
a few hours of extra study after school because I want to be successful in life.
People say I’m quite ambitious.

Watch the video about Carla and Munah.
What are they doing?

We’ve never done this before.
I’m really nice so I’ll let you go first.
Somewhere in the middle, you have to
go really slow.
If I fall, will you catch me?
At the end of the day you are still
my friend.

Discuss the questions.
•
•
•

Would you like to go travelling with a friend?
Which place or country would you visit?
How do you spend time together with your
friends? What do you do?

1

1.2

Read and listen to the student
profiles. Discuss the questions.
•
•
•
•

2

Who has similar interests to you?
Who has a similar personality to you?
Who has similar future goals to you?
Who would you like to be friends with?
Why?

Karen
Age: 15
From: Adelaide, Australia
Interest: helping others
Future goal: to be a nurse
I’m very sympathetic to my friends. I listen to them and always try to
understand their problems and feelings.

Read the profiles again. Match
the sentences to the adjectives in
bold in the student profiles.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

He never lies to me.
She always wants to help me.
She always listens and understands
how I feel.
He remains my friend, even when I do
something wrong.
He feels certain about his skills
and abilities.
She puts in lots of effort when studying.
He wants to have lots of success in
the future.
She refuses to change her plans or
ideas when she’s made a decision.

Writing

A writing model and
scaffolded questions
guide students in their
own writing.

Sarawan
Age: 12
From: Bangkok, Thailand
Interest: reading
Future goal: to write a novel
I’m quite a confident person because I know I’m good at lots of things. I don’t
change my opinions often, so my friends think I’m a little stubborn sometimes.

3

Work in groups. Create a personal
profile to describe your personality.
Use the adjectives in the text.
Then introduce yourself to other
group members.

Compliments

Speaking

4

Discuss the questions.
•
•
•
•

Who is your best friend? How long have you
been friends?
What do you like about your best friend?
What makes a good friend?
Do you think you’re a good friend? Why?

Workbook p. 5

14

15

(E)ESL_SB2_U01.indd 14

11/10/18 5:27 pm

(E)ESL_SB2_U01.indd 15

Writing

Life as a po

p star

4/12/18 5:15 PM

Speaking
activities introduce

key vocabulary.
Probing and stimulating
questions kick-start class
discussions.

1

Look at the
photos. Dis
cuss the
questions.

Tip box

• How do
pop stars spe
nd their day?
• Do you thin
k famous peo
ple have an eas
difficult life?
y or
Why?

.

Discuss the questions

1

someone a
When did you last give
you give it?
compliment? Why did
compliment that you
• What was the last
you receive it?
received? Why did
when you receive a
• How do you feel
compliment?
have
giving compliments
• What effect would
ship group?
in your family and friend

match.
winning the volleyball
1
.
2 I think you
your hair.
3 I
you.
. It
4 That style
Maths.
5 You’re

•

2

1.5

Speaking

volleyball skills
phone

ent

Giving a complim
•
•
•
•
•
•

g
Well done on winnin
h!
the volleyball matc

hair
shoes

ng the exam).
Well done on (passi
well.
I think you did really
t).
I love / like your (jacke
It looks great.
It really suits you.
s).
You’re good at (tenni

ent

ow It!

• abilities and skills.
• personality.
• belongings.
Your new glasses really
suit you, Imran.

say.

Receiving a complim

3

By the end of

I was up at 6
am and wen
t for my mor
run. A few pho
ning
tographers wer
e around taki
pictures, but
ng
I ignored them
1
.
that, my pers
onal chef, Hen
prepared a
ri,
delicious brea
2
kfast for me,
I rushed to
the
stud
io.
were outside
A few fans
so I spoke to
them for a whi
You have to
le.
keep them hap
py! 3
the rest of the
,
band arrived,
and we wen
inside to reco
t
rd a new son
g. It sounde
amazing and
d
we felt certain
our fans wou
love it. Then,
ld
we practise
d the dance
for our next
moves
music video.
4
on, I visited
the airport. My
plane is too
private
small and I wan
ted to buy a
one. It wasn’t
bigger
hard to find
the perfect plan
it cost only $10
e and
million.
5
the day, I was
tired
. I sat by the
and Henri mad
pool
e me my favo
urite food: pizz
a!

turns to give and
Work in pairs. Take
ts on each other’s
receive complimen

That’s kind of you to

After
Meanwhile

Life as We Kn

Appearance
I like your
new shirt!

s

When we beg
in a sentence
with a time
phrase, such
as ‘after that
’ or ‘meanwhile
we add a com
’,
ma after the
phrase.

Read about
how
day. Complete a pop star spends her
the diary ent
words and
ry with the
phrases in
the box.
and then
Later

with your answers

Ability

5

Useful phrases

Speaking models are
provided so students
can listen before they
practise through pair
and group work.

Complete the table
in exercise 3.

4

Maria having a
Listen to Sara and
se what they
conversation. Choo
other on.
compliment each
clothes
family
Maths knowledge

2

plete the sentences
Listen again. Com
Useful phrases box.
with phrases in the

3

Using comma

4

Work in gro
ups. Imagin
e you
pop stars for
a day. Answe are

r the questio
1 What inte
ns.
resting activitie
s can you do
pop stars?
as
2 What are
some good and
bad things that
happen to you
could
during your day
as a pop star
?

Write about
your day as
a pop star usi
your notes
in exercise
ng
3.
Check your
work. Have
you included

• good, bad
and
• correct pun interesting things that hap
pened?
ctua
• correct gram tion and spelling?
mar and voc
abulary?

s very much.
• Thank you. / Thank
to say.
• That’s kind of you
s!
Thank
so?
think
• Do you

22

18/10/18 10:10 am

indd 22
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2.indd 33

Workbook p.
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33
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PM
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Starter

Starter

A revision unit at the start enables
teachers to gauge students’ prior
knowledge of grammar.

Present tenses
Present simple & present continuous
1

Read the interview. Complete the conversation with the present simple or present continuous
form of the words in brackets.
A: 1
(you have) a best friend, Ali?
B: Yes, I do. His name is Ahmed. He 2
(go) to the same
school as me.
3
(you do) in your free time?
A: What
(spend) time with my family at home in the evenings.
B: I 4
We 5
(not go) out very often. On weekends, Ahmed and
(play) football together, but we 7
(not play) this weekend
I6
because we 8
(study) for an exam next week.
A: What are your favourite school subjects?
(love) languages. At my school we can choose from three
B: I 9
different languages.
(you study) in school at the moment?
A: What language 10
11
B: I
(learn) Chinese right now. I 12
(not know) a lot of words yet, but I 13

(get) better.
1

Active & passive verb forms
2

Complete

ABOUT

NEWS

SMARTPHONE

APPS

SOCIAL

ab

depend on
make up

fall out
rets
share sec

rases in the

rd and ph

th the wo

mates wi

’s class
out David

box.

get on
stand up for

e another.
well with on
nifer
y and Jen
all 1
school. Ma
er
we
aft
and
tre
er
e class,
pping cen
h home aft
a really nic
at the sho
has to rus
9D. We’re
g! Damien
best
hin
his
l
ryt
cal
I’m in Class
l
eve
2
he wil
each other
Lina often
e free time,
– they tell
etimes
Dawn and
he has som
They som
t whenever
3
od friends.
chores. Bu
Fred are go
always
y always
p with the
s. Adam and
tball, but the
day to hel
new
ry
ske
st
ba
eve
l
late
at
st
schoo
. All in all,
up with the
who is be
m to catch
things, like
6
friend Willia
over small
really
7
they never
can
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y
4
ly,
the
quick
blem,
y have a pro
5
t when the
knows tha
them.
in the class
everyone
8
to
s
ate
their classm

CONTACT

When do you think the first smartphone 1made / was made? And who
do you think 2invented / was invented it?
The first smartphone 3made / was made by IBM in the 1990s.
It 4called / was called Simon and it went on sale in 1994. At over
20 centimetres long and weighing 500 grams, it was very big and
heavy. Also, the battery died after only one hour of use. It 5cost / was
cost $900, and 50,000 phones 6sold / were sold to customers around
the world. People 7used / were used Simon to send emails, write notes
and make phone calls, of course.
Today, smartphones have a lot more features, around 2.5 billion
people 8own / are owned one, and they have completely changed
how we live. We 9use / are used them to communicate with friends, to
shop, and to play the latest video games. It 10believed / is believed that
1.5 billion smartphones 11buy / are bought every year, and smartphone
companies 12make / are made billions of dollars.

3

the blog

argue
hang out

Read the passage about smartphones. Choose the correct answers.

HOME

ips

Friendsh

ry 2

Vocabula

Complete the sentences with the passive form.
1
2
3
4
5

Zara invited everyone in her class to her party.
Everyone in Zara’s class
.
Sometimes, the teacher gives us extra homework for the weekend.
.
Sometimes, we
Someone stole my bag last night.
.
My bag
They don’t make smartphones locally.
.
Smartphones
They didn’t find the ship The Titanic until 1985.
.
The ship The Titanic
2

8
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i Ming.
Lisa and We
in private.
.
to talk to you
e problems
6 I need
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’re
you
.
7 I know
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my
o
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r
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8 My sis
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know if the
9 Let me
story.
lieve your
doesn’t be
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look like?
your friend
What does
each other?
e you known
How long hav
/her?
like about him
r?
What do you
about him/he
like
ple
future?
er peo
ndship in the
What do oth
tes in
for your frie
and your no
do you have
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hop
exercise 1
at
Wh
scription in

. Use the de

your friend
scription of
Write a de
to help you.
exercise 2
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Examples of idiomatic
language use and
different registers are
provided.

tes about him

nd. Make no

close frie
Think of a

3

9

ions.
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Strengthens Students’ Foundation
with Organisational Knowledge
To maximise each students’ potential with the English language, strong foundations are
laid with an emphasis on organisational knowledge through an exposure to a multiplicity of
structures of the English language. The learning is made engaging and enjoyable for teens
through age-appropriate texts, appealing photographs, and stimulating audio and video clips.

Language Focus

Listening

Grammar explanations and example sentences are
presented in tables for easy understanding. Grammar is
reinforced through follow-on exercises.

Present perfect

s1

Language focu

present
tences with the
Complete the sen
ckets.
the verbs in bra
perfect form of
erbial.
correct time adv
Then choose the

1
ative sentences
Affirmative & neg
+ past
e/haven’t
hav
ey
e/Th
I/You/W
participle
sn’t
/ha
has
He/She/It

1
2
3
4
5

Questions
Have

+ I/you/we/they

Has

+ he/she/it

+ past participle
2

Short answers
Affirmative
Yes,

I/You/We/ have
No,
They
He/She/It has

Negative

He/She/It hasn’t

adverbials:
that has or
about something
carries on
• so far – to talk
from the start and
hasn’t happened
until now.
so far.
I haven’t told him
hed writing
project. I’ve finis
I’m working on the
six pages so far.
that
ut repeated actions
lately – to talk abo
ething that
near past, or som
happened in the
e time.
som
for
ed
pen
has not hap
d action in
lately. (a repeate
I’ve seen Ali a lot
the near past)
ly.
late
sins
cou
I haven’t seen my
for
has not happened
(something that
some time)
r lives, etc.) to
all her life, all thei
been true
• all my life – (or
that have always
talk about things
.
and still are now
with me
t
stric
n
bee
e
My parents hav
all my life!

Tip box

an amount of time
We use for with
e
e began, and sinc
from when a stat
an.
time a state beg
in
t
poin
with the

Listening

lately / so far. I
(not phone) you
Sorry, I
(be) really busy.
all our lives / so far.
(be) football fans
lately / so far.
We
(not be) very nice
ly.
The weather
ds all her life / late
w) her best frien
(kno
dred
She
(read) the first hun
I
It’s a good book.
far.
pages lately / so

1

9.5

g stories

When you liste
n to a story, con
centrate on the
key words. The
se words com
municate the
important info
most
rmation in eac
h sentence. The
the words with
y are also
the strongest
stress in each
sentence.

Sign up

New Country

2
3

4

Discuss the

•

h

ly
have learned late
Something you
your life
wanted to do all
Something you’ve
ly
late
n
see
en’t
A friend you hav
far
e visited so
Countries you hav
events so far
The happiest life
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questions.

What does this
me
to be true, it pro an: ‘If it sounds too good
bably is’?
• Can you thin
k of any real exa
mp
life when this
expression was les in your
• What can
true?
we do to protec
t ourselves from
online scams?

wit
on these topics
Write sentences
fect.
the present per
1
2
3
4
5

Listen again.
Write down the
key words.
Check your key
words in exe
rcise 2
with a classm
ate. Then use
them
to tell Madis
on’s story.
Answer the qu
estions. Use
the key
words in exe
rcise 3 to hel
p you.

1 How does
Madison feel abo
ut what
happened and
why?
2 According
to the text me
ssage, how mu
did Madison win
ch
?
3 What did Ma
dison think of
the prize at first
4 Why did she
?
change her min
5 What two
d?
pieces of informa
tion did the
people want?
6 What did Ma
dison’s cousin
tell her the nex
day in an email?
t
7 What did Ma
dison do whe
n she heard
the news?
8 How much
money did she
lose in the end
?

5

3

She won a lott
ery.
Her cousin play
ed a joke on her.
She was the vict
im of an online
scam.
She lost a lot
of money onli
ne.

Subskill

a
my
1
. That’s because
my blog
er
I haven’t updated to Australia in February! My fath
ed
e
mov
sam
I
the
and
for
ily
fam
. He’s been working
got a new 2job here years, but they’ve just opened
five
to move.
company
here so we decided
some new offices
ed 3
y say it hasn’t rain day 4
The
!
here
hot
It’s so
ch every
been to the bea
has cooler weather
January. We’ve
the only place that
we got here. It’s
breeze.
sea
the
of
e
aus
bec
os,
seen lots of kangaro
are amazing5. I’ve . I’ve wanted to see
The animals here
n any koalas
n.
soo
but I haven’t see
one
see
to
6
! I really hope
a koala
7
g a new school
I’ve been attendin made two new friends
9
,
one week and I’ve
8
. They’ve lived here ly well.
place real
so they know the
10
very
them
I haven’t known
been really friendly.
long, but they’ve

New Friends and

online!

Understandin

ls.blog.social/html

www.mypersonaltrave

Login

Don’t do this

Listen to Ma
dison
What happened ’s story.
to her? Tick
the correct ans
wer.

a
b
c
d

y. Read her
to a new countr
Sara has moved
or a suitable
it with for, since
blog. Complete
ial.
erb
adv
e
tim

I/You/
haven’t
We/They

and since to
t perfect with for
We use the presen
the past and
ng that began in
ethi
som
ut
abo
talk
.
the present time
has lasted up to
s. (The action
a match for age
the present
We haven’t won
continues up to
and
t
pas
the
in
began
rs old.
time.)
yea
two
e
since we wer
I’ve known Katie
e time
thes
with
t
fec
per
present
We also use the

•

Engaging photographs activate thinking and
speaking before students listen to the audio
recording. They are encouraged to infer and
develop their critical thinking skills through
discussions.
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Tip Box

Tips on punctuation help
students with writing.

6
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Comprehension Questions

While checking for understanding, discussion and
personalisation questions enable students to relate the text
to their own experiences and to discuss how the topic might
impact them.
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Reading

The theme-based reading texts are age-appropriate and engaging. All
texts are recorded for extra listening opportunities.

Teen problems

Reading

Choose the
Read the website quickly.
correct answers.

2

ss the questions.

Look at the photos. Discu

1

•
•

www.teen-to-teen.blog.social/html

ABOUT

CONTACT US

CAREERS

PRESS

Teen to teen
BLOG

3

1.3

A

l football team. My best
I’m the captain of the schoo
he’s terrible! We haven’t
friend is also in the team, but
the other players are
won a match for ages and
I should tell him to
think
They
him.
annoyed with
him yet, but we have an
leave the team. I haven’t told
and we really need to win
week
next
match
ant
import
friend. Should I be honest
it. I don’t want to upset my
a loyal friend and keep
and tell him? Or should I be
team?
him in the

2

Who is it for?
a parents
b teenagers
c children

3

What is its purpose?
e problems
a for experts to explain teenag
give advice
b for teenagers to get and
their
about
out
find
to
s
parent
for
d
children’s problems

to the
A few teenagers responded
h the advice
website with advice. Matc
in
D)
–
(A
raphs
parag
the
(1 – 4) to
the website.
www.teen-to-teen.blog.social/html

Advice

1 Mariam

. If she is a good friend,
I think you should be patient
she isn’t, I’m sure you’ll
she’ll come back to you. If
she isn’t even going to
find a better friend. Maybe
leave you.

2 Faisal

then you should tell
If he isn’t helping the team,
you’re the captain.
him the truth. Remember that
for the team.
You must do what is good

3 Karen

ts! Tell him it’s wrong
It isn’t fair on the other studen
important to be
to use the answers. It’s more
Maybe you can
marks.
good
get
to
than
honest
help him study better.

carefully.
Read and listen to the text
this
Which teenager (A – D) has
problem?
1 telling the truth to a friend
2 very strict parents
wrong
3 a friend who did something
4 feeling jealous

another.
ite lets teenagers get advice from one
It’s not easy to be a teenager. This webs
Like | Reply

What kind of text is it?
a a magazine article
b an information leaflet
c a website forum

1

ers are feeling? Why?
How do you think these teenag
ers face?
What other problems do teenag

4

4 George

are teaching you
Life can be difficult when they
freedom when you are
discipline. You’ll have more
your parents.
older. Maybe then you’ll thank
Post

Like | Reply

C

bad the other day.
My friend did something really
rs to next week’s Science
He said he found the answe
the teacher wasn’t
when
test and he wrote them down
he’s never been very
looking. He’s ambitious, but
get into trouble,
to
him
want
good at Science. I don’t
it’s fair on the other
but he’s cheating. I don’t think
me?
help
e
anyon
Can
students.

5

Discuss the questions.

lt? Why?
Which problem is most difficu
ers gave
Do you think the four teenag
good advice?
you think of for
• What other advice can
each of them?
when you
advice
for
ask
you
do
• Who
have a problem?

•
•

Like | Reply

D
Like | Reply

B

at my school. Everyone
A new student has started
stand the reason for
really likes her but I don’t under
friend Katie wants to
best
my
Now
rity.
her popula
girl and I hardly ever
new
spend all her time with the
ges last week but she
see her. I sent Katie messa
Katie said she was
again,
met
we
didn’t reply. When
new classmate, but why
at the shopping mall with our
ges? I’ve known Katie
messa
my
to
d
respon
she
didn’t
but I think I’m losing her
since we were two years old,
friendship. What should I do?

with me all my life!
My parents have been strict
and study. My friends
After school, I have to go home
gs, but I can’t. Also,
evenin
the
in
er
togeth
go out
minutes each day.
30
for
t
I can only use the Interne
caring but I think they are
I know my parents are very
feel like I’m missing
I
this.
about
rn
being quite stubbo
do. I’m hard-working,
out on the fun things my friends
enjoyment in my life
little
a
have
to
want
just
I
but
some advice!
sometimes. Please give me

Post

Glossary
dy feel unhappy or angry
to upset to make somebo
honest
against the rules; not being
cheating doing something
something
missing out on failing to enjoy
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Glossary

Contains explanations to
support understanding of the
more challenging words in
the text.
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Caters to Different Learning Needs
Designed for students of all levels, this series guides teachers on how to meet the needs
of advanced learners to learners needing more support. The myriad of activities available
via the accompanying digital resources empowers teachers, including new or non-specialist
teachers, on planning and delivering effective and engaging lessons.

Self-Check
kB

Self-Chec

ities they

the activ
ople and

1

t four pe
Read abou
(A — D).
activities

do. Match

the people

(1 — 4) to

A self-check section for each unit allows
students to revise what they have learnt
and monitor their own progress.

the

do
He’d like to

fit.
lp him keep
ends to he
him.
at the week
r exercise
more fun for
ula
is
it
reg
so
me
le
or twice
nts to do so th some other peop
to do once
also
1 Jon wa
ent activity
s, but she
tive sport wi
for a differ
a competi
out in group
is looking
e
ng
Sh
rki
fit.
wo
enjoys
to keep
e
rly
Sh
ula
ty.
reg
rie
s
s more va
eady swim
that she ha
2 Lucy alr
nts to find
her town so
city. She wa
a week in
d to a new
s.
od teacher.
ently move
new friend
wants a go
but she’s rec t she can make some
,
ors
tdo
e
ding time ou other people, so tha
es not tak
likes spen
ise that do
n do with
3 Wei Lin
kind of exerc needs something he
that she ca
find some
an activity
uld like to
hing, but he
wo
etc
str
he
es
so
le,
that involv
busy lifesty
an exercise
has a very
’d like to do
4 Rashid
e to do. He of the day.
a lot of tim
times
t
en
fer
dif
can do at

hy
Healbt ies
Hob

a
tofind
oking
h
youlo that is bot a
y
 Are
e are
hobb
er
w
H
ne
fun?
ns!
y and
estio
health
gg
su
few

Students can consolidate what they
have learnt in the unit, through the
reinforcement questions in this section.

Finished?
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Unit 1
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g Cl
City Hikin

et
le who me
up of peop
We are a gro go walking in the
ek to
once a we
are a very
We
y.
cit
the
hills around and new members
up
ery
friendly gro
We meet ev
welcome.
!
are always
each walk
and join us
8 am, and
urs. Come
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o
Saturday at
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d
een one an
takes betw

C
B

Finished?
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nt
Do you wa
ger
to get stron
ve
and impro
h
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he
your
at the same
time? Then
sses are
you should
es! Our cla
ctors.
ates class
ndly instru
join our pil
rienced, frie d Thursday,
pe
ex
by
t
an
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esday
Tu
ery
lcome.
ev
we
Classes are 0 pm. Beginners are
7.3
from 6.30-

D

Reading
1

re

inton Cent

The Badm

(pp. 16 –1

7)

Read the
website ag
ain. Which
(A–D) do
you think
teenager
said this?
1 You’re

a good frie
nd, but I thi
was wron
nk what yo
g.
u did
2 I’m no
t sure I wa
nt to be yo
3 I need
ur friend an
to be hone
ym
st
ore.
wi
th
the match
you about
.
4 Sorry,
I can’t come
out. Mayb
the weeken
e during
d?

ar
Situated ne
s is
the river, thi
2 Com
lar
plete th
a very popu
y
the websi e sentences with
place to pla
phrases in
te. Then
.
read and
on
answers.
badmint
check yo
ually
ur
We are us
1 atWe ha
enings
me
ev
co
ve
st
ld
n’t
ou
mo
l
won a ma
ful
u sh
to pla
tch for ag
week, so yo
hey,r players
es and the
know how otels
during the
dy
are
ea
alr
u
2
Everyone
. If yo
ent lev
him.
really likes
other times
ople of differ en
her but I do
op understan
d lots of pe
you will fin
n’t
e centre is
d the
3
against. Th
her popular
to 9 pm. He’s ambitious,
to compete
am
.30
ity.
but he’s ne
from 10
ver been ve
every day
Scien
ry

ce.
4 I don’t
want him
to get into
don’t think
trouble, bu
it’s
tI
5 My pa
the other
rents have
students.
been
me all my
to keep
e
life!
tim
the
La
ngua re,
to find

e

Yoga Tim

he
ficult
ge focus
le find it dif
ercise anyw
1 (p. 18)
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4

Complete
the dialog
ues with
and phra
th
ses in the
boxes. Th e words
extra wor
er
d or phra
se in each e is one
box.
all my life

for

lately

A: I haven’t
seen you
around
Where ha
ve you be
en?

since
1

so far
.
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A: Have yo
u
B: Yes. I’v known Nicole 5
e known he 6
a long tim
r
A: We’ve
e?
, actually.
only been
friends 7
April.
all your life
for since
so far
A: Have yo
u lived here 8
B: No. W
?
e’ve been
in this apart
less than
ment 9
a year, bu
10
t we’ve live
d in the to
I was 5 ye
wn
ars old.

Language

Abstract
5

3
4
5
6
7
8
6

focus 2

nouns

(p. 20)

Write the
abstract
noun that
the defin
matches
itions.

1
2

nce or a

e time ad

ial.
1 I
(at
this morning tend) two classes
.
2 It
(not / rain)
really dry.
. The grou
nd is
pm
3 I
26/9/18 4:47
(study) ha
4 Jenny
rd
years.
(be
) good at ma
young, bu
ths
5 They are t she still wants to im
prove.
best friend
s and they
(know) ea
ch
ot
her
6 My da
.
d
(work) as
he finished
a doctor
university.
7 I
(buy) two
of their alb
but I’d like
ums
to
bu
y their lates
8
,
t album as
you
well.
(see) Bao
think he
? I don’t
(be) in class
days.
a few

56

B: I’ve wa
s away on
holiday in
I’ve only be
Hong Kong
en back 2
.
A: I’ve wa
Mond
nted to vis
it
Hong Kong 3 ay.
but I have
n’t had the
,
chance 4
.
all my life
for lately
since

being part
of
the time in a group or a club
so
are not a ch meone’s life when the
ild
y
an area of
a town or
city aroun
someone’s
d
home
without lig
ht
the way tw
o people kn
ow each ot
true things
he
tha
a sad feelin t exist, not imagina r
ry
g
without frie when someone is
nds
art, films,
music, etc
. that peop
for enjoyme
le use
nt

Complete
the senten
ces with
correct fo
the
rm of the
words in
Luke and
bracke

Luke and

I get on we
ll.
I have a go
od relationsh
ip

ts.

. (relation)
1 Khaled’s
known Em
ir since the
years old.
y were five
Khaled’s kn
own Emir
2 Jack’s
since
fallen out
. (child)
with Ahme
Jack and
d.
Ahmed ha
3 Thank
d an
you for be
.
(ar
gue)
ing so kind
Thank you
to me.
4 They wo for your
. (kind)
n the match
against a
team. It wa
very good
s a great
(achieve)
for the tea
m.
5 I’ve ne
ver underst
ood why ev
shopping.
eryone likes
I’ve never
understoo
(popular)
d its
.
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Project
1

Read an excerpt
the questions.

The theme-based projects
encourage collaboration,
personalisation, and
development of life-long
learning skills.

Pet care

Project 3

ut caring for a pet

from a manual abo

keep an iguana?
1 Where can you
for it?
pment do you need
2 What kind of equi
eat?
it
s
doe
t
3 Wha

wer

iguana. Then ans

uana

Caring for your Ig

Space to live
osed area.
a cage or any encl
Iguanas can live in
of your
e times the length
It must be two to thre
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The Adventures of

Tom Sawyer
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Extended Reading

Authentic fiction and non-fiction
texts encourage students to read for
pleasure and fluency, which further
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MCE CAMBRIDGE IGCSETM ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (2ND EDITION)

Grade 10 – 11

Age 16 – 17

Cambridge IGCSETM

Endorsed for full syllabus coverage

Cambridge
IGCSE

English as a Second Language

TM

English

as a Second Language (2nd Edition)

Marshall Cavendish Education is working closely with
Cambridge Assessment International Education towards
endorsement of this series.

Product Introduction

STUDENT'S BOOK

STUDENT'S
BOOK

The Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge IGCSETM English as a Second
Language (2nd Edition) Series is designed to support learners studying the
Cambridge IGCSE and IGCSE (9-1) English as a Second Language syllabuses
(0510/0511/0991/0993) for examination from 2024.
Katherine Bilsborough
Steve Bilsborough
Beth Kemp

1-01-1672-9

The series focuses on building communicative competence and linking language to life. So the
units are carefully structured according to the various functions that we use language for, such as
informing, explaining, persuading and giving opinions. By learning language in this way students will
build strong communication skills, based around real-world contexts that they can relate to.
The series helps to equip students for the modern world by including a unit that focuses on developing
21st century skills such as media literacy and using social media productively. The units also include a
focus on values. For example, a discussion may be about personal development, or building links with
the wider community. Alternatively, students may be prompted to discuss issues and ideas which will
highlight the purpose or worth of a task in relation to future employment. This kind of reflection and
discussion will help students become future-ready.
Thorough coverage of language skills and grammar, as well as a focus on exam preparation, means
that students will gain a solid grounding in English before moving on into higher education.

Core Components
Student’s Book

English as a Second Language syllabuses (0510/0511)
for examination from 2024

✓ Has passed Cambridge International’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts
✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

Katherine Bilsborough
Steve Bilsborough
Beth Kemp

The Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge IGCSETM ESL series is designed for
students following the 0510/0511 syllabuses. The series focuses on building
strong communication skills and linking language to real life.

as a Second Language

SB

suggestions for classroom implementation with prompt questions for checking understanding and
stimulating discussion. The Challenge and Support features support teachers with differentiation. The
audio scripts and answer keys for the Student’s Book and Workbook are also included.

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education

Series architecture
• Student’s Book
• Workbook
• Teacher’s Guide
• e-book (including
audio recordings that
can be accessed via
MCEduhub.com)

English

WORKBOOK

✓ Provides teacher support for the Cambridge IGCSE

English as a Second Language syllabuses (0510/0511)
for examination from 2024

2nd Edition

✓ Has passed Cambridge International’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts
✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

Katherine Bilsborough
Steve Bilsborough

Series architecture
• Student’s Book
• Workbook
• Teacher’s Guide
• e-book (including
audio recordings that
can be accessed via
MCEduhub.com)

ISBN 978-981-5014-60-0

The 18 Student’s Book units:
• aim to make language relatable and relevant
• are organised by how language is used to communicate in real-life situations, within clear contexts
• have an international flavour, with multicultural references and photographs
• include a focus on values, so students can think about their own personal development,
and using language to relate to others
• present language structures explicitly, with grammar rules and example sentences
• focus on building strong listening, speaking, reading and writing skills
• provide exam-style practice to build exam readiness
• support students in building study skills they can use beyond their IGCSE course
• include a focus on developing 21st century competencies, to help students become future-ready

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education

✓ Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE English as

a Second Language syllabuses (0510/0511) for
examination from 2024

Katherine Bilsborough
Steve Bilsborough
Beth Kemp

TEACHER'S
GUIDE
2nd Edition

ISBN 978-981-5014-59-4

✓ Has passed Cambridge International’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts
✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

Cambridge
IGCSE
TM

English
as a Second Language

STUDENT'S
BOOK

STUDENT'S BOOK

✓ Provides learners support for the Cambridge IGCSE

TG The Teacher’s Guide contains step-by-step lesson plans to support teachers. The lesson plans include

Marshall Cavendish Education (MCE) is a global leader providing
world-class educational content and learning solutions for schools
and education centres. Our learning materials progressively cover the
syllabus with customised learning pathways for learners to grow and
strive. They are designed with extensive print and digital resources
which are interactive, seamless to use and customisable for different
schools’ requirements. MCE has worked with the Singapore Ministry
of Education, educators and parents in more than 80 countries over 7
regions in 11 languages to design educational solutions for Pre-K-12
learners. We are the only Asian publisher who is an endorsement partner
of the Cambridge Assessment International Education since 2019.

TM

English as a Second Language

ISBN 978-981-5014-58-7

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education

as a Second Language

Digital Resources*
Cambridge IGCSETM

Series architecture
• Student’s Book
• Workbook
• Teacher’s Guide
• e-book (including
audio recordings that
can be accessed via
MCEduhub.com)
ISBN 978-981-5014-58-7

2nd Edition

Katherine Bilsborough
Steve Bilsborough
Beth Kemp

9 789815 014587

9 789815 014600

9 789815 014594

(Age 15–17)

9 789815 014587

Grade 10–11

quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts
✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

2nd Edition

The Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge IGCSETM ESL series is designed for
students following the 0510/0511 syllabuses. The series focuses on building
strong communication skills and linking language to real life.

Cambridge
IGCSE

TEACHER’S GUIDE

✓ Has passed Cambridge International’s rigorous

reinforcement of language covered in class. Three levels of challenge are offered in the activities. The
function and order of the activities is carefully considered so that the progression moves from simple to
more complex tasks.

STUDENT'S
BOOK

English

Marshall Cavendish Education (MCE) is a global leader providing
world-class educational content and learning solutions for schools
and education centres. Our learning materials progressively cover the
syllabus with customised learning pathways for learners to grow and
strive. They are designed with extensive print and digital resources
which are interactive, seamless to use and customisable for different
schools’ requirements. MCE has worked with the Singapore Ministry
of Education, educators and parents in more than 80 countries over 7
regions in 11 languages to design educational solutions for Pre-K-12
learners. We are the only Asian publisher who is an endorsement partner
of the Cambridge Assessment International Education since 2019.

English as a Second Language

a Second Language syllabuses (0510/0511) for
examination from 2024

as a Second Language

WB The Workbook follows the same unit-based structure as the Student’s Book and provides meaningful

TM

Teacher’s Guide
Cambridge IGCSETM

✓ Supports the full Cambridge IGCSE English as

Series architecture
• Student’s Book
• Workbook
• Teacher’s Guide
• e-book (including
audio recordings that
can be accessed via
MCEduhub.com)

The Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge IGCSETM ESL series is designed for
students following the 0510/0511 syllabuses. The series focuses on building
strong communication skills and linking language to real life.

Cambridge
IGCSE

WORKBOOK

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education

English

STUDENT'S BOOK

The 18 Student’s Book units:
• aim to make language relatable and relevant
• are organised by how language is used to communicate in real-life situations, within clear contexts
• have an international flavour, with multicultural references and photographs
• include a focus on values, so students can think about their own personal development,
and using language to relate to others
• present language structures explicitly, with grammar rules and example sentences
• focus on building strong listening, speaking, reading and writing skills
• provide exam-style practice to build exam readiness
• support students in building study skills they can use beyond their IGCSE course
• include a focus on developing 21st century competencies, to help students become future-ready

TM

Marshall Cavendish Education (MCE) is a global leader providing
world-class educational content and learning solutions for schools
and education centres. Our learning materials progressively cover the
syllabus with customised learning pathways for learners to grow and
strive. They are designed with extensive print and digital resources
which are interactive, seamless to use and customisable for different
schools’ requirements. MCE has worked with the Singapore Ministry
of Education, educators and parents in more than 80 countries over 7
regions in 11 languages to design educational solutions for Pre-K-12
learners. We are the only Asian publisher who is an endorsement partner
of the Cambridge Assessment International Education since 2019.

English as a Second Language

English as a Second Language

The Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge IGCSETM ESL series is designed for
students following the 0510/0511 syllabuses. The series focuses on building
strong communication skills and linking language to real life.
SB

Cambridge
IGCSE

Workbook
Cambridge IGCSETM

Cambridge IGCSETM

Marshall Cavendish Education (MCE) is a global leader providing
world-class educational content and learning solutions for schools
and education centres. Our learning materials progressively cover the
syllabus with customised learning pathways for learners to grow and
strive. They are designed with extensive print and digital resources
which are interactive, seamless to use and customisable for different
schools’ requirements. MCE has worked with the Singapore Ministry
of Education, educators and parents in more than 80 countries over 7
regions in 11 languages to design educational solutions for Pre-K-12
learners. We are the only Asian publisher who is an endorsement partner
of the Cambridge Assessment International Education since 2019.

Teacher Resource

Student’s Book
(2nd Edition)
9789815027716

Workbook
(2nd Edition)
9789815027723

Teacher’s Guide
(2nd Edition)
9789815027730
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– Online e-book: Contains
all the materials from
the Student’s Book and
Workbook with embedded
audio, for ease of use.
– Downloadable free
resources available via
www.mceduhub.com
* These resources will not go
through the Cambridge International
endorsement process.

MCE CAMBRIDGE IGCSETM ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (2ND EDITION)

How to use this series
Each unit in the series is designed to be covered over approximately eight lessons, which
means that the series provides approximately 140 hours of classroom teaching. This series
consists of the following components and key features.
The revised edition of this series includes a suite of specially crafted animations. These
animations reuse key language from the units in the Student Book and Workbook, in an
animated format and new context. Multi modal input of this kind helps to embed learning.
Through the suite of animations included in the new edition of this series, students can
enjoy a range of different styles from humorous cartoons to more formal and factual
documentary style presentations. Ideas for teachers on how to use the animations in class
have also been included. The addition of the animations in the new edition of this series,
will increase learner engagement, and improve the learning experience.

Student’s Book
The Student’s Book consists of 18 units structured according to the various functions we
use language for, such as persuading, informing and explaining. The units contain eight
lessons, each focusing on one of the four language skills of: listening, speaking, reading
and writing, giving a balanced coverage of the four skills. At the end of the Student’s
Book is a Glossary of key words with meanings, and a thorough Grammar Guide with
explicit grammar explanations and plenty of example sentences.

Providing Greater Clarity and Focus for
Language Learning
Well-rounded
Themes

Units are structured according
to functions we use language
for. i.e. informing, complaining,
persuading, negotiating,
explaining, etc.

Values

Students find the
purpose and make
connections between
language skills learnt and
the wider world.

Unit Opener

Each unit opener starts with
a list of learning objectives
linked to specific sections in the
unit for targeted teaching and
learning.

Marker Recognition*

technology allows access to all
the audio, animations and word
lists for pronunciation purposes
and the enhancement of learning
experience.
*This feature will not go through the Cambridge
International endorsement process.
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Building Communicative Competency and
Language Mastery
Warm-up

Focus on
Skills

Before each lesson, suggested
activities help recall and build
contextual knowledge using
relevant vocabulary.

Lesson Heading

Useful strategies are
provided in the form of
advice for students to
take note.

Language lessons are structured
according to the specific skill focus of
the lesson.
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Language Focus

Grammar is taught explicitly with
clear explanations, contextualised
examples, and plenty of practice.
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MCE CAMBRIDGE IGCSETM ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (2ND EDITION)

Nurturing a Generation of Global Citizens with
Lifelong Learning Skills
Unit 18 – a unit dedicated to exploring 21st century skills, such as media
literacy and using social media productively.

Focus on Values

This encourages reflection and personal
development, to help students become
ready to take their place within their
community and also as global citizens.

Connect

Opportunities for students to reflect
and collaborate, to make links between
language skills learnt and personal
experiences.

Additional Practice

Exam-style questions with associated marks can
be found at the end of every unit for more skill
refinement to be examination ready.
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MCE CAMBRIDGE IGCSETM ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (2ND EDITION)

Differentiation of Activities

Three-level icons differentiate tasks to select
what level of challenge they prefer from simple
to more challenging.

Annotatable Workbook
Annotatable features allow students
to make notes and write answers onthe-go for both the student book and
workbook.

Self-Evaluation
An evaluation checklist
at the end of each unit
allows students to gain
self-awareness and
reflect on their learning
and progress.

Various Activity Types

Students are well-equipped and exposed to practices of
language and skills are presented in different contexts.

14 Secondary English

MCE CAMBRIDGE IGCSETM ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (2ND EDITION)

Supporting Teachers with Differentiated Teaching
and Learning
Answers and
Transcripts

Reference material
for both the student
book and workbook to
adjust and plan lessons
according to learning
needs.

Warm-up

Teachers can engage
students to recall and
build upon contextual
knowledge to arouse
curiosity in the
material.

Support and
Challenge

Suggested activities
for both learner
support and additional
stretch.

Embedded
Professional
Development

Short explanations, found
within the lesson notes,
rationalise why each
activity or question prompt
is important or useful for
student learning.
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UNIT

CONTENT

1

Informing 1: Using English to share personal information

2

Expressing Opinion 1: Using English to express personal taste

3

Requesting 1: Using English to obtain goods and information

4

Explaining 1: Using English to provide reasons

5

Instructing 1: Using English to explain how to do something

6

Persuading 1: Using English persuasively

7

Informing 2: Using English to give practical information

8

Advising 1: Using English to share experiences

9

Complaining 1: Using English to express dissatisfaction

10

Instructing 2: Using English to make plans and give instructions

11

Negotiating: Using English for bargaining and compromise

12

Requesting 2: Using English to make formal requests

13

Explaining 2: Using English to explain complex ideas

14

Complaining 2: Using English to express ideals

15

Expressing Opinion 2: Using English to critique and review

16

Persuading 2: Using English to influence others

17

Advising 2: Using English to warn and prepare

18

Using English in the 21st Century
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DIGITAL RESOURCES

Secondary English

Grade 3- & Up

English Writing Buddy

Available on

Writing Buddy introduces the writing process and demonstrates
simple strategies to help students excel in writing.
• Tutorials and Practices: Narrative, Recount and
Situational Writing
• Writing Process and Language Activities for Skill Enhancement
• Scribo AI platform
– Provides instant writing check and suggests edits
– Increases teacher efficiency and reduces feedback cycle
– Presents usage reports for live monitoring
– Writing models for reference

FEATURES
Text Types

Writing Process

Writing Skills

17 Secondary English

Components
Levels

4

Animated Tutorials

28

Language Activities

69

Guided Practices

80

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Practices (Narratives), Practices (Recount), Practices (Situational)

Self-Directed Learning Tools

Reading Aloud Practices – Listen, Learn, Read, Record and Publish with fluency and expression
Stimulus-based Conversation – Practise engagement and clarity in personal responses
Animated Tutorials: Text Types, Writing Process & Writing Skills – Reinforce learning
objectives and enhance writing skills for functional use
AI-Powered Practices – Plan, edit, check and publish with confidence while teachers track
progress in real time to give timely feedback and review
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Product Type

Title
Skills-based

Text Editing

Distinction in English: Text Editing Sec 1 - 2 Express (2nd Edition)
Distinction in English: Text Editing Sec 1 - 2 Normal Academic (2nd Edition)

Grammar

Distinction in English: Grammar for Reference and Practice
Get It Right! Grammar
Distinction in English – Lower Secondary Grammar Workbook

Vocabulary

Distinction in English: ‘O’ Level Vocabulary Book 1
Distinction in English: Vocabulary (2nd Edition)

Writing

Distinction in English: Writing

Comprehension

Comprehension: Strategies for Excellence (Revised Edition)
Distinction in English: Comprehension (2nd Edition)

Guide Book
Grammar

Grammar Supplementary for Lower Secondary (Revised Edition)
The English Grammar Handbook (Revised Edition)

Vocabulary

More Words Please
Idioms in Conversation
International English in Everyday Conversation

Writing

English Compositions: Writing Guide for O-Level
Just Write Composition Guide
Read Smart to Write Well

Legend:
Basic –

Intermediate –

Advanced –

Skills-based
Distinction in English: Grammar for Reference and Practice

Distinction
Grammar
for Reference and Practice
Gain comprehensive understanding of
grammar rules and functions

Develop confidence to apply grammar
knowledge in daily life and exams

Consolidate understanding of grammar
use and language features
Dr Phyllis Chew • Mr Toh Weng Choy

An essential grammar resource for reference and practice, this book is meant to help secondary
school students master English grammar. Each unit begins with an introduction to grammar items within
a context familiar to students. The notes provided are comprehensive which highlight grammatical
rules and structures. The examples given illustrate the grammar items used. There are also practice
exercises throughout each unit. Also included are grammar editing exercises which follow the format
of the O-Level grammar editing questions found in Section A of the English Language Paper 1. The
exercises provide ample opportunities for students to revise and consolidate their understanding of the
grammar skills learnt.

Distinction in
English: Grammar for
Reference and Practice
9789813168459
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Grade 6 – 8

Age 13 – 15

Product Introduction
This series builds upon learners’ understanding of mathematical concepts gained in earlier
grades to ensure a smooth progression in their learning journey.
Aligned to Common Core State Standards for U.S. classrooms, this series has been designed
to strengthen learners’ understanding of complex mathematical concepts and
enhance their problem-solving and critical thinking skills.
This series is also available for Preschool and Elementary level.
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Edition
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Teacher’s Edition
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Builds a Solid Foundation for Problem-solving
Concepts in this series are introduced through multiple representations using the LearnConsolidate-Apply approach used in lower grades. This helps learners visualise and understand
difficult and complex concepts. Once they have a clear understanding of these concepts,
they are able to think critically and apply what they learnt in solving problem sums at higher
difficulty levels.

Learn
Diagrams, specific learning tasks and worked examples help learners grasp concepts at
advanced levels.

5.2

Visual

Representing Direct Proportion
Graphically

Guided Practice
Write an algebraic expression for each of the following.

1 The sum of x and 10
2 The difference ”7 less than y”

Lesson Objective

Solutions paired
with diagrams
help students
connect, visualise
and internalise
mathematical
concepts.

• Use a graph to interpret direct proportion.

3 Jim is now z years old.

Use a Graph to Interpret Direct Proportion.

Le

Each time the wheel on Mike’s unicycle goes around, the unicycle moves forward
2 meters. The distance the unicycle moves forward is directly proportional to the
number of revolutions.

a)

His brother is 4 years older than Jim. Find his brother’s age in terms of z.

b)

His sister is 3 years younger than Jim. Find his sister’s age in terms of z.

arn Use variables to write multiplication expressions.
a)

The table and the graph show the relationship between the number of revolutions

There are 12 crackers in each box. How many crackers are there in 2 boxes?

and distance the wheel moves.

?

Revolutions (x)

1

2

3

Distance (y meters)

2

4

6

y

Visual

Distance Per Revolution

12

Distance (m)

6

Distance
2
4
6
5 5 5 52
Revolutions
1
2
3

5

2 · 12 5 24
There are 24 crackers in 2 boxes.

4
3

b)

2

There are z crackers in each box. How many crackers are there in 4 boxes?

1

?

0

1

2

Symbolic

x

3

Number of Revolutions

4z is the only term of the
expression 4z.

The point (1, 2) can be used to find the constant of

Numerical
equations are
paired with visuals
to help students
transit from
pictorial to abstract.

proportionality:

2
52
1

product of z and 4.

4 · z 5 4z
There are 4z crackers in 4 boxes.

For the graph above, each point (x, y) means that in x revolutions, the unicycle wheel
moves y meters. For example, the point (0, 0) means that in 0 revolution, the wheel
moves 0 meter. The point (1, 2) means that in 1 revolution, it moves 2 meters.

Symbolic

You can say that 4z is the

z

The graph of a direct proportion is always a straight line
through the origin, (0, 0), that does not lie along the horizontal or vertical axis.

4z is an algebraic expression in terms of z.

Think Math
y

In general, you can use the point (1, y) on a direct
proportion graph to find a constant of proportionality.
You can use the constant of proportionality to write a
direct proportion equation, y 5 2x.

Because k 5 , any point (x, y)
x
except (0, 0) on the line of a direct
proportion can be used to find k. Why
is the point (1, y) a convenient point
to use?

Lesson 5.2 Representing Direct Proportion Graphically
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Example 10 Solve a direct proportion problem involving percent.
The regular price of a phone was $228. During a sale, its price was marked down by
$45.60. Use a proportion to find the percent discount.

Solution

$228 (100 percent)

Let x be the percent discount.
$45.60 (? percent)

Method 1
x percent
100 percent
5
$45.60
$228
x
100
5
45.60
228

x · 228
228x
228x  228
x

5 100 · 45.6
5 4,560
5 4,560  228
5 20

Write a proportion.
Write ratios as fractions.
Write cross products.
Simplify.
Divide both sides by 228.
Simplify.

The percent discount was 20%.
Method 2
Ratio of percents 5 Ratio of dollar amounts
x percent : 100 percent 5 $45.60 : $228

100 ·

Write a proportion.

45.60
x
5
228
100

Write ratios as fractions.

45.60
x
5
· 100
228
100

Multiply both sides by 100.

x 5 20
The percent discount was 20%.

Think Math prompts

learners to
reflect on their
mathematical
reasoning and

Simplify.

Think Math
Diego uses a different proportion to
solve this problem.
$45.60
100 percent
5
$228
x percent

Guided Practice

Will he get the correct answer if he
uses this proportion? Explain your
reasoning.

provides students
with opportunities
to assess their
learning by doing

consider other
possibilities in solving
the same problem.

Guided Practice
Solve.

3 A store owner bought some handbags for $32 each from the manufacturer.
Later, the store owner marked up the price of each handbag by $8. Use a
proportion to find the percent increase in the price of the handbags.

questions similar to the
worked examples.

Lesson 5.3 Solving Direct Proportion Problems
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Comprehensive lesson plans with pacing suggestions, teaching strategies and other resources
within Teacher’s Edition help teachers to conduct lessons, teach and assess learners effectively.
The Chapter at a Glance provides teachers with an overview
that will allow them to effectively plan, execute and
follow through lessons, correlations, and skills learnt in
previous and upcoming levels.

Additional Teaching Support

CHAPTER

Chapter at a Glance

1

CHAPTER OPENER
The Real Number
System
Recall Prior Knowledge

LESSON AT A GLANCE

Pacing

Objectives

LESSON 1.2
Writing Rational Numbers
as Decimals
Pages 16225

LESSON 1.5
Introducing Significant Digits
Pages 38248

2 days

2 days

1 day

1 day

2 days

• Find the absolute values of
rational numbers.
m
• Express numbers in
form.

• Write rational numbers as
terminating or repeating
decimals using long division.
• Compare rational numbers on
the number line.

• Understand irrational numbers and
how they fill the number line.
• Use rational numbers to locate
irrational numbers approximately
on the number line.

• Show that irrational numbers are
characterized by a nonterminating
and nonrepeating decimal
representation.
• Introduce the real number system
and the real number line.

• Introduce rules to identify
significant digits in a given number.
• Determine if trailing zeros of an
integer are significant.
• Round integers and decimals to a
specified number of significant
digits.

opposites, set of integers, positive
integers, negative integers,
negative fractions, rational
numbers

terminating decimal, repeating
decimal

irrational numbers, approximate

real number, real number line

significant digits, precise

n

• Locate rational numbers on the
number line.

TRT1*

spreadsheet software, TRT1*

paper, ruler, scissors, TRT1*

TRT1*

Student Book A, pp. 226
Assessments Course 2,
Chapter 1 Pre-Test
Transition Guide,
Course 2, Skills 126

Student Book A, pp. 7215
Extra Practice A, Lesson 1.1
Reteach A, Lesson 1.1

Student Book A, pp. 16225
Extra Practice A, Lesson 1.2
Reteach A, Lesson 1.2

Student Book A, pp. 26233
Extra Practice A, Lesson 1.3
Reteach A, Lesson 1.3

Student Book A, pp. 34237
Extra Practice A, Lesson 1.4
Reteach A, Lesson 1.4
Activity Book, Lesson 1.4

Student Book A, pp. 38248
Extra Practice A, Lesson 1.5
Reteach A, Lesson 1.5

Foundational for 7.NS.1,
7.NS.2d

7.NS.1 Apply and extend previous
understandings … rational
numbers … on a horizontal or
vertical number line diagram.

7.NS.2d Convert a rational
number to a decimal using long
division; know that the decimal
form of a rational number
terminates in 0s or eventually
repeats.

Extend 7.NS.1 Apply and extend
previous understandings … rational
numbers … on a horizontal or vertical
number line diagram.

Extend 7.NS.2d Convert a rational
number to a decimal using long
division; know that the decimal form
of a rational number terminates in 0s
or eventually repeats.

Extend 7.NS.2d Convert a rational
number to a decimal using long
division; know that the decimal form
of a rational number terminates in 0s
or eventually repeats.

4. Model mathematics.
7. Look for and use
structure.

4. Model mathematics. 6. Attend
to precision.

4. Model mathematics. 5. Use
tools strategically. 6. Attend to
precision.

4. Model mathematics. 5. Use tools
strategically. 6. Attend to precision.

2. Reason. 4. Model mathematics.
7. Look for and use structure.

4. Model mathematics. 6. Attend
to precision. 7. Look for and use
structure.

Standards for
Mathematical
Content

*Teacher Resource Tools (TRTs) are available on the Teacher One Stop.

*Teacher Resource Tools (TRTs) are available on the Teacher One Stop.

Concepts and Skills Across the Courses
• Understand that positive and
negative numbers can be used
to describe opposites. (6.NS.5,
6.NS.6a)
• Find and position rational numbers
on a number line. (6.NS.6, 6NS.6c)

COURSE 3

• Represent addition and subtraction
of rational numbers on a number
line. (7.NS.1)

• Know and apply the properties of
integer exponents. (8.EE.1)
• Use square root symbols and cube
root symbols to represent solutions
to equations of the form x2 5 p and
x3 5 p. (8.EE.2)

• Relate absolute values to finding
the sum and difference of rational
numbers. (7.NS.1b, 7.NS.1c)

• Online Student eBook

7. Look for and use structure

• Interactive Whiteboard Lessons

In this chapter, students build the number sense necessary
for problem solving (CCSS:7.NS.3) through an instructional
pathway that involves

• Virtual Tools

• modeling and representing types of numbers
• consolidating number sense through practice and
activities
• applying number sense in real-world and mathematical
contexts.

• Teacher One Stop
• ExamView® Assessment Suite Course 2

• Convert a rational number to
a decimal using long division
and know that the decimal form
terminates in 0s or eventually
repeats. (7.NS.2d)

OF

ESSION
AL

• Understand ordering and absolute
value of positive and negative
numbers. (6.NS.6b, 6.NS.7,
6.NS.7a2 6.NS.7d)

SPOTLIGHT ON
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES

TECHNOLOGY

COURSE 2

PR

COURSE 1

2A

LESSON 1.4
Introducing the
Real Number System
Pages 34237

LESSON 1.3
Introducing Irrational Numbers
Pages 26233

Real numbers are
represented as
points on an infinite line
and are used to count,
measure, estimate, or
approximate quantities.

Materials
RESOURCES

LESSON 1.1
Representing Rational Numbers
on the Number Line
Pages 7215

2 days

Vocabulary

Lesson
Resources

Online Teacher’s Edition
Online Professional
Development Videos

LEARNING

• Online Professional Development Videos

Chapter 1 Chapter at a Glance

Chapter 1 Chapter at a Glance

learners’
needs.

OF
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The instructions in Best
Practices recommend ways
they can improve learners’

Additional Teaching Support

ESSION
AL

Teachers may
use resources
to tailor their
teaching to

8/27/13 4:52 PM

PR
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LEARNING

Math Background

Online Transition Guide
Online Professional
Development Videos

understanding

Chapter 1 The Real Number System
Building the Real Number System

during lessons.

Writing fractions as decimals

• Students will learn that they can always write a fraction
• In this chapter, students extend their knowledge of
as a decimal. These decimals may either terminate or
numbers (whole numbers, integers, fractions, and
repeat. If a fraction’s denominator can be expressed
decimals) to irrational numbers. They identify the
as a power of 10, then its decimal form terminates.
numbers that make up the set of rational numbers
Even fractions like 3 and 3 can be expressed with
and those that make up the set of real numbers. They
4
8
Example 1 Find the absolute values of fractions.
denominators
that are powers of 10.
Find numbers
the Absolute
Values
Negative
locate
from
bothofsets
on theFractions
numberand
line.Decimals.

Density property for rational numbers
• In Course 1, students worked with rational numbers.
However, the idea that between every pair of rational
numbers, there is another rational number is new. Two
ways to find a rational number between the rational
numbers a and c are shown below.
b

d

1 13
2 5

b)

7

b

d

It is halfway between them.
Method 2 Add numerators and denominators.
a 1c
, where a , a 1 c , c
b 1d
b
b 1d
d

Density property for real numbers

• Encourage students to find numbers between rational
number pairs on their own. Many will be surprised to
Examples:
discover
that there is always another rational number
10 any rational pair no matter how close the
between

3
3
numbers
are.
13
13

12

and

and think that 2 18 lies 18 units to

26
26
5
.
15
15

5

5

26
units
15

1

0

A rational number is a number which can be written
m
where m and n are integers with n ≠ 0. The
n

definition of rational numbers comes from the concept

35

3
. So, 3 is a rational number.
1

Example 1

See margin.

Think Math

a) Guide Show students that since the absolute value
of a fraction is the distance of the number from
8/27/13 4:52 PM
0, the absolute value is the value of the fraction
without the sign.

07_(M)MIFTE_C2A_01_TP.indd 5

b) Ask How can you tell which rational number is
closer to 0 from the number line? The absolute
11
is less than 1 whereas the absolute
12
26
11
is greater than 1. 2
is closer to 0.
15
12

18
5

;2

2
7

n

m
0
, you can write 0 as .
n
1

DAY

Teachers can also
use the modelled
dialogues as
a guide when
asking probing
questions to

Point out that 0 can be the
numerator of a fraction. The value
of any fraction with a numerator
of 0 (and a nonzero denominator)
is 0, because 0 divided into any
number of parts is still equal to 0.
Remind students that zero should
not appear in the denominator of
a fraction because division by zero
is undefined.

m
with n 5 0. Why?
n

Find the absolute values
of fractions.

2D
2B

(M)MIFSE_C2A_01.indd 9

3

Best Practices

Lesson 1.1 Representing Rational Numbers on the Number Line

Chapter
Math Background
Chapter
1 1Chapter
at a Glance

7

be written as m 4 n.

You cannot write a rational number

To express 0 in the form

3 units
0

5

A rational number m can be
n
thought of as the quotient m 4 n,
and division by 0 is not defined.
So, n ≠ 0.

of fractions.
1
3
1
5 . So, 1 is a rational number.
2
2
2

units

18

Remind students that m can

there is another real number. The real numbers
m
Express Integers and Fractions in Form.
complete the real number line.
n

Examples: 1

5

2

Think Math

Solve.

13
5

18

2
2

2
23 18
2
18
;
1 Find the absolute values of 3 and 2 . 3 or
7
5
7
7 5
• Having learned the density property for rational
two numbers on a number line and indicate their distances from 0.
2 Graph
numbers, students will find the density property
forthe
real
Which number is farther from 0? See margin.
numbers reasonable. Between any two real numbers,

as
13
5

value is 18 .

11
26
and
are from 0. Which number is
12
15

2

11
units
12

5

the right of 0 because its absolute

Using a number line, show how far 2

21

5

3

5

1 and 2 Watch for students who
confuse the idea of absolute value
with position on a number line,

11
26
and
.
12
15

than 7 2 1 or 6 digits, because there are only 6
11
26
2
12
15
possible remainders when dividing 6 by 7. As soon as
a
11 the
11
26
26
remainder, such as 4, appears for a second time2in
is
units to the left of 0.
is
units to the right of 0.
12
12
15
15
long division process, you will be dividing 7 into 40 for
11
26
11
Because the distance
, 1 unit and
. 1 unit, 2
is closer to 0.
12
15
12
a second time. This will give the same results as the first
time you divided 7 into 40, so the digits of the quotient
will repeat from this point on.
Guided Practice

ad 1 bc
ad 1 bc
ad 1 bc
425
· 1 5
bd
bd
2bd
2

3

12

b

The number ad 1 bc is between a and c .

5

6
5 0.857142
7

repeating pattern. For example, 6 will not have more

3

Divide by 2.



Find the absolute values of 2

fraction a will have no more than b 2 1 digits in its

3

13
bc
a
ad11 bc
c
ad
1
5
1
5 2
5
bd
b
bd
d
bd

2bd

a)



2
5 0.6
3

Guided Practice

Solve. Show your work.

375
3
5
1, 000
8

If a fraction’s denominator cannot be expressedSolution
as a
power of 10, the fraction’s decimal form repeats. 11 11

• To support students in their work with repeating closer to 0?
decimals, point out that the repeating decimal for
a
Solution

Method 1 Find their average.
Add the fractions.

3
5 75
4
100

9

1
2
16/07/12 9:02 PM

m

Express Integers and Fractions in n Form.
Ask How can you write 1 1 as m ? 1 1 5 1 1 1 5 2 1 1
5

211
5 3 . So, 1 1 is 3 .
2
2
2 2

2

n

2

2

2

2

Ask How can you write 3 as m ? 3 5 3 Why? Any
n

1

value of 2

number when divided by 1 is the number itself.

value of

Ask How can you express 0 as m ? 0 divided by 1 Is 0
n

a rational number? Yes, because it can be written as a
ratio of two integers.

Lesson 1.1 Representing Rational Numbers on the Number Line
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check learners’
understanding
and correct
misconceptions.

MATH IN FOCUS SINGAPORE MATH BY MARSHALL CAVENDISH

Consolidate & Apply
Learners are provided opportunities to delve deeper into understanding each concept. As they
encounter each concept in various representations, and at greater complexity, learners develop
connections, strengthen skills and achieve fluency in problem-solving.

Guided Practice
Simplify each expression. Then state the coefficient of the variable in the expression.

.2
Practice 7

1 xx

ue of the

given val

n for the

en y  3

10

4r when r  10
9 20  5

2z
 4 when
12 16  3

en x  3.

ression wh

each exp
Evaluate

14

5x 2 3
x 1 
10
2

16

7x 2 6  4(8  2x)
3

15

2x  4 
5

19

en y 
lowing wh

the fol
te each of

x cm

9x 2 3
4

x1

5x 2 3 
4

? cm

?

1

?

1

t of ( y
The produc
us

1) min
24 8(2y 

? cm

?

5

?

The perimeter of the square is

5( x  5)  3(13  2x)
8

 1) and

translate complex
word problems into
algebraic equations
and geometric
formulas with ease.

centimeters.

6 The figure shows a trapezoid. The length of each side is given as shown. Find the

72 x
x
7x  5  9

perimeter of the trapezoid in terms of w.
10 cm

7.

w cm

w cm
w cm

y
y and 4
9

of 3
22 The sum

23

? cm

?

 5).

us (2y
(5y  2) min

21

?

z  18

)
5(16 2 4 x

2
13(11  3x)

20

x
x 1 
6
4

Evalua

11  x 
2

18

2x  3
3
2(6  x) 
5(x  2) 

17

8r  15 when r  27
9

2z 2 4 when z  18
3

11 16 

13

4  5z when z  12
6

8

5z
en z  12
4  6 wh

x cm

2
when y 

7w when w  18
6

6
4

6 when w

As students encounter
problems in various
representations, they
become familiar with
the multiple ways to
solve a question. They
will also be able to

in terms of x.

en x  5

wh
2 3x  5

4 40  9y

wh
3 5y  8

7

4 n 1 n 1 n 1 n 1 n 1 n 1 12 2 8

5 A square has sides of length x centimeters. Find the perimeter of the square

variable.

7
5 when x


5 33  7w

2 y1y16

3 m1m1m1514
Solve.

h expressio

eac
Evaluate

1 x1x1x1x1x

?

( y  1)
w cm

14 y  37 .
5

110 2 6 y
4
y  15) and
tient of 9(7
25 The quo

 3y
2 y 
5 y and 4  7 

of
sum
6
26 The

 5y 2 y 

 y  2 y  and  6
3
3 
tient of  2

w1

?

? cm

1

?

1

? cm

?

5

? cm

?

The perimeter of the trapezoid is

?

centimeters.
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Name:
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Name:

Cumulative Practice
for Chapters 4 to 7

2.

: 13 5 48 : 104

Solve. Show your
work

.

Write each ratio in simplest form.

Learners can also
supplement their
learning with these
additional resources to
reinforce learning.

Circumference an
d Area
of a Circle

11

Find the missing term in each pair of equivalent ratios.
1. 7 : 15 5 63 :

Date:

CHAPTER

1. A hula-hoop
is rolled

3. 36 : 90

4. 56 : 91

5. 60 inches : 3 feet

6. 2 pounds : 24 ounces

in a straight line
on the ground for
6 complete turns
from Point X to Point
Y. The hula-hoop
has a diameter of
22
as an approximation
28 inches. Use _
for π.
7

hula-hoop

Express each decimal as a percent.
X

7. 0.76

8. 1.09

a)

Find the distance

ground

between Point X

Y

and Point Y in feet.

10.

20

7
12

re) Private Limited.

9. 13

Express each percent as a decimal.
11. 9%

12. 150%

© Marshall Cavendis
h International (Singapo

© Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited.

Express each fraction as a percent.

Express each percent as a fraction in simplest form.
13. 88%

14. 120%

Extra Practice Course 1A

A second hula-hoop
with a diameter
of 35 inches is rolled
to Point Y. Find the
from Point X
minimum number
of complete turns
make to reach Point
it needs to
Y.

85

Extra Practice
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Learners can extend their learning and establish new connections as they collaborate and use tools
to apply and practise skills learnt, as well as communicate their reasoning processes.
Each chapter concludes with
When learners work in small groups, they
hone their reasoning skills as well as
explore and learn from each other.

that stretches the
learners’ learning. As they recall
and apply concepts learnt in earlier
topics to solve challenging nonroutine questions, they improve on
their critical thinking skills.

Materials:
•
•

RECOGNIZE THAT SIMPLIFIED EXPRESSIONS ARE EQUIVALENT

•

Work in pairs.

paper
ruler
scissors

ST E P

1 Make the following set of paper strips.
Let the length of the shortest strip be m units. Make and label 5 such strips.
m

m

m

m

m

Make and label 4 more strips of lengths 2m units, 3m units, 4m units, and 5m units.
2m

3m

1 A shopping club is having a sale. Members and nonmembers of the club
4m

receive different discounts, as shown below.

5m

For Members:

ST E P

2 Take one of the longer strips and place it horizontally.
Example

For Nonmembers:

25% off the selling price and
a further $20 off with
a minimum purchase of $500

3m

10% off the selling price and
a further $20 off with
a minimum purchase of $500

ST E P

3 Ask your partner to use the pieces of the shortest strips to match the length of the
ST E P

a)

Sally is not a member of the shopping club. She wants to purchase a
camcorder that is selling at $580. How much does Sally have to pay
for the camcorder?

b)

Tabitha is a member of the shopping club. She wants to purchase a
computer laptop that is selling at $990. How much does Tabitha have
to pay for the computer laptop?

chosen strip in 2 .
Example

ST E P

2 In the figure, the area of the shaded part is 40% of the area of Square P. It

4 Write an algebraic expression to describe the number of short strips used, and

is also 20% of the area of Square Q. What percent of the figure is shaded?
Round your answer to 2 decimal places. (Hint: Find the ratio of the area of
the shaded part to the unshaded part.)

ST E P

simplify it. For example in 3 , write m 1 m 1 m 5 3m.
ST E P

5 Repeat the activity with other lengths of strips.
How do the lengths of the strips show that the expressions

P

are equivalent?

Q
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Opportunities are made available in the series to help learners consolidate the skills and
concepts learnt. Using these resources, learners can assess and improve on their learning.
Name:
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A letter or variable in an algebraic expression represents an unknown specific
number or any number.

3. Find the area of the trapezoid.
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Assessments

MATHS AHEAD

Grade 7 – 9

Age 13 – 15

Product Introduction
The Marshall Cavendish Education Maths Ahead Grades 7 to 9 Series is designed for
students preparing for the Cambridge Lower Secondary Mathematics 0862 syllabuses.
This series comprises of a total of 3 grade levels with a Student’s book, Workbook, Teacher’s
guide and resources for each level. The series is focused on building up the necessary
mathematical knowledge and foundation to prepare students for Cambridge Upper
Secondary Math courses such as the IGCSE and O Levels.
The Maths Ahead Package espouses the use of comics to enhance students’ learning for the
development of the 21st Century Competencies in Mathematical classroom.
Based on the paper co-written by Dr Toh Tin Lam and other writers, the use of comics in
our student book aims to empower learners through the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Capture Interest and impress key mathematical ideas
Enhance and extend communication of Math concepts to facilitate understanding
Minimise apprehension and anxiety by Increasing motivation to learn Mathematics
Provide a bridge between Math concepts and real-life context
Engage and encourage students to participate actively in class discussions and
collaboration
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MATHS AHEAD

Core components
Student Book
Maths Ahead is a natural continuation of the primary mathematics series
published by Marshall Cavendish Education. It is based on the Cambridge
syllabus and supports the curricula of various countries. It is ideal for
schools teaching the Cambridge syllabus and preparing their students for
the national examinations.

PRIMARY

LOWER SECONDARY

• My Pals are Here! Maths
3rd Edition

• Maths 360

• Maths Ahead

UPPER SECONDARY
• Marshall Cavendish
IGCSE Core and Extended
Mathematics

• My Pals are Here! Maths
4th Edition

• Marshall Cavendish IGCSE
O Level Additional
Mathematics

• Marshall Cavendish
Cambridge Primary
Mathematics 2nd
Edition

MATHS

Marshall Cavendish Education empowers educators and students with
high-quality, research-based educational solutions that nurture joyful
and future-ready global citizens.
Our Mathematics packages are designed for powerful learning through
providing meaningful learning experiences that are joyful and simple.
Each learning experience is carefully crafted to engage the hearts and
minds of students. Our packages offer a myriad of fun and engaging
learning experiences to motivate students and spur them to learn. We use
simple language and everyday contexts to help students make sense of

International Lower Secondary
mathematical concepts easily. The use of Singapore’s tried-and-tested
methodologies and carefully varied questions help students think like
Student’s Book
mathematicians and develop mastery in the subject. Our packages
provide opportunities for students to reflect on their own thinking which
will help them become competent problem solvers.

Maths Ahead is a natural continuation of the primary mathematics series
published by Marshall Cavendish Education. It is based on the Cambridge
syllabus and supports the curricula of various countries. It is ideal for
schools teaching the Cambridge syllabus and preparing their students for
the national examinations.

GR

• Marshall Cavendish
Cambridge O Level
Mathematics D

• New Mathematics
Connection

UPPER SECONDARY
• Marshall Cavendish
IGCSE Core and Extended
Mathematics

GR

AD

9 789814 970228

PRIMARY

LOWER SECONDARY

UPPER SECONDARY

• My Pals are Here! Maths
3rd Edition

• Maths Ahead
• Maths 360

• Marshall Cavendish
IGCSE Core and Extended
Mathematics
• Marshall Cavendish IGCSE
O Level Additional
Mathematics

Our Mathematics packages are designed for powerful learning through
providing meaningful learning experiences that are joyful and simple.
Each learning experience is carefully crafted to engage the hearts and
minds of students. Our packages offer a myriad of fun and engaging
learning experiences to motivate students and spur them to learn. We use
simple language and everyday contexts to help students make sense of
mathematical concepts easily. The use of Singapore’s tried-and-tested
methodologies and carefully varied questions help students think like
mathematicians and develop mastery in the subject. Our packages
provide opportunities for students to reflect on their own thinking which
will help them become competent problem solvers.

International Lower Secondary
Student’s Book

Maths Ahead is a natural continuation of the primary mathematics series
published by Marshall Cavendish Education. It is based on the Cambridge
syllabus and supports the curricula of various countries. It is ideal for
schools teaching the Cambridge syllabus and preparing their students for
the national examinations.

G

• Marshall Cavendish
Cambridge O Level
Mathematics D

E 7

Aligned to
the latest
Cambridge
Lower
Secondary
Maths syllabus

LOWER SECONDARY

UPPER SECONDARY

• My Pals are Here! Maths
3rd Edition

• Maths Ahead
• Maths 360

• Marshall Cavendish
IGCSE Core and Extended
Mathematics

• New Mathematics
Connection

• Digital Teacher’s Guide:
– Scheme of Work (Editable)
MATHS

MATHS

GR

– Lesson Plans (Editable)

International Lower Secondary
Teacher’s Guide

International Lower Secondary
Workbook

E
AD

9

GR

E
AD

9

• Marshall Cavendish IGCSE
O Level Additional
Mathematics
• Marshall Cavendish
Cambridge O Level
Mathematics D
• Maths 360
• Additional Maths 360

• Lesson PowerPoint Slides
(Editable)

– Question bank

DR TOH TIN LAM

DR TOH TIN LAM
This Workbook follows the same flow and structure as the Student’s Book

DR TOH TIN LAM

and provides supplementary exercises for students to reinforce concepts
learnt during lessons and consolidate their understanding.

Aligned to
the latest
Cambridge
Lower
Secondary
Maths syllabus

ISBN 978-981-49-7024-2

9 789814 970242

Aligned to
the latest
Cambridge
Lower
Secondary
Maths syllabus

Aligned to
the latest
Cambridge
Lower
Secondary
Maths syllabus

Grade 7

(Age 13)

Student Book 7
9789814970198

Grade 8

(Age 14)

Student Book 8
9789814970204

(Age 15)

22/10/21 6:32 PM
MATHS AHEAD COVER G9 WB Front & Back Revise.indd All Pages

Grade 9

MATHS AHEAD COVER G9 SB Front & Back Revise.indd All Pages

PRIMARY

• Marshall Cavendish
Cambridge Primary
Mathematics 2nd
Edition

DR TOH TIN LAM

ISBN 978-981-49-7021-1

9 789814 970211

E 9

• My Pals are Here! Maths
4th Edition

• Maths 360
• Additional Maths 360

THE STUDENT’S BOOK:
• Piques students’ interest and makes learning meaningful through
fun comic strips and illustrations
• Enriches students’ learning experiences through a variety of fun activities
that encourage exploration and discovery of mathematical concepts
• Facilitates students’ understanding and application of concepts
through worked examples and solutions
• Presents mathematical concepts in a systematic way, from the
fundamental to the advanced
• Caters to students of different abilities with a range of
questions to help them consolidate their learning and build their
confidence when sitting for examinations

Marshall Cavendish Education empowers educators and students with
high-quality, research-based educational solutions that nurture joyful
and future-ready global citizens.

D
RA

AD

22/10/21 6:27 PM

MATHS AHEAD INTERNATIONAL LOWER SECONDARY WORKBOOK GRADE 9

Maths Ahead is a natural continuation of the primary mathematics series
published by Marshall Cavendish Education. It is based on the Cambridge
syllabus and supports the curricula of various countries. It is ideal for
schools teaching the Cambridge syllabus and preparing their students for
the national examinations.

GR

DR TOH TIN LAM

Aligned to
the latest
Cambridge
Lower
Secondary
Maths syllabus

ISBN 978-981-49-7022-8

MATHS

E 7

DR TOH TIN LAM

• Maths 360

and provides supplementary exercises for students to reinforce concepts
learnt during lessons and consolidate their understanding.

MATHS AHEAD INTERNATIONAL LOWER SECONDARY STUDENT’S BOOK GRADE 9

Our Mathematics packages are designed for powerful learning through
providing meaningful learning experiences that are joyful and simple.
Each learning experience is carefully crafted to engage the hearts and
minds of students. Our packages offer a myriad of fun and engaging
learning experiences to motivate students and spur them to learn. We use
simple language and everyday contexts to help students make sense of
mathematical concepts easily. The use of Singapore’s tried-and-tested
methodologies and carefully varied questions help students think like
mathematicians and develop mastery in the subject. Our packages
provide opportunities for students to reflect on their own thinking which
will help them become competent problem solvers.

International Lower Secondary
Teacher’s Guide

• Marshall Cavendish IGCSE
O Level Additional
Mathematics
• Marshall Cavendish
Cambridge O Level
Mathematics D

Digital Resources
• Annotatable
enhanced eBooks

MATHS

MATHS

22/10/21 6:25 PM
MATHS AHEAD COVER G7 WB Front & Back Revise.indd All Pages

Marshall Cavendish Education empowers educators and students with
high-quality, research-based educational solutions that nurture joyful
and future-ready global citizens.

Teacher’s Guide

International Lower Secondary
Workbook

DR TOH TIN LAM This Workbook follows the same flow and structure as the Student’s Book

9 789814 970198

• New Mathematics
Connection

LOWER SECONDARY
• Maths Ahead
• Maths 360

• Additional Maths 360

MATHS AHEAD COVER G7 SB Front & Back Revise.indd All Pages

• Marshall Cavendish
Cambridge Primary
Mathematics 2nd
Edition

E 7

• New Mathematics
Connection

Aligned to
the latest
Cambridge
Lower
Secondary
Maths syllabus

ISBN 978-981-49-7019-8

• My Pals are Here! Maths
4th Edition

AD

• My Pals are Here! Maths
3rd Edition

• Marshall Cavendish
Cambridge Primary
Mathematics 2nd
Edition

DR TOH TIN LAM

THE STUDENT’S BOOK:
• Piques students’ interest and makes learning meaningful through
fun comic strips and illustrations
• Enriches students’ learning experiences through a variety of fun activities
that encourage exploration and discovery of mathematical concepts
• Facilitates students’ understanding and application of concepts
through worked examples and solutions
• Presents mathematical concepts in a systematic way, from the
fundamental to the advanced
• Caters to students of different abilities with a range of
questions to help them consolidate their learning and build their
confidence when sitting for examinations

PRIMARY

• My Pals are Here! Maths
4th Edition

• Maths 360
• Additional Maths 360

Workbook
MATHS AHEAD INTERNATIONAL LOWER SECONDARY WORKBOOK GRADE 7

Our Mathematics packages are designed for powerful learning through
providing meaningful learning experiences that are joyful and simple.
Each learning experience is carefully crafted to engage the hearts and
minds of students. Our packages offer a myriad of fun and engaging
learning experiences to motivate students and spur them to learn. We use
simple language and everyday contexts to help students make sense of
mathematical concepts easily. The use of Singapore’s tried-and-tested
methodologies and carefully varied questions help students think like
mathematicians and develop mastery in the subject. Our packages
provide opportunities for students to reflect on their own thinking which
will help them become competent problem solvers.

MATHS AHEAD INTERNATIONAL LOWER SECONDARY STUDENT’S BOOK GRADE 7

Marshall Cavendish Education empowers educators and students with
high-quality, research-based educational solutions that nurture joyful
and future-ready global citizens.

Teacher Resources

Student Book 9
9789814970211
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Workbook 7
9789814970228

Teacher’s Guide 7
9789814987264

Workbook 8
9789814970235

Teacher’s Guide 8
9789814987271

Workbook 9
9789814970242

Teacher’s Guide 9
9789814987288
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LOWER SECONDARY SCIENCE MATTERS

Grade 7 – 8

Age 13 – 14

Product Introduction
Designed to develop a strong foundation in science by linking scientific knowledge and
skills to the real world, this series prepares students for further in-depth study at the upper
secondary level.
Scientific literacy is developed through purposeful visuals and extensive authentic
contexts. Graphic organisers and challenging questions enable students to make connections
between concepts while hands-on activities enable acquisition of process skills
and promotes inquiry learning.
With majority of secondary schools in Singapore using this series, her students have been
consistently top performers at the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS).
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LOWER SECONDARY SCIENCE MATTERS

Core Components

Grade 7

(Age 13)

Textbook Volume A
9789810117382

Grade 8

(Age 14)

Textbook

Textbook Volume B
9789810117399

Textbook eBook Textbook with
eBook

(Student’s Edition)

Workbook

Practical
Book

Textbook eBook
- Student’s Edition
Volume A
9781099082771

Textbook with
eBook
Volume A
9789813164406

Workbook Volume A
9789810117405

Practical Book
Volume A
9789810117429

Textbook eBook
- Student’s Edition
Volume B
9781099082788

Textbook with
eBook
Volume B
9789813164413

Workbook Volume B
9789810117412

Practical Book
Volume B
9789810117436
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LOWER SECONDARY SCIENCE MATTERS

Teacher Resources
Workbook

Practical Book

(Teacher’s Edition) (Teacher’s Edition)

Teacher’s
Textbook eBook
Planning Guide (Teacher’s Edition)

(Teacher's Edition)

(Age 13)

Grade 7

(Teacher's Edition)

Workbook
– Teacher’s Edition
Volume A
9789810117443

Textbook eBook
- Teacher’s Edition
Volume A
9789813162792

Practical Book
– Teacher’s Edition
Volume A
9789810117467

(Age 14)

Grade 8

Teacher’s Planning
Guide
9781099072062

Workbook
– Teacher’s Edition
Volume B
9789810117450

Practical Book
– Teacher’s Edition
Volume B
9789810117474
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Textbook eBook
- Teacher’s Edition
Volume B
9789813162808

LOWER SECONDARY SCIENCE MATTERS

Meaningfully Connect Science Concepts through
Contextualisation
Science concepts are brought to life by linking them to things that are happening around us.
Thought-provoking questions encourage learners to explore scientific concepts in greater
depth and apply it to the world around us.

3.1 Chemical Composition of Matter
• What is chemical composition?

A

A

n aircraft is made up of materials such as
aluminium, copper, magnesium and zinc.

The mixture of metals allows the construction of a
light aircraft body that is able to withstand extreme
stress. These properties are unlike the properties
of pure aluminium.

n aircraft is made up of materials such as
aluminium, copper, magnesium and zinc.

Think and Explore 21st
Compare the properties of kitchen aluminium foil and
the aircraft construction material. What can you infer
about the reason for mixing the metals?

The mixture of metals allows the construction of a
light aircraft body that is able to withstand extreme
stress. These properties are unlike the properties
of pure aluminium.

▲ Figure 3.1 Aluminium is present in
most components of an aircraft, from
its engine to its body frame.

Just like aluminium and the materials that contain it, different
substances can ser ve different functions as they have
different properties. These substances have different physical
properties due to their chemical composition. The chemical
components that a substance is made of form the chemical
composition of that substance.

Think and Explore

Chemical composition is the chemical components that
make up a substance.
According to the chemical composition, matter can be
classified into elements and non-elements. Non-elements are
namely compounds or mixtures.
▶ Figure 3.2 Fireworks have different colours
due to their different chemical compositions.

Interesting situations
Just like aluminium and the materials that contain it, different
substances can ser ve different functions as they have
show how science
different properties. These substances have different physical
is applied in lifeproperties
.
due to their chemical composition. The chemical
components that a substance is made of form the chemical
composition of that substance.

Key Ideas
Chemical composition is the chemical components that make up
a substance.

44

Chemical composition is the chemical components that
make up a substance.

Chapter 3

Textbook
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According to the chemical composition, matter can be
classified into elements and non-elements. Non-elements are
namely compounds or mixtures.
▶ Figure 3.2 Fireworks have different colours
due to their different chemical compositions.

Scaffolded Learning Process
Learning progresses from mastery of concepts to the application of concepts with 21st
century skills as they complete mini projects.
Key Ideas
Challenge Yourself

Name:

44

Date:

Class:

A, section:
s Textbook Volume
For Science Matter
of Matter
Physical Proper ties
2.1

cs (S)LSSATB_03.indd 44

Secure Your Basi

to the textbook,

1.

A
B
C
D
3.

W, X, Y, Z
X, Y, Z, W
Z, X, W, Y
Z, Y, X, W

The diagram below shows an electrical cable. The bundle of wires, A, is sheathed with two
layers of a material, B.

A

A could be copper, aluminium or silver. B could be pvc (polyvinyl chloride) or rubber.

(b) Give a reason for each of your answers.
A is a metal that conducts electricity so I chose copper, aluminium and silver. B is an electrical
insulator, so I chose pvc or rubber. It acts as a double protection and prevents electricity from
flowing out of the wires to items along the way.

2.

( C )

Study the following table and answer the questions that follow.
Transparency

Strength

Heat
conductivity

Melting point

Material A

Transparent

Moderate

Good

High

Material B

Transparent

Moderate

Poor

Low

Material C

Opaque

High

Good

High

(a) Which material (A, B or C) is most suitable for making glass laboratory beakers? Explain
your answer.

has a high melting point so the beaker does not melt when used to heat substances/chemicals.
homema

© 2014 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd
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steps 6–7

Material A. It is transparent which allows us to easily observe the contents of the beaker. It also
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(a) From the list below, suggest what materials A and B may be made of.
• cloth
• rubber
• leather
• copper
• pvc (polyvinyl chloride,
• aluminium
a thin plastic)
• silver
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LOWER SECONDARY SCIENCE MATTERS

First-hand Experience to
Understanding Science Concepts

science
concepts to naturallyoccurring phenomena in

the environment.

(

Name:
Class:

Activity
2.4

Date:

)

Suggested
duration

2 periods
70 minutes

Finding the Density of Agar

Exploring Diversity of Matter by
Its Physical Properties

Aim
• To derive the density of agar from its mass and volume
Density determines whether an object will sink or float. This explains why large objects,
such as icebergs, can float in the ocean.

Supports Teaching
with Teacher’s Guide

Density of Icebergs
Floating icebergs are commonly found in the Arctic and
Antarctic regions. An iceberg is a large piece of ice that
has broken off from the sheets of ice covering the land.
The largest iceberg on earth found in Antarctica was
estimated to have a mass of three million tonnes.

The user-friendly Teacher’s Guide makes teaching easy
for any teacher with resources such as:
• Detailed lesson plans
• Background information on topic for teachers who are
generalists
• Sections where common misconceptions are explained
• Conceptual enrichment for advanced learners and
reinforcement for struggling learners

Background information for teachers

Background information for teachers

Reinforcement for struggling learners

Flexibility — A flexible material or object is able to bend without breaking (only to a certain limit for most
cases) and return to its original size and shape after bending. When bent over its limit, a flexible material may
break. Similarly, when a flexible material is stretched beyond its limit, it loses its flexibility and will not return
to its original size and shape when the exerted force that causes it to bend is removed.

The International Bureau of Weights and Measures
is an international standards organisation
established to maintain the International System of
Units (SI) under the terms of the Metre Convention
(Convention du Mètre). More information can be
found at http://www.bipm.org/en/home/.

Students should differentiate between SI units and
other non-SI units.

Hardness — Diamonds are the hardest material known to man. The diamonds used on diamond cutters are
flawed and cheaper. They are usually rejects from jewellery design or manufacture.
Melting point — Ceramics have very high melting points. They are used to line the bottom and the nose of the
space shuttles to prevent great amounts of heat (generated by friction) from melting the space shuttle when
it re-enters the earth’s atmosphere. Similarly, many equipment that need to be insulated from intense heat
are fitted with shields made from ceramic.
A comprehensive summary of the properties of ceramics can be found at http://www.ndt-ed.org/
EducationResources/CommunityCollege/Materials/Introduction/ceramics.htm.

Quantity

SI unit

This huge iceberg floats in the ocean because of its
density. Water in its solid form is less dense than when
it is in its liquid form. Icebergs also contain millions of
tiny, trapped air bubbles. The property of water and the
presence of numerous air bubbles make the iceberg less
dense than seawater. Thus, extremely large icebergs
can float in the ocean.
In this activity, we will find out how to derive the density
of an object from its mass and volume.

Apparatus and Materials
Part A
• five cubes of agar
• a beaker of water
Part B
• three strands of agar
• an electronic balance
• a graduated cylinder

• an electronic balance
• a graduated cylinder
• three spoonfuls of sugar
• a beaker of water

© 2014 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd
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metre
(m)

kilometre (km),
centimetre (cm),
millilitre (mm)

Mass

kilogram
(kg)

gram (g), tonne (t)

The SI units are the modern form of the metric
system. It comprises a system of units of
measurement devised around seven base units and
the convenience of the numeral 1.

Temperature Kelvin
(K)

degree Celsius (°C),
Fahrenheit (F)

Time

minute (min), hour (h)

22/5/14 5:25 PM

Common misconceptions
Misconception: Hard materials must
be strong materials.
Actual fact:
Hard materials are
not necessarily
strong (and vice
versa). The hardness
of a material can be
determined by its
ability to withstand
being scratched by
another material.
The strength of a
material, on the
other hand, is its
ability to support a
heavy load without
breaking or tearing.
For example,
concrete is hard but
not very strong. It
is usually reinforced
with steel rods and
structures.

To determine whether the materials are suitable for use in daily life, we
often consider the following properties.

Hardness

The flexibility of a material is its ability to:
• bend without breaking;
• return to its original size and shape
after bending.

The hardness of a material is its ability to
withstand scratches.

No, wait! Ben's arm is
even longer! Let's buy
from him instead!

▶ Figure 2.4 Diamond is the hardest natural

material. It can cut and polish any material,
including other diamonds. Diamond-tipped saws are
used to cut glass, ceramic tiles and even concrete.

Melting point

Boiling point

The melting point of a material is the
temperature at which it changes in state
from a solid to a liquid.

The boiling point of a material is the
temperature at which it changes in state from
a liquid to a gas.

To ensure that our measurements are fair and objective, we need to
establish common standards. Since 1960, scientists from different
parts of the world have agreed to use the Systeme International d’Unites
(French for International System of Units), denoted by ‘SI’. Today, SI units
are the most widely used system of units in Science to communicate
scientific findings and ensure that our results can be understood in the
same way.
▼ Table 2.1 Common SI units

Physical quantity

▲ Figure 2.5 A ceramic or stainless steel baking
dish will not melt even in the high temperature
inside an oven. This is because ceramics and
stainless steel have high melting points.

▲ Figure 2.6 The mercury inside a thermometer remains at a
liquid state at room temperature. Mercury expands when it is
heated. The high boiling point of mercury makes it suitable for
measuring higher temperatures.

SI unit

Length

metre

Mass

kilogram

Temperature

kelvin

Time

second

Symbol
m
kg
K
s
Exploring Diversity of Matter by Its Physical Properties
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Since the length of the arm varies from one person to another, one
person’s cubit can be different from another person’s cubit. The cubit
is not a standard length common to ever y person.
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What a long arm! We'll get
a good deal at Isaac's stall!

A material can cut or scratch a material less
hard than itself. However, the material cannot
cut or scratch something that is harder. For
example, steel and ceramics are harder than
plastic or rubber.

diamond–tipped blade

▲ Figure 2.3 A fibreglass fishing rod bends
when a fish pulls on it. However, the rod
does not break under the weight of the fish.
This is because fibreglass is a very flexible
material.

Misconception: All plastics are
flexible.
Actual fact:
Some plastics are
fragile and can
easily fracture when
knocked or dropped
from a height onto
a hard floor.

2.C4

In ancient Egypt, the unit cubit was used to measure length. One cubit
was the length from the elbow to the tip of the person’s hand.

Link
Practical Book Vol. A
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Teacher’s Guide

Extensive Digital Resources help teachers with lesson delivery. Animated videos
explain concepts while interactive activities reinforce learning. Quizzes allow teachers
to assess understanding.

SCIENCE,
RIGHT ON!

This content is also available for learners with subscribed accounts.
For a demonstration, contact our education consultants.
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Available on:

25

Practical Book

Non-SI unit

Length

Enrichment for advanced learners

second
(s)

Chapter 2

Learners explore scientific concepts through experimentation.
Experiments and activities have been carefully designed
with links to real-life contexts so that learners are able to see
concepts applied in real-life occurrences.

Short write-ups link

INTERNATIONAL LOWER SECONDARY SCIENCE

Grade 7 – 9

Age 13 – 15

Product Introduction
Based on the United Kingdom National Curriculum, this series equips lower secondary science
students with the essential knowledge and skills for a strong foundation in science.
Through the constructivist-inquiry approach, students become active learners acquiring
scientific concepts, skills and processes through experiential learning.

*Minimum order quantity required
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Core Components

Grade 7

(Age 13)

Textbook 1
9789812808103

Grade 8

(Age 14)

Textbook 2
9789812808110

Grade 9

(Age 15)

Textbook

Textbook 3
9789812808127

Teacher Resources

Workbook

Teacher’s Guide

Workbook 1
9789812808134

Teacher’s Guide 1
9789812808165

Workbook 2
9789812808141

Teacher’s Guide 2
9789812808172

Workbook 3
9789812808158

Teacher’s Guide 3
9789812808189
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Active
Active Learning
Encouraging
learnerstotoconstruct
constructtheir
theirown
ownlearning
learningprocess,
process,
think
critically
develop
Encouraging learners
think
critically
andand
develop
habits
habits
of
mind
and
attitudes
for
scientific
inquiry,
this
series
uses
a
pro-active
learning
of mind and attitudes for scientific inquiry, this series uses a pro-active learning approach
approach
through games
engaging
andexercises.
hands-on exercises.
through engaging
andgames
hands-on

Activities to

Learners are encouraged to make
observations and infer from
experiment results, developing

problem solving and
investigation skills.
8
Simple Chemical Reactions

Simple Chemical Reactions

develop and
reinforce
concepts, 8
skills, and
processes.
Try It Out
Look at the pictures below. State whether each picture
shows a physical or chemical change. Explain your
answer.

"DUJWJUZ
Burning of wood

Toasting of bread

Sublimation
of iodine

Decaying of food



+DOIÀOODWHVWWXEHZLWKZDWHUDWURRPWHPSHUDWXUH



$GGDVSDWXODRIFRSSHU ,, VXOSKDWHFU\VWDOVWRWKHZDWHULQWKHWHVWWXEH
DQGVWLUJHQWO\ZLWKDJODVVURGXQWLODOOWKHFRSSHU ,, VXOSKDWHFU\VWDOV
GLVVROYH

Boiling of water
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FU\VWDOVFDQGLVVROYHVRDVWRPDNHDVDWXUDWHGVROXWLRQ$UHWKHUHDQ\FRSSHU ,, VXOSKDWHFU\VWDOV

Key Points

OHIWDWWKHERWWRPRIWKHWHVWWXEH"

Key Points



• Changes can be brought about when matter interacts with other matter by mixing or when
matter interacts with heat, light and electrical energy.
• The table below summarises the differences between physical and chemical changes.
Physical changes
• No new substances are formed
• Generally reversible
• Usually not accompanied by energy
change (except in changes in state)
• E.g. changes in state, dissolving sugar
in water

0HDVXUHDQGUHFRUGWKHWHPSHUDWXUHRIWKHVDWXUDWHGFRSSHU ,, VXOSKDWHVROXWLRQ



7HPSHUDWXUHRIVDWXUDWHGFRSSHU ,, VXOSKDWHVROXWLRQ



+HDWWKHVDWXUDWHGFRSSHU ,, VXOSKDWHVROXWLRQZLWKD%XQVHQÁDPH



:KDWKDSSHQVWRWKHH[FHVVFRSSHU ,, VXOSKDWHFU\VWDOVDWWKHERWWRPRIWKHWHVWWXEHDVWKH
WHPSHUDWXUHLQFUHDVHV"

Chemical changes
• New substances are formed
• Generally not reversible
• Usually accompanied by energy
change
• E.g. burning of fuels, rusting
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Science Tidbits

Plant Growth

‘Photo’ means light while ‘synthesis’ means combining simpler
or smaller parts to make something more complex.

You mean
plants can
make food just
by standing in
the Sun?

Attractive concept cartoons effectively capture learners’
attention and simplify difficult concepts to enable clear
understanding and retention of knowledge. Pictorial
representation of concepts help learners better visualise
and grasp concepts.

Yes, provided carbon dioxide
and water are present. Why
can’t you make food by
standing in the Sun?

Now you look
red! You should
not stand in the
Sun for so long
next time.
There’s no point for me to
stand in the Sun. I do not
have chlorophyll to trap
sunlight. If I had, I would
have looked green!

Fig. 3.3 We cannot make food
because we do not
have chlorophyll.

Most leaves are green because they contain a green pigment
called chlorophyll which is able to trap sunlight. The light
energy trapped by the chlorophyll is used to make food during
photosynthesis.

Science Tidbits
The stems of some plants, such as
those of cacti, can make food because
they have chlorophyll!
55
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Acquire Higher-order Thinking Skills
Students are challenged to think deeply and critically as they problem-solve issues raised in
Think-tank sections. Think About It sections encourage students to apply process skills learnt
as they explore and evaluate solutions.

11

Science Tidbits

Sound and Hearing

Noise

Challenging questions
encourage learners to

3
Plant Growth

think further and
deeper into a topic.

bits

11

Science Tid

Sound and
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sound wa

different

from those

Think-tank
1. The headline of a news article read:

LEAFY VEGGIES
WILL COST MORE
DUE TO HAZE,
SAY FARMERS

of noises?

Noise

Haze often occurs when smoke and dust particles accumulate in dry air. The haze in the
news article was caused by smoke and dust particles from forest ﬁres. It blocked sunlight
and caused health problems. Suggest how it caused leafy vegetables to cost more.

nd

Pleasant Sou

Hearing

2. Suggest two advantages of growing plants using hydroponics or aeroponics.
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8
Forces

Assess Learning
Review Questions at the end of
each chapter act as a formative
assessment tool for students to
evaluate their understanding of the
key concepts covered for the chapter.

Review Questions
1. Ali bends his plastic ruler. Is he pushing or pulling the ruler? What are the effects of the forces
on the ruler?

2. Ali and Raﬁq are playing badminton. Complete the table below to show the forces involved
in a game of badminton and the effects of these forces.
Action

Is it a pull or push?

Effect(s) of the force

Throwing a stationary
shuttlecock into the air
before serving
Hitting the moving
shuttlecock with a racquet
Accidentally stepping on a
shuttlecock
3. A maglev (magnetic levitation) train is lifted above the train track by magnetic repulsion
when it is moving. Why is it that a maglev train can move much faster than a normal train?

154
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SCIENCE AHEAD INTERNATIONAL LOWER SECONDARY

Grade 7 – 9

SCIENCE

Age 13 – 15

Product Introduction
This series is based on Cambridge Lower Secondary Science Curriculum Framework (1113) for
Stages 7, 8 and 9.
The series uses the constructivist-inquiry approach to offer a learner-centred solution, helping
learners acquire scientific concepts, processes and skills. The curriculum content is structured
using a spiral progression, allowing learners to revisit concepts and skills at different stages with
increasing depth, thus ensuring a strong foundation.
The series makes use of vibrant photographs, clear infographics, inquiry questions, activities and
case studies to deliver an engaging and enjoyable science learning experience.
This series has not been through the Cambridge International endorsement process.
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Core Components
Student Book

Teacher Resources

Workbook

SCIENCE

SCIENCE

International Lower Secondary

International Lower Secondary

STUDENT BOOK

Ho Peck Leng

Teacher’s Guide Digital Resources
(Digital Copy only)
SCIENCE
International Lower Secondary

WORKBOOK

TEACHER’S GUIDE

Ho Peck Leng

• Overview of
Resources for
Scientific Enquiry
Learning Objectives

Ho Peck Leng

SCIENCE

SCIENCE
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International Lower Secondary

International Lower Secondary
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Grade 7

(Age 13)

Student Book 1
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Grade 8

(Age 14)

Student Book 2
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Grade 9

(Age 15)
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Student Book 3
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Workbook 1
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Teacher’s Guide 1
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Teacher’s Guide 2
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Teacher’s Guide 3
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• Additional Activities
(with Answers)
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• Editable Resources:
– Scheme of Work
– PowerPoint Slides
with Notes

SCIENCE AHEAD INTERNATIONAL LOWER SECONDARY

artificialCaptivate
satellites

Learners with Rich Visuals

Science Ahead is designed to be visually-engaging to captivate learners through the rich
visuals and easy-to-understand infographics which can boost interest and confidence in
learning science.

ED?
HOW ARE SEEDS FORM

SEED
2.3 FERTILISATION AND
FORMATION

POLLINATION?
WHAT HAPPENS AFTERgrain lands on the stigma of a flower.
Figure 2.18 shows what happens

endosperm

after a pollen

Figure 13.31

stigma

pollen tube

3

sperm
nuclei

2

style

immature
root

Each ovule
develops into
a seed, which
carries the
embryo and the
endosperm.

zygote

seed coat

4

1

The pollen grain contains two
generative cell.

2

The tube cell starts growing
pollen tube.

The endosperm starts
to form. It stores and
provides food for the
developing embryo.

cells — a tube cell and a

downwards to form the

3

to form two sperm nuclei.
The generative cell divides
tube to reach the ovule.
They travel through the pollen

4

with the egg nucleus in
One of the sperm nuclei fuses
(fertilised egg).
the ovule to form a zygote

5

with the central nucleus,
The other sperm nucleus fuses
rm (food store for the seed).
which will form the endospe

which carries and protects

the seeds. The seeds are

CHAPTER 6

plant
Figure 2.18 Fertilisation in a flowering
The fusion of a sperm with
fertilisation.

fertilised egg is called
an egg to form a zygote or

The petals
wither and fall
off.

A guava flower
is pollinated and
fertilised.

4

CLASSIFYING PLANTS
AND ANIMALS

3

2

1

parents to their young
on that is transferred from the
The nuclei of cells contain informati
similar characteristics with
young organisms share many
during fertilisation. This is why
their parents.

The fully
developed fruit
contains the
seeds.

The fruit starts
to develop.

There is a diversity of living things on the Earth.
They are found in the air, in water and on land.

Figure 2.21 How a guava fruit develops

e 13.34
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Reproduc
Corals,
seahorses and jellyfish live in the seas and

Rockets

Figure 13.33
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students’ curiosity for

the chapter.

are right.

Figure 2.19 How a seed is formed
The ovary develops into a fruit,
released when the fruit is ripe.

provide an engaging
introduction to pique

The seed coat or testa
protects the seed.
The seed leaves or
cotyledons store food.
The embryo consists
of immature leaves,
the stem and the
root. The embryo will
develop into a young
plant if the conditions

endosperm nucleus

egg cell

cotyledon
(stored
food)

Figure 2.20
Cross-section
of a bean

5
ovule

Stunning
photographs along
with trigger questions

immature leaves
immature
stem

Seed

central cell

ovary

Beans are the seeds
of bean plants. Soak
some beans overnight.
Split one bean open.
Do you see these parts
of the bean?

embryo

The zygote develops
into an embryo.
This embryo will
eventually develop
into a young plant.

pollen grain

1

Try It Out

and other parts that
After fertilisation, the petals
drop off.
help in pollination wither and
Seed formation begins.

oceans. Are corals and sponges plants or animals? Is a
seahorse a fish? What about a jellyfish?
17/12/19 2:52 PM

How do we classify the rich diversity of living things?
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Interesting bite-sized infographics facilitate understanding
of concepts in a reader-friendly manner.
WHAT WILL YOU
LEARN IN THIS
CHAPTER?

Let’s look at some of the things used to explore space.

•

Understand the term ‘species’.

•

Investigate variation
within a species.

•

Classify plants and animals
into major groups, using local
examples.

Telescopes and artificial satellites
The numerous craters on the Moon can be observed in detail using
telescopes. The 17th century scientist and astronomer, Galileo Galilei,
observed the moons of Jupiter and the rings of Saturn with the aid of
telescopes.

Figure 13.35

Observatories all over the world use large telescopes for space observations.
The Hubble Space Telescope (Figure 13.32) is a large telescope orbiting the
Earth. A telescope in space has certain advantages over telescopes
on land. It can capture images that are not distorted by the Earth’s
atmosphere or affected by light pollution from the Earth.
The Hubble Space Telescope is an artiﬁcial satellite. Unlike
moons, which are natural satellites, an artiﬁcial satellite is
an object that is placed in orbit around the Earth or other
planets. Artiﬁcial satellites are launched using rockets for
different purposes. They are used for communicating,
finding directions, observing and forecasting the weather, and
studying the Earth and space.

Classifying Plants and Animals

Figure 13.31 Galilean
moons are the moons
of Jupiter observed by
Galileo Galilei.
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Figure 13.32 Hubble Space Telescope

Space probes
and rovers
Space probes are unmanned
spacecraft used for exploring
celestial bodies. They carry
instruments such as cameras
and computers.

Rockets

Figure 13.33 In 2015,
New Horizons space
probe reached Pluto,
a dwarf planet in the
Kuiper belt.

Rockets are
used to launch
satellites,
spacecraft,
space stations
and human
beings into
space.

Rovers are robotic
vehicles that can move
across the surface of
celestial bodies.

Figure 13.35
Rocket carrying
astronauts into
space

Figure 13.34 In 2004, two
Mars Exploration Rovers
landed successfully on Mars
to explore the Martian surface.

Interactive 3D models help
students visualise concepts
in a more engaging way and
stimulate interest in learning.

Scan this page to view
how rockets are used
for space exploration.

Scan this page to view
how rockets are used
for space exploration.

The Earth and Beyond

(S)SciAhead_TB1_13.indd 295
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The Earth and Beyond
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Real-world Relevance in Learning
Up-to-date information on the new developments in science and relevant case studies help
students to connect science to the real world and gain appreciation for science in their lives.

WHICH DISEASE IS
CAUSED BY PROTOZOA?

Think About It
Mosquitoes infected
with parasitic
protozoa and viruses
can transmit diseases
to humans through
their bite. Malaria,
dengue fever, yellow
fever and Zika fever
are some diseases
transmitted by
mosquitoes.

Every year, millions of people worldwide are infected
with malaria. It is a deadly disease caused by a
parasitic protozoan called Plasmodium, which is
transmitted by mosquitoes.
red blood cells
infected with
Plasmodium

In small groups,
discuss some ways
that can help us keep
safe from mosquitoes.

Figure 4.27 The female Anopheles mosquito spreads malaria.

HOW CAN WE PREVENT AND TREAT
INFECTIOUS DISEASES?

Think About It
Is taking antibiotics
effective if a person
is down with the
common cold? Why?

A healthy body can fight many diseases. Medicine can be used to treat diseases
and even prevent some of them.
Bacterial diseases can be treated with antibiotics. Antibiotics kill or stop the growth
of bacteria but not viruses. Viral and fungal diseases can be treated with antiviral and
antifungal medicines respectively. However, scientists have yet to find a cure for some
diseases.

In pairs, share your
answers.

Expand learners’ knowledge using

Figure 4.28 Antibiotic
capsule

information related to new ideas, technologies
and interesting facts.

Science Bytes
The first antibiotic to be discovered was
penicillin, which is produced by the fungus
Penicillium. Penicillin can be used to treat certain
bacterial diseases.
One day in 1928, Alexander Fleming, a
Scottish scientist, was inspecting an agar plate
with cultured Staphylococcus bacteria when
he noticed that some fungal colonies had
contaminated the plate. He observed a clear area
around each fungal colony and concluded that
the fungus must have produced a substance that
stopped the growth of the bacteria. The fungus
was found to be Penicillium, and the substance
that killed the bacteria was thus named penicillin.

bacteria-free zone
bacterial
growth

penicillin contained
in paper disc

SCIENCE

Figure 4.29 Penicillin
prevents the growth of bacteria.

TODAY
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CASE STUDY

FENNEC FOX
A fennec fox lives in the dry, sandy Sahara desert. The desert gets
very hot during the day and cold during the night. The fennec fox
has many adaptations to help it survive in the desert.

EARS

The large ears help the fennec fox lose its body heat quickly to
the surroundings during the hot day. This helps the fennec fox
to keep itself cool. The ears are also very sensitive and enable
the fennec fox to hear and find prey hiding underground.

The thick fur helps
to protect the fennec
fox from the hot sun
during the day and
insulate it from the cold
at night. It is creamcoloured which helps
the fox blend in with its
surroundings so that
its predators and prey
do not spot it easily.
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Classifying

Plants and

Informative case studies help to link
concepts to real-life scenarios and
promote authentic learning.
BURROW

The fennec fox stays in
its cool burrow during
the hot day and hunts
at night when it is
much cooler.

Discussion questions encourage ideasharing and group work.

Figure 5.10 Adaptations of a fennec fox
Discuss these questions in small groups and share your answers with the class.
1 Describe the environment of the desert.
2 How do the large ears of the fennec fox help it to survive in the desert?
3 Give five other adaptations of the fennec fox that help it to survive in the desert.
4 Which adaptation is a behavioural adaptation?
5 Predict whether the fennec fox will be able to live in the cold Arctic. Explain your prediction.

Habitats and Environment
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SOLE

The kidneys are adapted to retain
water to reduce water loss. This
enables the fennec fox to survive for
long periods on the water it gets from
its food or dew collected in its burrow.
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Figure 6.3 This
giant sea isop
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r, is
th Vader of the
Seas’.

The hair on the sole
of the feet protects
the fennec fox from
the scorching hot
sand during the day.
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Although the hot water in the teacup has a higher temperature, there are much fewer
water particles in the teacup than in the swimming pool. The total kinetic energy of the
water particles in the swimming pool is higher than that of the water particles in the
teacup. Hence, the water in the swimming pool has a higher thermal energy even though
its temperature is lower.

Think About It
Answer these
questions.
1 A large beaker
of water and a
small beaker of
water both have
a temperature
of 50°C. Which
beaker has a
higher thermal
energy?

What happens when your hand holds a glass of warm water (Figure 12.20)? Does your
hand feel warm?

Thought-provoking questions hone

students’ critical thinking skills and

encourage them to think further.

2 Two identical
beakers contain
water — one at
a temperature
of 30°C and the
other at 80°C.
Which beaker
of water has a
higher thermal
energy?

Figure 12.20 There is energy
transfer when you hold a glass of
warm water.

When there is a difference in temperature, energy will be transferred from the object with
a higher temperature to the one with a lower temperature until the temperature of both
objects becomes equal. The glass of warm water transfers energy to your hand. That is
why your hand feels warm.

In pairs, share your
answers.

Heat is a form of energy that is transferred from an object with a higher temperature to
another object with a lower temperature.
Heat is different from thermal energy. Heat is energy that is transferred when there is a
temperature difference. Thermal energy is energy that an object has due to the motion of
its particles.

Try It Out

Learner-centred activities encourage

Work in pairs or groups.

1 Measure the temperature of half a glass of warm water and record its temperature.
2 Measure the temperature of half a glass of cold water and record its temperature.

exploration and collaboration,
providing opportunities for experiential
learning.

3 Predict what the temperature of the water will be if water in the two glasses is
mixed together. Explain your prediction.

4 Pour both glasses of water in a large beaker and stir. Measure the temperature of the
water and record its temperature.
5 Is your prediction close to the temperature measured?

Energy
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Student Book

Activities can provide opportunities to develop essential science skills and
attitudes to be successful critical thinkers.
They are related to daily life to allow students to appreciate the relevance of science in
their lives.

g boxes. Write down at least
you observed in the followin
eyes, a white coat
raphs of three different cats
b Draw or paste the photog
can write that the cat has green
of each cat. For example, you
three physical characteristics
long, bushy tail.
with brown patches and a

WAYS DO DOMESTIC
ACTIVITY 6.3 IN WHAT
CATS VARY?
AIMS

Cat 1

domestic cats
To investigate variation in
of a bar chart
To present data in the form
data presented in a bar chart
To make conclusions from

(optional), computer with
or smartphone with camera
Coloured pencils, glue, camera
al), printer (optional)
spreadsheet software (option
ring, inferring
nicating, classifying, compa
SKILLS Observing, commu
to the same species,
another, although they belong
ic cats look different from one
Different breeds of domest
Felis catus.

MATERIALS

Physical characteristics:
Maine Coon

Cat 2
American shorthair

Siamese

Physical characteristics:

1

Observe the cats in or around

.

your school or neighbourhood

a What variation did you observe

among these cats? Write down

five of them.
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Consolidate and Evaluate Learning
Effective and timely assessments to help learners consolidate learning. They serve as useful
revision tools that allow learners to recall and apply concepts to new contexts, thereby
reinforcing concepts learnt.

Key Points
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coal, crude oil (petroleum) and natural gas are fossil fuels. They are formed from
organisms that died millions of years ago.
Fossil fuels are non-renewable energy resources. They can run out because they
cannot be replaced quickly once they are used up.

A summary of key concepts at the end
of each section facilitates learners’
reflections.

As fossil fuels are limited, we need to conserve energy by avoiding wastage and
using less. We also need to find alternative energy resources.

There will be less burning of fossil fuels when we conserve energy. This helps to
reduce its negative effects on the environment.

The Sun, wind, running water and biomass are renewable energy resources as they
will not run out in the long term.
Solar heaters harness solar energy for heating, while solar cells convert sunlight
into electrical energy.
Wind turbines harness energy from wind to generate electricity.

Hydroelectric power stations harness the energy from running water to
generate electricity.

Biomass refers to plant matter, crops and waste from living things that can be used
as fuels. Biogas and ethanol are examples of fuels obtained from biomass.

End-of-chapter questions as a form
of formative assessment to provide
opportunities for evaluation

and testing of learners’
understanding.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1

124

Tom bends a long plastic rule.

Chapter 5
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Figure 11.43 Bending a plastic rule
a

Is he pushing or pulling the rule?

b What are the effects of the forces on the rule?
2

Complete the table to show the forces involved in a game of badminton and the effects of these forces.
Action

Is it a pull or a push?

Effect(s) of the force

Throwing a stationary shuttlecock
into the air before serving
Hitting a moving shuttlecock with
a racket

THINK-TANK
1

Swinging a racket backwards for
a smash shot

The Arctic fox is adapted to its cold and harsh habitat in the Arctic.

3

Identify the force or forces in each of the following.
a

The force that makes water fall from a height

b The forces that stop a swinging pendulum
c

The force that pulls the Moon around the Earth

d The force that enables a person to grip a pencil
4

a

Name the instrument used to measure forces.

b Write down the readings shown in Figure 11.44.
newtons
0

Figure 5.55 Arctic fox

2

Suggest why a food chain in a habitat is often connected to other food chains in the habitat.

3

Suggest why global warming can cause animals to move from one part of the world to another.

4

Which renewable energy resource is most suitable for your country? Elaborate.

8

2

9

3

10

i

newtons
0
2
Figure 11.44 Readings
showing the magnitude of force

4
6
8
10

11

4

a Compare the Arctic fox with the fennec fox described on page 99. Write down two differences between them.
b Suggest how the Arctic fox is adapted to its habitat in the Arctic. You may use information from the Internet or
other resources to help you.

newtons
7

1

ii

iii
Forces and Their Effects
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extend their
understanding of concepts and
develop higher-order thinking
skills.
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REVISION WORKSHEET 6

Section B: Short-answer and free-response questions

Section A: Multiple-choice questions

Write the correct answers in the spaces provided.

Choose the most suitable answer (A, B, C or D) and write it in the brackets provided.
1

Living things of the same
A
B
C
D

2

)

A bacterium and a yeast
A pine tree and a cycad
A male and female domestic cat
An elephant and a giraffe

(

)

Both are vascular plants.
Both are seedless plants.
Both are flowering plants.
Both produce cones for reproduction.

(

)

Broccoli

Shark
Crab
Tadpole
Whale

b Write down one difference you observe between broccoli and kale.

A spider is not classified as an insect because it
A
B
C
D

Kale

a Do the plants belong to the same genus and species?

Animal X does not have a backbone and has gills for breathing.
Which of the following is animal X most likely to be?
A
B
C
D

5

(

Which of the following is a similarity between a fern and a moss?
A
B
C
D

4

Study the pictures of broccoli and kale. They look different but they have the same scientific name,
Brassica oleracea.
flower head made
up of flower buds

kingdom
class
family
species

Which of the following pairs of living things can breed with each other naturally to produce
fertile offspring?
A
B
C
D

3

1

share the most similarities in their characteristics.

(

)

(

)

.
c What are the differences in characteristics within a species called?

has an exoskeleton
has jointed legs
does not have a pair of antennae
does not have a segmented body

2

Write down one similarity and one difference between the plants below.
a Angiosperms and gymnosperms
Similarity:

Difference:

90
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Revision worksheets serve as summative assessment to

reinforce learning and increase exposure to
examination-based questions.

Support Teachers for Effective Lesson Delivery
A comprehensive Teacher’s Guide which supports both new and experienced teachers
for effective lesson delivery. Essential resources are provided to equip teachers to further
engage students and enhance their learning experience.

© 2020 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

CHAPTER 3

LIVING THINGS
SCHEME OF WORK
Suggested time frame: 16–17 periods (1 period is approximately 40 minutes.)
Teaching sequence
3.1 What Are the
Characteristics of
Living Things?

No. of
periods

3.2 Cells – The Basic
Units of Life

2

2

Learning outcome(s)*
• Identify seven characteristics of living things and
relate them to a variety of organisms found locally
and beyond.

• Understand what a cell is.
• Evaluate the importance of questions, evidence and
explanations. (SE)
• Make observations or measurements. (SE)
• Use tables, charts or graphs to present results. (SE)

Vocabulary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

22

* ‘SE’ denotes ‘Scientific Enquiry

Nutrition
Growth
Movement
Sensitivity
Respiration
Reproduction
Excretion
Stomata
Skin
Lungs
Kidneys
Cell
Unicellular organism
Multicellular
organisms
Microscope
Specimen
Eyepiece
Arm
Stage clip
Coarse adjustment
knob
Fine adjustment knob
Power switch
Objective lens
Stage

Resources and material(s)
• Student Book, pp. 43–48
• Workbook, Activity 3.1, p. 25
• Teacher’s Guide, pp. 25–26

Editable version is available to meet
teachers’ needs.

• Student Book, pp. 49–51
• Workbook, Activity 3.2, p. 26, Activity
3.3, pp. 27–29
• Teacher’s Guide, pp. 26–27

1

© 2020 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Teacher’s Guide

47

Provides an outline of curriculum
content including critical details such
as time frame, learning outcomes
and resources to help teachers plan
their lessons effectively.
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Common Misconceptions

Common misconceptions are
provided with explanations for

teachers to highlight and clarify with
learners.

Misconception

Correct concept

Respiration is
the process of
breathing in and
out.

Respiration is the process of
releasing energy from food. It
takes place in the cells of living
things.

Passing out
faeces is
excretion.

Passing out faeces is egestion
and not excretion as faeces
come from undigested food
and are not a product of
metabolism.

Additional Activity
•

Additional activities provide ideas
to enhance and extend
learners’ learning by further
engaging them.

Divide students into groups of seven each. Let
students carry out peer teaching for the different
characteristics of living things. Each student will
learn about one different characteristic of living
things in depth and teach it to the rest of the
group.

3

Both are made up of at least one cell. / Both have
the characteristics of living things. (Any one)
A unicellular organism is made up of only one
cell, while a multicellular organism is made up of
many cells.

Activity 3.3, Workbook pp. 27–29
A Getting to Know a Light Microscope
2 a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
3

objective lens
stage
diaphragm
light source
base
eyepiece
arm
stage clip
focus knobs

Part of a
microscope
Adjustment
knobs
Stage clips

3.2 CELLS – THE BASIC
UNITS OF LIFE
Answers to Student Book
Questions
Try It Out, Student Book p. 50

Suggested answers are provided
to support teachers in assessing
learners’ understanding.

2

Let students observe the diameter of a strand of hair
to give them an idea of the diameter of a human egg
cell, which is the largest human cell in terms of
volume. This will give them an idea of how small cells
are.

Answers to Workbook
Questions

Stage
Objective
lens
Base

Light source
Eyepiece
Arm
Diaphragm

Description and function
These are turned to get a
sharp and clear image of the
specimen.
These hold the specimen slide
on the stage.
This is where the specimen
slide is placed for observation.
This magnifies (enlarges) the
specimen.
This makes the microscope
stable. This part should be
held when moving the
microscope.
This lights up the specimen.
This is the part your eye looks
into to view the magnified
image of the specimen.
This supports the microscope.
This part should be held when
moving the microscope.
This varies the brightness of
light from the light source
projected upwards on the
specimen.

Activity 3.2, Workbook p. 26

B Using a Light Microscope

1

1 a (Answer varies.)
b (Answer varies.)
4 (Answer varies.)
5 (Answer varies.)
6 (Answer varies.)
7 The brightness varies according to the size of the
opening.

Unicellular
organisms
yeast
bacterium
Amoeba
Paramecium

Multicellular
organisms
human
palm tree
mosquito
jellyfish

© 2020 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd
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Teacher’s Guide

PowerPoint slides with teaching notes are provided to
support lesson delivery and save time on lesson
preparation. It is also editable to cater to various
teaching needs.

PowerPoint Slides with Teaching Notes
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Grade 7 – 9 Age 13 – 15

INSPIRING

SCIENCE

Product Introduction
In view of the changing needs of society and the rapid development of science and technology in
the world, this series is developed with the aim of laying a solid foundation in learners before they
move on to develop the necessary scientific and technological knowledge and skills needed for
the 21st century.
With a neat arrangement and attractive content, the series uses daily life examples to illustrate
scientific principles and concepts, helping learners to connect science to their daily lives.
Additional information and fun learning activities, such as ‘Scientific investigations’ and ‘STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) activities’, are provided to encourage
learners to integrate and apply scientific knowledge in problem-solving.
Available in English and Chinese text.
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Core Components Teacher Resources
Textbook
Interdisciplinary Learning Focus Inspire Innovation

Workbook

(Teacher’s Edition)(Teacher’s Edition)

Inspiring Science is a series of textbooks (7 titles) written in accordance with the requirements of the
supplement to the Science Education Key Learning Area Curriculum Guide Science (Secondary 1-3)
issued by the Curriculum Development Council in 2017.

Throughout the whole series of textbook, science principles and concepts are introduced through reallife contexts in order to help students relate their learning to everyday life.

Throughout the whole series of textbook, science principles and concepts are introduced through reallife contexts in order to help students relate their learning to everyday life.

Interdisciplinary Learning Focus Inspire Innovation

The textbooks provide a wide range of information and interesting activities that are in line with the
curriculum emphasis on Unifying Concepts, Science Process Skills and STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Mathematics). A vast variety of infographics, diagrams and multimedia resources is
provided to enhance concept integration and cultivate science literacy.

Inspiring Science Workbook is a series of seven books designed to be used with the
Inspiring Science coursebooks.

Key features

The series of workbooks provides a wide variety of questions which are carefully
designed and graded for students to check and consolidate their concepts learnt.

1
A

Unifying Concepts

‘Unifying Concept Overview’ at the beginning of each textbook shows the distribution of unifying concepts in
different units, allowing students to appreciate the connection among science disciplines. The side boxes showing
the connection between ‘Unifying Concepts’ and related textbook content are provided in each unit. ‘Science
Concept Integration’ infographic at the end of each textbook summarises the important concepts in different
topics using real-life scenario and helps students understand the application of science concepts in daily life.

Key features
Unifying Concepts

Workbook

Unit Exercise helps students assess their understanding and consolidate the
concepts learnt in the whole unit. Question designed with different themes, including:

1 Misconception

‘Experiments’ with clear step-by-step procedures are designed to help students master fundamental science
principles, experimental skills and data presentation.

2 Reading Comprehension

4 Daily Life Question

elements

5 Experiment

Science Process Skills

3 Statistical Analysis

Multi-dimensional

are derived from the extension parts in the corresponding units.

Career Planning

The ‘Becoming Science Professionals’ section contains interview with elites in science-related sectors for their
valuable experience and advice, aiming to elicit students enthusiasm.

Name：

Science Updates and Application

Class：

1A

Edition

Workbook

each section of the coursebook.
Unit Exercise helps students assess their understanding and consolidate the
concepts learnt in the whole unit. Question designed with different themes, including:

1 Misconception

elements

2 Reading Comprehension

4 Daily Life Question

Information and activities related to
are provided in a multi-dimensional manner, including 4 stages:
‘Daily STEM’ illustrates the role
plays in the invention and improvement of everyday products, with easyto-follow explanations of the underlying principles.
‘Hands-on STEM’ allows students to gain hands-on experience of making products using simple materials.
‘Makers’ Lab’ is a laboratory section that aims to inspire students to create their own products based on
acquired knowledge.
‘Thematic STEM’ encourages students to design, test and refine products to solve daily-life problems using
the ‘PICKER’ approach.

belong to difficult questions and those marked with E

Edition

The key features of the Workbook include

‘Experiments’ with clear step-by-step procedures are designed to help students master fundamental science
principles, experimental skills and data presentation.

6 Calculation

Challenging Question includes STEM questions to train students’ critical thinking
and problem-solving skills.
Questions marked with

1A

The series of workbooks provides a wide variety of questions which are carefully
designed and graded for students to check and consolidate their concepts learnt.

Cultivate
Science
Literacy
Section Exercise
provides
basic questions for students to review concepts learnt in

Edition

Information and activities related to
are provided in a multi-dimensional manner, including 4 stages:
‘Daily STEM’ illustrates the role
plays in the invention and improvement of everyday products, with easyto-follow explanations of the underlying principles.
‘Hands-on STEM’ allows students to gain hands-on experience of making products using simple materials.
‘Makers’ Lab’ is a laboratory section that aims to inspire students to create their own products based on
acquired knowledge.
‘Thematic STEM’ encourages students to design, test and refine products to solve daily-life problems using
the ‘PICKER’ approach.

5 Experiment

1A

3 Statistical Analysis
6 Calculation

Challenging Question includes STEM questions to train students’ critical thinking
and problem-solving skills.
Questions marked with

（

）

• AR Apps

Name：

Science Updates and Application

‘Daily Science’ uses stimulating questions to get students to think about the underlying scientific principles of
daily-life phenomena.
‘Science Update’ keeps students updated with hot issues and technological advancements in science and
broaden their scope of learning.
‘Project’ and ‘Activity’ aim to boost students' learning motivation, creativity, problem-solving and decisionmaking skills.
ISBN 978-988-8129-93-5
000-020-003-646-5
000-020-003-653-3
978-988-226-686-5

ISBN 978-988-226-940-8

Class：

（

）

ISBN 978-988-226-958-3

PF Chan Dr MH Chan Dr Stephen Chow
CM Lai Prof Winnie So Prof DY Yip Dr SY Wong

0318CT
0718CT
0620EP

TM Lam PY Yip

0718CT
0620EP

PF Chan Dr MH Chan Dr Stephen Chow
CM Lai Prof Winnie So Prof DY Yip Dr SY Wong

0318CT
0718CT
0719JS

TM Lam PY Yip

0718CT
0620JS
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Interdisciplinary Learning Focus Inspire Innovation
Inspiring Science is a series of textbooks (7 titles) written in accordance with the requirements of the
supplement to the Science Education Key Learning Area Curriculum Guide Science (Secondary 1-3)
issued by the Curriculum Development Council in 2017.

Workbook

Inspiring Science is a series of textbooks (7 titles) written in accordance with the requirements of the
supplement to the Science Education Key Learning Area Curriculum Guide Science (Secondary 1-3)
issued by the Curriculum Development Council in 2017.

Interdisciplinary Learning Focus Inspire Innovation

Throughout the whole series of textbook, science principles and concepts are introduced through reallife contexts in order to help students relate their learning to everyday life.

The textbooks provide a wide range of information and interesting activities that are in line with the
curriculum emphasis on Unifying Concepts, Science Process Skills and STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Mathematics). A vast variety of infographics, diagrams and multimedia resources is
provided to enhance concept integration and cultivate science literacy.

Inspiring Science Workbook is a series of seven books designed to be used with the
Inspiring Science coursebooks.

The textbooks provide a wide range of information and interesting activities that are in line with the
curriculum emphasis on Unifying Concepts, Science Process Skills and STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Mathematics). A vast variety of infographics, diagrams and multimedia resources is
provided to enhance concept integration and cultivate science literacy.

‘Experiments’ with clear step-by-step procedures are designed to help students master fundamental science
principles, experimental skills and data presentation.

elements

Section Exercise provides basic questions for students to review concepts learnt in
each section of the coursebook.

Cultivate Science Literacy

Unit Exercise helps students assess their understanding and consolidate the
concepts learnt in the whole unit. Question designed with different themes, including:

1 Misconception

2 Reading Comprehension

4 Daily Life Question

5 Experiment

Key features
Unifying Concepts

Workbook

Multi-dimensional

Science Updates and Application

‘Daily Science’ uses stimulating questions to get students to think about the underlying scientific principles of
daily-life phenomena.
‘Science Update’ keeps students updated with hot issues and technological advancements in science and
broaden their scope of learning.
‘Project’ and ‘Activity’ aim to boost students' learning motivation, creativity, problem-solving and decisionmaking skills.
ISBN 978-988-226-685-8
000-020-003-652-6
000-020-003-653-3
978-988-226-686-5

(Age 13)
(Age 14)

Grade 8

Grade 7

0318CT
0718CT
0719EP

（

）

Unit Exercise helps students assess their understanding and consolidate the
concepts learnt in the whole unit. Question designed with different themes, including:

1 Misconception

2 Reading Comprehension

4 Daily Life Question

5 Experiment

Edition

Workbook

3C

3C

3 Statistical Analysis
6 Calculation

Challenging Question includes STEM questions to train students’ critical thinking
and problem-solving skills.
Questions marked with

belong to difficult questions and those marked with E

are derived from the extension parts in the corresponding units.

0818EP

The ‘Becoming Science Professionals’ section contains interview with elites in science-related sectors for their
valuable experience and advice, aiming to elicit students enthusiasm.

Name：

Science Updates and Application

Class：

‘Daily Science’ uses stimulating questions to get students to think about the underlying scientific principles of
daily-life phenomena.
‘Science Update’ keeps students updated with hot issues and technological advancements in science and
broaden their scope of learning.
‘Project’ and ‘Activity’ aim to boost students' learning motivation, creativity, problem-solving and decisionmaking skills.
ISBN 978-988-8129-99-7
000-020-003-652-6
000-020-003-653-3
978-988-226-686-5

ISBN 978-988-226-946-0

PF Chan Dr MH Chan Dr Stephen Chow
CM Lai Prof Winnie So Prof DY Yip Dr SY Wong

TM Lam PY Yip

0318CT
0718CT
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Section
Exercise provides
basic questions for students to review concepts learnt in
Cultivate
Science
Literacy
each section of the coursebook.

Career Planning

Name：
Class：

The key features of the Workbook include

Edition

elements

Information and activities related to
are provided in a multi-dimensional manner, including 4 stages:
‘Daily STEM’ illustrates the role
plays in the invention and improvement of everyday products, with easyto-follow explanations of the underlying principles.
‘Hands-on STEM’ allows students to gain hands-on experience of making products using simple materials.
‘Makers’ Lab’ is a laboratory section that aims to inspire students to create their own products based on
acquired knowledge.
‘Thematic STEM’ encourages students to design, test and refine products to solve daily-life problems using
the ‘PICKER’ approach.

Career Planning

The ‘Becoming Science Professionals’ section contains interview with elites in science-related sectors for their
valuable experience and advice, aiming to elicit students enthusiasm.

3C

‘Experiments’ with clear step-by-step procedures are designed to help students master fundamental science
principles, experimental skills and data presentation.

belong to difficult questions and those marked with E

3C

The series of workbooks provides a wide variety of questions which are carefully
designed and graded for students to check and consolidate their concepts learnt.

Science Process Skills

are derived from the extension parts in the corresponding units.

3C

Inspiring Science Workbook is a series of seven books designed to be used with the
Inspiring Science coursebooks.

‘Unifying Concept Overview’ at the beginning of each textbook shows the distribution of unifying concepts in
different units, allowing students to appreciate the connection among science disciplines. The side boxes showing
the connection between ‘Unifying Concepts’ and related textbook content are provided in each unit. ‘Science
Concept Integration’ infographic at the end of each textbook summarises the important concepts in different
topics using real-life scenario and helps students understand the application of science concepts in daily life.

3C

3 Statistical Analysis
6 Calculation

Challenging Question includes STEM questions to train students’ critical thinking
and problem-solving skills.
Questions marked with

Workbook
Interdisciplinary Learning Focus Inspire Innovation

3
C

Edition

Information and activities related to
are provided in a multi-dimensional manner, including 4 stages:
‘Daily STEM’ illustrates the role
plays in the invention and improvement of everyday products, with easyto-follow explanations of the underlying principles.
‘Hands-on STEM’ allows students to gain hands-on experience of making products using simple materials.
‘Makers’ Lab’ is a laboratory section that aims to inspire students to create their own products based on
acquired knowledge.
‘Thematic STEM’ encourages students to design, test and refine products to solve daily-life problems using
the ‘PICKER’ approach.

The key features of the Workbook include

Workbook

Science Process Skills

3
C

Workbook

3C

The series of workbooks provides a wide variety of questions which are carefully
designed and graded for students to check and consolidate their concepts learnt.

Key features
Unifying Concepts

‘Unifying Concept Overview’ at the beginning of each textbook shows the distribution of unifying concepts in
different units, allowing students to appreciate the connection among science disciplines. The side boxes showing
the connection between ‘Unifying Concepts’ and related textbook content are provided in each unit. ‘Science
Concept Integration’ infographic at the end of each textbook summarises the important concepts in different
topics using real-life scenario and helps students understand the application of science concepts in daily life.
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Interdisciplinary Learning Focus Inspire Innovation

3C

Throughout the whole series of textbook, science principles and concepts are introduced through reallife contexts in order to help students relate their learning to everyday life.

Textbook 3B
9789882266841
Textbook 3C
9789882266858

• Animations

belong to difficult questions and those marked with E

are derived from the extension parts in the corresponding units.

Career Planning

The ‘Becoming Science Professionals’ section contains interview with elites in science-related sectors for their
valuable experience and advice, aiming to elicit students enthusiasm.

‘Daily Science’ uses stimulating questions to get students to think about the underlying scientific principles of
daily-life phenomena.
‘Science Update’ keeps students updated with hot issues and technological advancements in science and
broaden their scope of learning.
‘Project’ and ‘Activity’ aim to boost students' learning motivation, creativity, problem-solving and decisionmaking skills.
ISBN 978-988-226-679-7
000-020-003-646-5
000-020-003-653-3
978-988-226-686-5

Grade 9

• E-books (Teacher’s Edition)
• Experiment Videos

Inspiring Science Workbook is a series of seven books designed to be used with the
Inspiring Science coursebooks.

1
A

‘Unifying Concept Overview’ at the beginning of each textbook shows the distribution of unifying concepts in
different units, allowing students to appreciate the connection among science disciplines. The side boxes showing
the connection between ‘Unifying Concepts’ and related textbook content are provided in each unit. ‘Science
Concept Integration’ infographic at the end of each textbook summarises the important concepts in different
topics using real-life scenario and helps students understand the application of science concepts in daily life.

Section Exercise provides basic questions for students to review concepts learnt in

Cultivate
Science
each section of the
coursebook. Literacy

Interdisciplinary Learning Focus Inspire Innovation

The textbooks provide a wide range of information and interesting activities that are in line with the
curriculum emphasis on Unifying Concepts, Science Process Skills and STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Mathematics). A vast variety of infographics, diagrams and multimedia resources is
provided to enhance concept integration and cultivate science literacy.

1A

The key features of the Workbook include

Science Process Skills

Multi-dimensional

• E-books (Student’s Edition)

Interdisciplinary Learning Focus Inspire Innovation

Inspiring Science is a series of textbooks (7 titles) written in accordance with the requirements of the
supplement to the Science Education Key Learning Area Curriculum Guide Science (Secondary 1-3)
issued by the Curriculum Development Council in 2017.

Multi-dimensional

Textbook

Workbook

Digital Resources
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Learning through Infographics
Infographics are extensively used in the series to help learners master scientific concepts
quickly. They are used to express complex ideas in a creative and easy-to-understand way.

Unit 10 Sensing the Environment

The clouds are carried
to other places by wind.

3. Cloud formation
The water droplets form
clouds.

2. Condensation

4. Raining

Warm air carries the water
vapour up to the sky.

The water vapour cools
down and condenses to
form water droplets.

Which body structures help to produce the sense of balance?

The water droplets in the
clouds fall to the ground
as rain.

Eyes
When standing or moving, the
sensory cells in the eyes send
signals to inform the brain about
the position of the body with
respect to the surroundings.

Inner ear
tubes and sacs in cochlea containing
sensory cells for detecting balance

Rainwater goes back to
the land, oceans, lakes,
and rivers, etc.
inner ear

Muscles and joints

The tubes and sac-like structures of
the inner ear contain sensory cells that
can detect body balance. When the
body moves or rotates, these sensory
cells are stimulated and send signals
to the brain to produce a sensation of
body movement or position.

1. Evaporation
Water evaporates to form water vapour.

A lot of daily-life photos and images are used
to illustrate scientific concepts.

Fig. 10.51

The sensory cells in the muscles
and joints send signals to inform
the brain about the posture or
movement of the body.

How different body parts help produce the sense of balance

10-66
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Cultivating the Spirit of Scientific Investigation
Relevant science process skills are specified in each experiment to help students understand
the skills involved in scientific investigation. Exploratory experiments throughout the textbook
series help students develop a positive attitude towards science.
EXPERIMENT 11.9 Measuring friction between two surfaces

Science process skill

Major skills to be
mastered are listed.

Science process skill

Conducting practicals Record the readings of the spring balance

www.mceducation.
com.hk/r/?id=923

Inferring Compare the frictions between the weight and different
surfaces

Apparatus and Materials:
spring balance
adhesive tape
plastic plate
string

1
1 roll
1

500 g weight
A4 paper

sandpaper

1
1 piece
1 piece

1. Set up the apparatus as shown in the picture below. Fix a piece of A4 paper on the table with
adhesive tape. Put a 500 g weight on the paper and attach it to a spring balance.

pull

A4 paper

Tips

• Reset the scale of the spring balance to zero before the experiment.
• The spring balance should be pulled horizontally.

2. Gradually increase the pulling force, until the weight starts to move. Record the reading of the
spring balance just before the weight starts to move in the table below.
Surface

A4 paper

plastic plate

sandpaper

Reading of the
spring balance (N)
3. Repeat Steps 1 to 2 by replacing the A4 paper with a plastic plate and a piece of sandpaper.
Which of the surfaces can act the largest friction on the weight?
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Tips

Clear guidelines
are given to assist
learners in performing the
experiment.

INSPIRING SCIENCE

Encouraging Creative Exploration
Four types of STEM information and activities are provided in the series to ignite students’
creativity. Not only do they help students develop related skills and ways of thinking
systematically, they also encourage students to integrate and apply scientific knowledge in
solving daily life problems.

Step 2

Daily

Hands-on

Daily

Making a fidget spinner
When a fidget spinner is held at its centre pad and spun, it can spin smoothly.
It is because the bearing in the centre pad greatly reduce the friction between
the centre pad and the spinner.

Body fat meter
Body fat percentage is one of the factors that affects the
resistance of the human body. A body fat meter makes
use of this property to check our body fat ratio. When we
hold the grips of the meter with our hands, a close circuit
is formed so that the meter can set a very weak current
through our body. By checking the resistance of our body,
the meter can calculate our body fat percentage.

Suggested materials:
$0.5 coins, cardboard, bearing, double sided tape
You can watch the video and follow the steps to make your
own spinner:
www.mceducation.com.hk/r/?id=562
Compare your design with your classmates. Which of the designs
can spin for the longest time before coming to a stop?

Activities allow students to have hands-on
experience in making STEM products using
simple and environmentally-friendly materials.

Step 4
Unit 2

Makers ’ Lab 13.1

Thematic

Makers’ tool

ogy
nol

THEMATIC STEM 2.1
Solar Water Purifier

ring
nee

Math

ce

ematics

Making a polystyrene memo-clip

Water

www.mceducation.
com.hk/r/?id=523

Tech

Makers ' Lab

Engi

Examples of everyday products illustrate the role
STEM plays in their invention and improvement, and
help learners connect scientific concepts
with society.

A. Scenario

styrene
20 cm3
droppers
2
initiator
1 dropping bottle
coloured beads

vaseline
paper cups
hardener
tapes

2
1 dropping bottle

measuring cylinder (10 cm3)
wooden splints
metal clip
plastic cardboard

1
2
1

Maybe we can make a solar
operated device for them to
purify water!

Many people living in developing
countries do not have enough clean
water to use. How can we help them?

In this activity, you will make a polystyrene ‘memo-clip’. Form a group of 4 to 5 students. Before we
begin, let us learn how polystyrene is made from styrene!
Cautions:
Makers’ investigation
• Wear safety goggles and protective gloves.
1. Apply a layer of vaseline
on skin
the inner
surface
a paper
• Avoid
contact
with of
styrene
or cup.
its mixture.

initiator

Styrene
flammable.
Keep
it away from fire or heat.
andistransfer
it to the
cup.
2. Measure 10 cm3 of •styrene
10 cm of
styrene

1. With reference to the suggested materials and design guidelines shown below, design your solar
Form a group of 4 to 5 students. Design and make a solar water
obtain
waterpurifier
purifiertoand
draftpure
the drinking
steps of water
making it by means of texts, pictures or photos.
from uncleaned water. Your purifier should be cheap and easy to use. A set of assembly instructions of
the purifier should be included.
Suggested materials

3

3. Use a dropper to add 5 drops of initiator to the styrene in the
cup to start the polymerisation reaction (Fig. (a)).

D. Design and Make your Product

B. Aim

What is the appearance of styrene?

cont’d

C. Background Knowledge

Fig. (a)

Search for information on the internet to find out more
about solar water purifiers. Below are some questions to
inspire your research.

4. Stir the mixture slowly with a wooden splint for one minute.
Avoid forming any air bubbles in the mixture (Fig. (b)).

stir slowly

5. Use another dropper to add 5 drops of hardener to the
mixture to make the mixture harder. Continue to stir the
mixture slowly for one minute.

Basins

Bowl

Plastic bag

Plastic box

Plastic cardboard

Black paint

Adhesive tape

Hot glue

Rubber band

Think Like a Maker

1. What are the common structures of solar water
purifiers?

1. What will you use to make the main body of your solar water purifier?

2. What is the working principle of solar water purifiers?

2. How will you collect the purified water using your design?

3. What are the applications of solar water purifiers?

3. How can you increase the efficiency of your solar water purifier?
4. How can you make your solar water purifier easy to assemble and use?
2. Start making your
solar water purifier.
Solar water purifier

3. Design and write the assembly instructions for your purifier.

Caution:

2-62

A large amount of heat is released when styrene reacts
with the hardener. Hold the paper cup with great care.

Fig. (b)
Junior Science (2017) U02(EE)TG_A27.indd 62

1. What is the total cost of your solar water purifier?
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2. Provide the assembly instructions for your solar water purifier and the building materials to another
group. Ask them to assemble the purifier. How long does it take for them to assemble it?
3. Pour 500 mL of uncleaned water into your solar water purifier. Place the purifier under sunlight for
one day. Does the water purifier work properly? How much purified water is collected?

6. Do not move the paper cup and wait for 30 minutes.
7. creation
Tear off the paper cup to get the finished product. The product is
Makers’

F. Product Refinement

polystyrene. What is the appearance of the product?

1. Now, you are ready to make your own polystyrene ‘memo-clip’!
You are provided with a metal clip, some coloured beads, a piece
of plastic cardboard, tapes and the materials used in ‘Makers’
investigation’. Design your polystyrene ‘memo-clip’ and draw a
labelled diagram in the space below.

E. Product Testing

1. Compare your solar water purifier with that of other
groups.

S

(a) Which one has the lowest cost?
(b) Which one is the easiest to assemble and use?
(c) Which one can purify the largest amount of water?

Fig. (c)

(d) Which one do you think is the best overall?
2. What are the differences between your design and their
designs?
3. How can you modify your solar water purifier to make
improvements?

Makers’ finding

Knowledge involved

Step 3

Hands-on

Scien

Step 1

T

Design and make a
solar water purifier

The concept of
evaporation
Search for
information on the
internet

E

M

✓

Measure the
amount of water

✓
✓
✓

Fill in the blanks to summarise the conversion process above.
polymerisation

Activities encourage learners to polymer
use the skills
acquired in the experiment to design and
make products.

2-63

monomer

cont’d

52

2. Make the mould of the base of your memo-clip using plastic cardboard and tapes.
3. With reference to ‘Maker’s investigation’, make your memo-clip.
Tips

Remember to insert the metal clip to the base of your
memo-clip before it is set.

Activities stimulate learners’ creativity
and develop their skills in problem-solving,
decision-making, communication, cooperation and
presentation.

Secondary Science
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MATTERS SERIES

Grade 9 – 10

Age 15 – 16

Product Introduction
Designed to promote learning with understanding while cultivating essential
21st century competencies, students are engaged in their learning as they build

foundational knowledge and develop critical higher-order thinking skills.

Learning concepts are engaging and easy with attractive infographics that simplify complex
information to aid conceptual understanding. Carefully-designed activities enable experiential
learning while authentic contexts show conceptual connections to real life.

For learners who follow the combined science stream,
series for Grades 9 – 11 is available for
the
consideration. To find out more, contact our education
consultants.
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MATTERS SERIES

Core Components
Textbook Textbook eBook

Textbook

Workbook

Practical
Book

Physics Matters
(4th Edition)
Textbook eBook
Student’s Edition
9789814735711

Physics Matters
(4th Edition)
Textbook with
eBook
9789813164420

Physics Matters
(4th Edition)
Workbook
9789810117115

Physics Matters
(3rd Edition)
Practical Book
9789810117177

Chemistry

Chemistry Matters
(2nd Edition)
Textbook
9789810116965

Chemistry Matters
(2nd Edition)
Textbook eBook
Student’s Edition
9789814736459

Chemistry Matters
(2nd Edition)
Textbook with
eBook
9789813164437

Chemistry Matters
(2nd Edition)
Workbook
9789810116996

Chemistry Matters
(2nd Edition)
Practical Book
9789810117054

Biology Matters
(2nd Edition)
Textbook
9789810117238

Biology Matters
(2nd Edition)
Textbook eBook
Student’s Edition
9789814736541

Biology Matters
(2nd Edition)
Textbook with
eBook
9789813164444

Biology Matters
(2nd Edition)
Workbook
9789810117269

Biology Matters
(2nd Edition)
Practical Book
9789810117320
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Biology

Physics

Physics Matters
(4th Edition)
Textbook
9789810116750

Biology

(Student’s Edition) with eBook
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Teacher Resources
Workbook

(Teacher’s Edition)

Practical Book

Teacher’s
Planning
Guide

(Teacher’s Edition)

Textbook eBook
(Teacher’s Edition)

4th Edition

4th Edition

Teacher's Planning Guide

Teacher's Planning Guide

(Teacher's Edition)

PRODUCT
CODE: 9781099072031
ISBN 978-1099-07-203-1

(S)PMTB_TPG.indd 1
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Teacher's Planning Guide

(Teacher's Edition)

Teacher's Planning Guide
PRODUCT CODE: 9781099072000

(S)CMTB_TPG.indd 1

11/1/12 4:59 PM

2nd Edition

2nd Edition

(Teacher's Edition)

Teacher's Planning Guide
Teacher's Planning Guide

PRODUCT
CODE: 9781099072079
ISBN 978-1099-07-207-9

Physics

Physics Matters
(4th Edition)
Workbook
Teacher’s Edition
9789810117146

Physics Matters
(3rd Edition)
Practical Book
Teacher’s Edition
9789810117207

Physics Matters
(2nd Edition)
Teacher’s
Planning Guide
9781099072031

Physics Matters
(4th Edition)
Textbook eBook
Teacher’s Edition
9781099071348

Chemistry

11/5/12 8:57 AM

Chemistry Matters
(2nd Edition)
Workbook
Teacher’s Edition
9789810117023

Chemistry Matters
(2nd Edition)
Practical Book
Teacher’s Edition
9789810117085

Chemistry Matters
(2nd Edition)
Teacher’s
Planning Guide
9781099072000

Chemistry Matters
(2nd Edition)
Textbook eBook
Teacher’s Edition
9781099071492

Biology

(S)BMTB_TPG.indd 1

Biology Matters
(2nd Edition)
Workbook
Teacher’s Edition
9789810117290

Biology Matters
(2nd Edition)
Practical Book
Teacher’s Edition
9789810117351

Biology Matters
(2nd Edition)
Teacher’s
Planning Guide
9781099072079

Biology Matters
(2nd Edition)
Textbook eBook
Teacher’s Edition
9781099071645
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Trigger Learning through
Inquiry

ht
Mass, Weig
y
it
s
and Den

CH APT ER

4

Attractive and stunning visuals in each chapter opener
interest and engage learners, piquing their interest
on the chapter. A short write-up and Let’s Explore
questions lead learners to think about the concepts,
encouraging discussion and exploration.

wondered
Have you ever
hot air balloon?
able to, will
the sky in a
And if they are
to go up into
e the clouds?
ers to these
Would you like
lift you up abov space? Discover the answ
balloons can
r
oute
to
way
whether party
the
to carry you all
they be able
chapter.
questions in this

Questions related to the topic encourage
discussion about the topic.

Let’s Explore!

?
?
d in kilograms
with safety belts
ht not measure
it have to do
(a) Why is weig
ia and what does
ball sinks?
(b) What is inert iron ship float, while an iron
an
(c) Why does

Physics Matters Textbook
PM
8/15/12 5:26

dd 69

Animated and multimedia-rich digital resources are available to support
inquiry learning and enable teachers who are pressed for time to use the
animations to explain concepts.

(S)PMTB_04.in

SCIENCE,
RIGHT ON!

Available on:
Engaging and animated explanations provide a step-by-step approach to
reinforce learners’ conceptual understanding.
This content is also available for learners with subscribed accounts.
For a demonstration, contact our education consultants.

Easy-to-Understand Complex
Concepts

▼ Figure 20.23 Uses of magnets

Magnetic door catches
agnets
Magnetic strips made of permanent magnets
are fitted to the door of a refrigerator. This
ensures that the refrigerator is airtightt when
me.
the door is shut against the steel frame.

Uses of
permanent
magnets

Moving-coil loudspeakers
1 A strong permanent magnet
is used in the moving-coil

3

loudspeaker to provide a
constant magnetic field.
2

A core made of soft magnetic
material placed inside a
current-carr ying coil becomes a
temporar y magnet. The poles of
the temporar y magnet change
when the direction of the
current in the coils changes.

The loudspeaker
diaphragm moves
due to the alternating
attraction and
repulsion between
the temporar y and
permanent magnets.

Moving-coil ammeters
1

A strong permanent
magnet is used in the
moving-coil ammeter.

2

A core made of soft
magnetic material is placed
inside a current-carr ying coil.
When current flows through
the coil, the core becomes
a temporar y magnet and a
turning force is produced.

0

5

Infographics break down complex concepts into easy
to understand bite-sized pieces to help learners grasp
complex concepts easily.

10

3

The pointer
attached to the
coil moves as
the coil turns,
and shows the
amount of current
flowing through
the ammeter.

Electromagnets
Electromagnets are magnets that form when a current
flows through a coil
coil. This magnetic field can induce
magnetism in a soft magnetic material to produce a
temporar y magnet.

Uses of
temporary
magnets

Abstract concepts are made easier to visualise
with diagrams and explanations.

se
Cranes that help separate
magnetic materials from
non-magnetic mater
materials in scrapyards use electromagnets.

Link
An electromagnet is a type of temporary magnet. Placing a
soft magnetic material within an electromagnet produces
a stronger temporary magnet. You will learn more about
this in Chapter 21.
Magnetism

(S)PMTB_20.indd 399

399

Physics Matters Textbook

8/15/12 6:01 PM
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Chemistry
Today

Develop Global
Awareness

Effects of oil spills on

the environment

21st

e drilling
on occurred at an offshor
In April 2010, an explosi
crude oil
of Mexico. As a result,
platform in the Gulf
gallons per
seafloor at 200 000
and
was spilling out of the
marine
to
extensive damage
day. The spill caused
wildlife habitats.
spills.
oil
to
ble
vulnera
als are most
Seabirds and sea mamm
their feathers
contact with oil spills,
When birds come into
the birds try
them unable to fly. If
stick together, leaving
oil. The oil will
they may swallow the
to clean themselves,
livers.
and
kidneys
lungs,
their
poison them, damaging

Each chapter ends off with an article
showcasing interesting and current applications
to concepts covered in the chapter. Learners
are spurred to think critically with questions
requiring the application of science concepts
learnt as they discuss issues raised.

get stuck on
to the mainland can
Oil that gets swept up
a plant, the
oil covers the roots of
plants as well. When
leaves of the
to take in water. If the
plant will not be able
will not be able to make
plant
the
oil,
with
absorb
plants are covered
s as the leaves cannot
ynthesi
photos
food through
sunlight.
can help
oil-eating bacteria that
of
strains
certain
There are
An option
r, this process is slow.
clean up oil spills. Howeve
e the oil.
the oil spills to dissolv
is to spray chemicals over
oil tanker
of oil spills other than
causes
the
are
(a) What
accidents?
following in
Represent each of the
ent
(b) Form groups of three.
the oil company, the governm
a role-play: the CEO of
views
mentalist. Present your
of Mexico, and an environ
should be banned.
on whether oil drilling
Consider the following

◀ A bird
covered in oil

y:

points during the role-pla

about
y is usually concerned
• The CEO of the compan
the company.
maximising profits for
ic
ed mainly about econom
• The government is concern
people.
of the
growth and the welfare
effects
is concerned about the
• The environmentalist
ment.
of oil spills on the environ

Learners develop 21st
century skills as they
complete specially designed
activities.
424

Chapter 21

8/21/12 10:53 AM

Chemistry Matters Textbook
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Nurture Self-directed Learners
Self-diagnostic tools and worked examples allow learners to periodically check their learning
progress.
Learners monitor their progress in
learning at the end of each worksheet to help

WORK ON IT!

the
relevant section(s) in
ctly. Then, revisit the
you have answered incorre
Circle the question(s)
the key concept(s).
your understanding of
textbook to strengthen
Questions
Learning objectives
traps
(a) State that chlorophyll ts it into
light energy, and conver
formation of
chemical energy for the
carbohydrates
in words and
(b) State the equation,
s
symbols, for photosynthesi
the factors
(c) Investigate and discuss
ynthesis
affecting the rate of photos

MultipleChoice

Structured

7

1

of carbon dioxide
(g) Describe the intake
and water by plants

7.1

3, 4, 5

2

7.1

2, 3

2

7.1

s why
(c) Suggest two reason
the process stated in (a).

the measurement in (b)

Water taken up by the

nthesis. / Water taken

shoot will be used in photosy

is. / Water
reactions such as hydrolys

1, 6

is not necessarily the same

g:

Any two of the followin
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Grade 10 – 11
For over 60 years Marshall Cavendish Education has been
Endorsed for full syllabus coverage
empowering educators and
students in over 80 countries
with high-quality, research-based, Pre-K-12 educational
solutions. We nurture world-ready global citizens by
equipping students with crucial 21st century skills through
our resources for schools and education centres worldwide,
including Cambridge schools, catering to national and
international curricula.
This upper secondary English as a Second Language series prepares students for the Cambridge
TM

Supports the full 0510/0511syllabuses for
examination from 2019

Has passed Cambridge International's rigorous
quality-assurance process
Developed by subject experts

Series architecture
• Student’s Book
• Workbook
• Teacher’s Guide
• e-book (including audio
recordings)

Endorsed for full syllabus coverage
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Assessment International Education
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examination from 2019

Has passed Cambridge International's rigorous
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• include a focus on Values, so students can think about how
to use language to relate to people from other cultures
• present language structures explicitly, with grammar rules
and example sentences
• focus on building strong listening, speaking, reading and
writing skills
TG The Teacher’s Guide contains step-by-step
• aim to make language relatable and relevant
lesson plans to support teachers. The lesson
plans include suggestions for classroom
• provide exam-style practice to build exam readiness
implementation with prompt questions for
• support students in building study skills they can use
checking understanding and stimulating
beyond their IGCSE course
discussion. The Challenge and Support
feature supports teachers with differentiation. • use photographs to echo the subject matter in the text and
to provide a clear, real-world context for language
The audio scripts and answer keys for the
• have an international flavour, with multicultural references
Student’s Book and Workbook are also
included.
• emphasise the development of 21st century competencies

Product Introduction
TG The Teacher’s Guide contains step-by-step
lesson plans to support teachers. The lesson
plans include suggestions for classroom
implementation with prompt questions for
checking understanding and stimulating
discussion. The Challenge and Support
feature supports teachers with differentiation.
The audio scripts and answer keys for the
Student’s Book and Workbook are also
included.

STUDENT'S
BOOK
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BOOK

The Workbook follows the same unit-based
structure as the Student’s Book and provides
meaningful reinforcement of language
covered in class. Three levels of challenge
are offered in the activities. The function and
order of the activities is carefully considered
so that the progression moves from simple to
more complex tasks.
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and Biology (0610/0970) syllabuses.

Developed based on robust research, these series bring Science learning to life by focusing
on real-life examples to which learners can relate. They are designed to excite and engage
learners to be curious about scientific concepts, and to promote a deep understanding of
topics. This is done by giving learners plenty of opportunities to practise learnt skills, reflect on
concepts and share, discuss or journal what they have learnt.
Each series consists of both print and digital learning resources that support blended
learning. This provides learners with a more complete and flexible learning experience.
Recognising that there is a potentially diverse student population whose first language is not
English, these series use simple and clear language with plenty of visual representations
and also feature a mix of global and Asian examples for the international audience.
They also cater to learners at various levels of learning readiness by providing additional
support and enrichment resources. Overall, these series will provide learners with scientific skills
and knowledge for success, and nurture them into confident critical thinkers who are ready for
the future.
The titles in this series are endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to
support the syllabus for examination from 2023.
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Reduce Learning Obstacles and Achieve
Proficiency in Concepts
Developed based on robust research, this series is designed for learners of different
learning readiness as it will guide them in overcoming learning obstacles and foster a deeper
understanding of concepts. It also promotes understanding among international learners
whose first language is not English as the content uses simple and clear language. With
emphasis on real-life relevance, learning becomes tangible and meaningful.

CHAPTER

5

Enzymes
Capture interest using real-life examples
which can promote relevance in

learning.

Enhance learners’ understanding by
demonstrating concepts using videos,

BIO WATCH
Scan this page to watch a clip on how
the enzymes in washing powders work.

animations and interactive activities

Before watching, discuss what you expect
to see or hear.

such as simulations and quizzes.

QUESTIONS
• What do you think the enzymes in the
washing powders do to the stains on
the T-shirt?

Thought-provoking questions are
useful in assessing learners’ prior
knowledge.

• Do you think these enzymes can do
the same job in boiling water? Can you
explain your reasoning?

Isn’t it amazing how the toughest stains can be removed from your
favourite T-shirts after washing? It is not done with the aid of special
powers. It is through “special powders”. A lot of washing powders
available in the market contain biological catalysts called enzymes.
What are enzymes?

• Do you think enzymes are living things?

72
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Chapter 1

1.1 States of Matter
In this section, you will learn the following:

•

Interesting information will
help to connect learned

concepts to real-life
contexts.

A timely checkpoint
to assess understanding of
concepts and for learners to
rate their confidence level.

ENRICHMENT
INFO
Other States of Matter
Besides solids, liquids
and gases, there are
two other states of
matter — plasma and
the Bose–Einstein
condensate. Plasma
is made of particles
that are electrically
charged. A Bose–Einstein
condensate is a state of
matter that has been
cooled to a very low
temperature.

State the properties of solids, liquids and gases.

Matter is a substance that has mass and occupies space. All living and non-living things are matter.
Matter can exist as a solid, a liquid or a gas. These three forms of matter are called the states of
matter. The three states of matter have very different properties (Table 1.1).
Table 1.1 Properties of solids, liquids and gases
Property

Solid

Liquid

Gas

Shape

Fixed

Not fixed

Not fixed

Volume

Fixed

Fixed

Not fixed

Compressibility

Cannot be compressed

Cannot be compressed

Can be compressed

Substances can exist in different states of matter under different temperature and pressure
conditions. Changes in temperature and pressure can change the states of matter. For example,
on freezing, water becomes ice; on boiling, water becomes steam. We will learn more about the
changes of state of matter in Section 1.3.

Information is presented
in a highly visual and bitesized chunks to deliver

1. 2 Kinetic Particle Theory

QUICK CHECK

In this section, you will learn the following:

Gases do not have mass.

•

True or false?

Describe the structures of solids, liquids and gases.

key points in a
concise manner.

The differences in the properties of the states of matter can be explained based on the kinetic
particle theory. The kinetic particle theory states that all matter is made up of tiny particles that are
in constant random motion.
The word ‘kinetic’ refers to motion. Moving particles have kinetic energy, hence the name ‘kinetic
particle theory’. The kinetic particle theory
●
describes the states of matter;
●
explains the diﬀerences in the properties of solids, liquids and gases;
●
explains the changes of state of matter.

Provides information or meanings
of difficult words to help ESL

Why does a solid have a fixed shape?

learners understand the
content easily.

According to the kinetic particle theory, the particles of a solid
are closely packed in an orderly manner (Figure 1.1);
are held together by very strong forces of attraction;
have enough kinetic energy to vibrate and rotate about their ﬁxed
positions only;
●
cannot move about freely.
●
●
●

Hence, a solid has a fixed shape.
WORD ALERT
Compressed: squeezed
into a smaller space

2

_IGCSE Chemistry Ch 1.indd 2
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Figure 1.1 Particles
are closely packed
together in a solid.

Why does a solid have a fixed volume?
A solid cannot be compressed since its particles are already very close to one another.
Thus, a solid has a fixed volume.

States of Matter
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Build Learners’ Confidence and Exam-Readiness
With many assessment opportunities to consolidate and reinforce learning, this series
will build learners’ confidence and exam-readiness. Learners are guided to apply their
knowledge to different scenarios that will hone their process, practical and problem-solving
skills.
Exam-style questions serve as summative
assessment and provide exposure to various
question types that can boost learners’ confidence.
Chapter 17

Chapter 1
Exercise 1E

Let’s Review
9

In the potential divider in Figure 17.54, the variable
resistor R1 has a maximum resistance of 4 Ω . What are
the minimum and maximum possible values of Vout?
R1
(0 Ω to 4 Ω)

Vout

6Ω

A
B
C
D

Figure 17.54
Minimum Vout/V

Maximum Vout/V

0

4.8

0

6

C

2

4.8

D

6

12

Decreases
Decreases and then increases
Increases
Stays the same

Temperature/°C
F

S For the circuit in Figure 17.57, calculate the
(a) combined resistance across AB;
(b) combined resistance across CD;
(c) combined resistance of the whole circuit;
(d) current flowing through the 6 Ω resistor.

2Ω

D

80

Section B: Short-answer and Structured
Questions
1

10 S The circuit in Figure 17.55 is used to detect the level
of sunlight. The resistance of the LDR is 1 MΩ in the
dark and 100 Ω in bright sunlight. What is the voltmeter
reading in dark and bright conditions?

C
A
Time/s

C

D

Figure 1.1

B
4Ω

(a) What is the melting point of substance X?

6Ω

12 V

E

B

15

3Ω

A

[1]
(b) Is substance X a solid, a liquid or a gas at room temperature (25°C)?

12 V

Figure 17.57
500 k Ω

V

Figure 17.55
Voltmeter reading in
the dark/V

A

2 The diagram shows the heating curve of substance X.

Figure 17.56

R2

B

[3]

V

12 V

A

Exam-style Questions

1 A liquid has a fixed volume and takes the shape of a container. A gas does not have a fixed volume and takes the shape of a
container. Use the kinetic particle theory to explain these observations.

power supply

S

Voltmeter reading in
bright sunlight/V

4

0

B

4

12

C

8

0

D

8

4

11 Figure 17.56 shows a thermistor connected in a potential
divider circuit at room temperature. The resistance
of this thermistor decreases with an increase in its
temperature. Which of the following happens to the
voltmeter reading when the thermistor is heated?

2

[1]

A 6 V cell is connected to three resistors in the circuit
shown in Figure 17.58. The current flowing through the
source is 0.8 A. Calculate the
(a) current I1;
(b) current I2;
(c) value of the resistance of resistor R.

(c) Name the process taking place at part DE of the heating curve.
[1]
(d) Describe how the particles of substance X at parts CD and EF of the curve differ in their arrangement, amount of
energy and motion.

6V

[3]

0.8 A
X

I2

6Ω

I1

Y

Z

R

30 Ω
Figure 17.58
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Chapter 1
Practical 1B

The Evaporation of Propanone

Skills
You will practise how to:
• follow a set of instructions to measure the temperature change over time as
propanone evaporates;
• safely use a flammable liquid;
• measure temperature;
• consider the control of variables;
• plot a graph.
Theory:
Propanone is a liquid with a relatively low boiling point. The evaporation of a liquid
absorbs energy.

Practical experiments

Objective: To measure the temperature change when a liquid evaporates

allow learners to transfer their
knowledge to lab-based scenarios
and develop process and

Materials:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

thermometer
cotton wool
elastic band
dropping pipette
1 cm3 propanone (flammable, moderate hazard)
retort stand
stopwatch

practical skills.

˚C
110

Procedure:

100

Put on safety goggles before you start the experiment.
Keep propanone away from naked flames.

90

80

thermometer

70

60

1

Wrap some cotton wool around the bulb
of a thermometer and use an elastic
band to hold it in place.

2

Clamp the thermometer as shown in
Figure 1.2.

3

Take 1 cm3 propanone in a dropping
pipette and drip it onto the cotton wool.

4

Start the stopwatch and take the
temperature. Record this value in Table 1.1.

5

Measure and record the temperature
each minute for six minutes.

50

40

30

retort
stand

20

10

0

cotton wool

-10

elastic band

Figure 1.2

16

States of Matter
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Prepare Learners for the
Future with 21st Century
Competencies
In this series, there are additional information
and activities based on real-world contexts
which can promote engagement and
encourage exploration. Learners will be
equipped with 21st century competencies as
they extend their learning and expand their
knowledge through these activities.
Projects that feature realworld situations will allow
learners to practise applying
what they have learned and
develop 21st century skills.

STEAM Project

(*Beyond syllabus)

Product Development in the Cosmetic Industry: The Bath Fizzer

The cosmetic industry makes and distributes cosmetic products. Cosmetics are substances applied on the face and the body to
improve our appearance. Some examples of cosmetics are soaps, shampoos, moisturisers, perfumes, lipsticks and facial make-up.
The United States of America is currently the world’s largest cosmetic market, followed by China and Japan.

Skill — Designing a Product
How are new products in the cosmetic industry developed to suit the needs of the users? You may follow the simplified product
development process used in the industry (Figure 1).
Doing a
marketing
brief

Product
validation

Formulation

Developing a
prototype

Quality control

Packaging

Figure 1 Simplified product development process

In this project, you will be in developing your own cosmetic product,
a bath fizzer (Figure 2).
Figure 2 Bath fizzers have a variety of scents
and come in various shapes and colours.

200

STEAM Project

MCE Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Theory Workbook
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Promote Global Awareness with International
Context
Catered for the international audience, this series offers a mix of global and Asian examples,
providing a sense of familiarity and relevance. Learning becomes relatable and meaningful
as it is based on contexts which learners may have encountered before.

CHAPTER

11

Oxidation and
Reduction

CHEM WATCH
Scan this page to watch a clip on the change
in the colour of copper coins.
What can you conclude?

QUESTIONS
• Describe the appearance of copper metal.
• How can we tell that a chemical change has
taken place in the statue?

This picture shows the Statue of Liberty, a sculpture in New York,
United States of America. The Statue of Liberty is made of copper
sheets stretched over and riveted onto a steel structure. The Statue
of Liberty was originally dull brown. However, as you can see, the
Statue is now green. What type of chemical reaction caused the
change in colour?

• The green colour on the Statue of Liberty is
due to a compound, copper(II) carbonate.
Apart from oxygen, which other gas in the
air has reacted with the copper?
• Suggest why it took over 25 years before the
statue turned completely green.

177
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Enhance Teaching and Learning Effectiveness
with Digital Resources
Accompanied with online digital resources, this series
allows face-to-face and online learning to take place,
and learners can also revisit the resources at their own
pace for their revision. It is designed to support both
new and experienced educators in delivering exciting
and quality lessons as the resources provide both
flexibility and convenience in lesson planning.

Editable Scheme of Work* and lesson plans*
are available to assist educators in planning lessons
effectively and provide flexibility in catering to

Chapter 3: Movement of Substances Into or Out
of Cells
Content Matrix
Learning Objectives
3.1 Diffusion
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3
3.1.4
3.1.5

Student’s Book
3.1 Diffusion
pp. 35–42
Let’s Practise 3.1, p. 42

Theory Workbook
Exercise 3A, p. 17

Practical Workbook
Practical 3A, pp. 20–21
Practical 3B, pp. 22–23

3.2 Osmosis
3.2.1
3.2.7
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.2.4
3.2.5
3.2.8
3.2.9
3.2.6
3.3 Active Transport
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.3.3

3.2 Osmosis
pp. 43–50
Let’s Practise 3.2, pp. 49–50

Exercise 3B, pp. 17–22

Practical 3C, pp. 24–25
Practical 3D, pp. 26–29

3.3 Active Transport
pp. 50–51
Let’s Practise 3.3, p. 51

Exercise 3C, pp. 22–24

Let’s Map It, p. 52
Let’s Review, p. 53

Exercise 3D, pp. 24–25
Exercise 3E Let’s Reflect,
p. 26

LESSON 1
Warm-up

learning needs.

1

Questions (p. 34)
• Begin the chapter by introducing students to the photograph in the chapter opener. Invite students to read the
introductory text.
• Lead a discussion by having students answer the questions on the chapter opener.

2

Bio Watch (p. 34)
21st century skills: information literacy, communication
Have students watch a clip by projecting it on a screen [MCE Cambridge IGCSE App]. Guide students to
understand which method of cutting the potato is easier.

3.1 Diffusion (pp. 35–42)

Note: Ask students to read Student’s Book pp. 35–42. (If possible, this should take place as a pre-lesson activity,
done outside of curriculum time, a day or two ahead of the lesson. This would allow students to think about the
content and come up with specific questions they may want to ask in class.)
3

PowerPoint slides* and Question Bank* are
provided to help educators save time on lesson
preparation and they are also editable to allow

Highlight to students the learning objectives of this section.

MCE Cambridge IGCSE Biology Teacher’s Guide
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educators to customise and pitch the lessons accordingly.
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What is the Kinetic Particle Model of Solids, Liquids and Gases?
Kinetic particle
model of matter:
Tiny particles that
make up matter are
always in continuous
random motion

Figure 8.3 Kinetic particle model of
the three states of matter
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Secondary Science

Grade 7 – 11

Science, Right On!

SCIENCE,
RIGHT ON!

Science, Right On! is the 21st century approach to learning which uses highly interactive science content with
rich visuals to captivate students. Built to support the inquiry-based approach, it engages students in the
active learning process and stimulates thinking through interactive elements such as animations, simulations
and games. Science concepts are made relevant to real-life scenarios to pique interest among students to
discover ideas and concepts beyond their classrooms. Students are encouraged to become independent
learners as they explore the concepts and sharpen their thinking skills through the activities. Science, Right
On! also supports various teaching methods which include flipped classroom lessons and e-learning.

Lower Secondary Science (Grade 7-9)
In partnership with

Simulations
Experience the life of a scientist.
Discover how to use scientific equipment
and conduct experiments.

Video
demonstrations
Demonstrate concepts using
real-life examples to pique
students’ interest and spark
the inquiry process.
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Animations
Animations with humorous contexts can be used as
lesson openers and bring about an engaging yet enjoyable
experience in learning science.

Games
Explore and apply concepts
learnt through fun and interactive
games.

Upper Secondary Science – Physics, Chemistry, Biology (Grade 10-11)
This digital resource is repurposed from the digital elements found in MATTERS series (enhanced ebooks
and question bank).

Physics

Chemistry

Introduction*
Animations in a daily life context help to highlight the relevance of science
and ignite students’ interest towards the subject. Inquiry questions are also
raised to guide students through the inquiry process.
*Available for Physics and Chemistry only
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Physics
Biology

Discover
Learn and apply new concepts through the
interactive activities or animations which provide
opportunities to develop scientific skills as
students construct hypotheses to carry out
investigations and draw conclusions.
Chemistry

Quiz
MCQs allow students to apply concepts and test their
own understanding of the topic. The questions are
marked automatically to provide immediate feedback.

Test*
Each test consists of 5 MCQs, which provides opportunity for consolidation of learning and
formative assessment. Detailed solutions are presented in the explanations to help students clarify
misconceptions. Questions are automatically marked.
*Available for Physics and Chemistry only
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Lower and Upper Secondary Science

Grade 7 – 11

MC Insightful Science

MC Insightful Science is a supplementary digital resource which will enrich learning for learners studying Lower
Secondary Science (Grade 7-9) and Physics, Chemistry and Biology (Grade 10-11). This resource bank consists
of a variety of videos suitable for flipped classroom lessons or front teaching. Through the videos, learners can
visualise and relate to the concepts through the real-world examples which can enhance their understanding and
expand their knowledge. It helps learners develop useful skills such as critical thinking and experimental skills.
Interactive elements are also present to support engagement and self-directed learning.

Discover
Teaching videos are present to
explain concepts and they can
be used for flipped classroom
lessons or post-lesson revision.
There are questions which serve
as checkpoints in the videos to
assess learners’ understanding.

Animation

Story

Animated videos are used to demonstrate
concepts and allow learners to visualise them.
This can be used to support frontal teaching.

Interesting stories of scientists are used to
pique learners’ interest in learning.
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e-Experiment
Experiment videos are presented in a clear step-by-step manner to help learners make observations and draw
conclusions. It provides exposure to common science experiments related to the topics taught.

Simulation
Interactive simulations are used to
illustrate concepts that cannot be
observed normally, enhancing learners’
understanding of the concepts.

Virtual Lab
Virtual lab is an engaging and interactive
tool used to guide learners to carry out an
experiment virtually.
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Upper Secondary Science

Grade 10 – 11

Live! Physics

Live! Physics is a digital resource which enhances understanding of concepts and enriches Physics learning.
With more than 150 experiment videos, explanation videos and quizzes across Grade 10 to 11, this resource
supports self-directed learning and frontal teaching. Interesting experiment videos that showcase scientific
phenomena can be used to pique learners’ interest in Physics. There are also clear and easy-to-understand
explanation videos which are suitable for post-lesson revisions or flipped classroom lessons. Quizzes will serve
as formative assessment for learners as they come with auto-marking feature with explanations provided. Live!
Physics will help learners develop useful skills such as critical thinking, problem-solving, analytical thinking, and
digital literacy.

Video Discussion

Experiment videos which demonstrate scientific phenomena will allow learners to visualise concepts in a reallife context and promote deeper understanding. A thinking question appears at the end to prompt learners to
brainstorm about the observation made in the video and relate it to scientific concepts.

Explanations

Quiz

Concepts are explained and illustrated using
animations in the teaching videos. These videos
can be used to support frontal teaching, flipped
classroom lessons or post lesson revisions.
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Quizzes come with 5 topic-related questions and include
auto-marking feature to provide immediate feedback.
Explanations are given to let learners review the questions
and clarify any misconceptions.
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Upper Secondary Science

Grade 10 – 11

IGCSE Physics, Chemistry and Biology Assessment

IGCSE Physics, Chemistry and Biology Assessment is a digital question bank which serves as a supplementary
material for learners following the IGCSE curriculum. It contains a variety of questions, with more than 11,000
questions across the subjects, which ensures ample practices for learners to hone their thinking skills. The
questions are packaged into various quizzes, which are then graded into three levels of difficulty to cater to
learners of different learning readiness. This will boost learners’ confidence as they attempt the questions in
the sequence of increasing difficulty. The quizzes provide opportunities to consolidate learning and serve as a
form of formative assessment for learners to check their understanding. The questions are automatically marked
with full explanations or solutions, which promote self-directed learning and allow clarification of misconceptions
among learners. Usage and mastery reports can also be generated for educators and parents to monitor
learners’ progress and pinpoint gaps in learning.
More than 11,000 questions available, with varying levels of difficulty.

Time taken to
complete a quiz
and its score are
recorded and
used to generate
reports to track
learners’ progress.

Each quiz generally
contains 3-7 questions.

Questions are automatically
marked with explanations
to provide immediate
feedback and promote
independent learning.
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Upper Secondary Science

Grade 10 – 11

Marshall Cavendish Education
IGCSE™ Computer Science Suite

Available on:

Marshall Cavendish Education IGCSE™ Computer Science Suite is designed to complement Marshall
Cavendish Education IGCSE™ Computer Science.
This suite aids teachers in using a blended learning approach to teaching. The lessons are interactive, structured
to ensure students understand concepts easily, attempt learning activities related to real-life scenarios, and use
different technology to achieve learning outcomes that are aligned to IGCSE Computer Science.

Structured learning

Discover theories and concepts

Replay
lesson
Adjust
volume

Interactive activities with guided steps.

Recap and recall

Toggle
captions
Additional settings
such adjusting zoom to
fit, accessible text and
keyboard shortcuts
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For teachers
✓ Aligned to MCE’s IGCSE™ Computer Science series
✓ Enhanced mastery in concepts through self-directed learning
✓ Supports blended learning
For students
✓ Embark on an engaging and fulfilling hands-on learning experience
✓ Delve deeper into concepts through real-life applications
✓ Equip learners with technological literacy & skills for success in the future workplace

For teachers and learners who follow IGCSE™ Computer Science series, Grade 10 – 11
is available for consideration. To find out more, contact our education consultants.
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Product Introduction
Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge IGCSE™ Information and Communications
Technology series is a comprehensive two-year programme designed to support learners with
their study of the Cambridge IGCSE and IGCSE (9-1) ICT syllabuses (0417/0983).
Greg Shilton
Megha Goel

ISBN 978-981-4941-56-3

9 789814 941563

The Cambridge IGCSE ICT series incorporates both print and digital learning resources that
support blended learning. This provides learners with a comprehensive and flexible learning
journey.
The Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge IGCSE ICT series promotes visual learning and
delivers an engaging learning experience. Difficult concepts are scaffolded and broken down to
convey bite-sized concepts, with worked examples that support new learners.
To nurture a 21st century practical problem solver, this series includes real-life, scenario-based
problems and situations for learners to apply scientific and technological concepts learnt to
practical aspects beyond the confines of the classroom.
Our package delivers a stimulating and enjoyable learning experience through the use of engaging
chapter openers, friendly and concise language, and colourful illustrations and infographics which
simplify learning concepts. This enables learners to develop necessary skills to embrace the
rapidly changing technological landscape and become future thinkers and problem solvers.
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Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge IGCSE™ Computer Science is a comprehensive
two-year programme designed to support learners with their study of the Cambridge IGCSE and
IGCSE (9-1) Computer Science syllabuses (0478/0984).
The Cambridge IGCSE Computer Science series incorporates both print and digital learning
resources that support blended learning. This provides learners with a comprehensive and
flexible learning journey.
It encourages active and inquiry-based learning, which helps learners to develop 21st century
skills. It is also designed to support learners for whom English is not their first language by using
simple and concise language in its content.
Through engaging chapter openers and colourful illustrations and infographics that effectively
simplify and convey concepts, the series promotes visual learning and delivers a stimulating
learning experience. Overall, this series enables learners to develop necessary skills to embrace
the rapidly changing technological landscape and become future problem solvers.
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Why choose MCE Cambridge IGCSE™ ICT and
Computer Science?
Find out more here!

Reduce Learning Obstacles and
Achieve Proficiency in Concepts
With its clear and simple language, the series caters to learners for
whom English may not be their first language. The highly-visual and
clearly-organised content is also designed to guide learners of various
learning readiness to master the syllabus content. In addition, the use of
technology helps to enrich and enhance learning.

CHAPTER

3

Watch Feature with videos and

Hardware

interactives to engage learners and
promote ease of learning.

COMPUTER SCIENCE WATCH
Scan the page to watch a clip on CPUs
and the main characteristics of the Von
Neumann model.
Before watching discuss what you expect
to see or hear.

Questions to trigger learners to
think about how the topic relates
to their daily life.

QUESTIONS

At the end of this chapter, you will be able to:
• understand that a microprocessor is a type of integrated circuit on a
single chip

• How does the CPU control the internal and
external hardware?
• What does computer architecture look like?
• How do the input, output and storage
devices link together in a computer?

• define the role of the central processing unit (CPU) in a computer
• identify how each component in the CPU operates to create the fetchdecode-execute cycle
• explain what can affect the performance of a CPU
• define what is meant by an instruction set
• understand that an embedded system is used to perform a dedicated
function in a range of different systems

Clear learning objectives

• identify a range of different input and output devices
• explain what a sensor is used for, including the type of data they capture

are aligned to the syllabus and
provide a clear overview of what
learners have to learn.

• identify that there are two types of storage: primary and secondary
storage
• understand how virtual memory is created and used
• define what cloud storage is and what the advantages and
disadvantages are
• identify the components required to connect a computer to a
network, including the role of each component
• understand what is meant by a media access control (MAC) address
and an internet protocol (IP) address and how they are used
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Chapter 1

1.1 Hardware and software
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HELPFUL NOTES
Internal hardware is found
inside the computer
system.

Helpful notes provides

External hardware is
found on the outside or
attached to the computer
system. These items are
often called peripherals.

important notes and study tips
that are useful to learners.

Hardware
Hardware is the physical components that make up the computer system. These are the devices
you can touch.
Generally, all hardware devices are classified into internal and external types. Internal devices are
those within the system and external devices are visible and on the outside. The table below lists
some common hardware devices.

Some hardware devices
are tricky to put into
the right category.
Built-in speakers and
microphones are internal,
but there are also external
speakers or microphones
that can be plugged in.

Internal hardware

External Hardware

Central processing unit (CPU)
Random access memory (RAM)
Read only memory (ROM)
Motherboard
Sound card
Graphics card
Hard disk drives

Keyboard
Printer
Mouse
Monitor
Touch screen
USB memory stick
External hard drive

Bite-sized
information

External storage devices
REFLECT
As discussed here,
computer systems have
internal and external
hardware. What are
the similarities and
diﬀerences between the
internal and external
hardware in mobile
devices?

Reflect allows learners to

reflect on their learning and
identify gaps in learning which
they can work on.

Portable hard disk drives or solid state drives are used to store data. These devices can usually be
inserted into the system, often via a USB port. Examples of external storage devices include USB
memory sticks, hard drives and optical disks.

guides learners
in learning
concepts better.

Figure 1.1 Examples of external storage devices.

Activity
1

WORD ALERT

Word Alert provides the

Physical Component: A
computer part / hardware
you can touch

commonly used vocabulary in
the series.

Traditionally: Usually

2

What were or are the uses of these ports?
• USB 2.0
• USB 3.0
• HDMI
• DVI video
• VGA/SVGA
• Firewire
2 How many other types of port can you find, old or new? What are the latest ports?
3 Internal ports were traditionally used because the speed of transfer of data was faster than that
of external ports. Find the data transfer rates of the following ports:
• USB 3.0
• SATA bus

Types and Components of Computer Systems
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Build Learners’ Confidence by Linking Theory to
Real-Life Applications
This series creates opportunities for learners to engage in their learning, as they make the
connection between the theory they learn in the classroom and real-world scenarios through
the various activities in the book.

Chapter 1

Hands-on lessons to train
learners on skills necessary for
the future.

Application software
Application software is programs that we can use to perform certain functions and tasks. There are
several types of application software.
ENRICHMENT

Word processing software

Although Microsoft Word
is the most commonly
used word processing
software, there are other
packages. Can you name
them?

Word processing software is used for creating, editing, formatting, and manipulating text documents.
Hardware devices such as a keyboard or a mouse are used for typing and inputting text. Standard
features of word processing software include the following:
• inserting, deleting, cutting, pasting, copying, searching and replacing text
• changing the size, colour and types of fonts
• checking spelling and grammar
• importing photos, images, pictures and simple drawing tools
Microsoft Word is a commonly used word processing program.

Example of word
processing software.

Spreadsheet
HELPFUL NOTES

Spreadsheet software is used to organize, analyze and manipulate numerical or text data in a tabular
form. The data are arranged in a table based on a certain numbering format to denote the cells
arranged in lettered columns and numbered rows. Spreadsheets use something called formulas to
help manipulate and produce data. These formulas allow users to quickly compare and calculate
data. Standard features of spreadsheet software include the following:
• inputting and formatting of data
• inserting formula and doing calculations
• sorting and graphing of data

Converting tabular data
into line graphs, pie
charts or other graphical
representations makes
data easier to understand.

Chapter 1

Microsoft Excel is a commonly used example of spreadsheet software. Other programs include
Google Sheets, Apache Open Office, and Libre Office.

1.6.2 Calculating the File Size of a Sound File
REFLECT

The size of a sound file can also be calculated by following several steps.
1. Obtain the following data about the sound file:
• the sample rate (sometimes referred to as the frequency)
• the resolution (sometimes referred to as the bit depth)
• the number of audio channels that have been recorded (one channel is a mono recording,
and two channels is a stereo recording)
2. Multiply the sample rate by the resolution by the number of channels to calculate the bit rate, in
bits per second.
3. Multiply the bits per second by the length of the sound recording in seconds, to calculate the
total number of bits.
4. Divide the total number of bits by 8 to get the file size in bytes.
5. Divide the file size in bytes by 1024 to get the file size in kibibytes.
6. Divide the file size in kibibytes by 1024 to get the file size in mebibytes.

Other than pie charts
and line graphs, what
other sorts of graphical
representation of data do
you know of?

Example of
spreadsheet software.

Types and Components of Computer Systems
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LINK

Consolidate your
understanding by
completing Exercises
1-3, pages 12-14 in the
Workbook.

Worked Example
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The sound file below is to be stored on a computer’s hard disk, and we need to work out the
total file size in mebibytes.

Worked examples related to
real-life scenarios for learners to
apply learnt concepts.

We know the following information:
• the sample rate of this sound file is 44100 samples per second (hertz)
• the resolution of the file is 16 bits per sample
• the number of channels used to make the recording is 2
• the sound file is 40 seconds in length
Therefore, we can calculate the file size as follows:
44100 × 16 × 2 = 1411200 (the bit rate, in bits per second)
1411200 × 40 = 56448000 (total number of bits)
56448000 ÷ 8 = 7056000 bytes (file size in bytes)
7056000 ÷ 1024 = 6891 kib (file size in kibibytes – rounded)
6891 ÷ 1024 = 6.73 mib (file size in mebibytes – rounded)

Activity with real-life scenarios

Activity

for learners to apply the theories
they have learnt.

1 Calculate the file size in kibibytes of an image file that has 600 horizontal pixels and 400 vertical
pixels, and a colour depth of 16 bits.
2 Calculate the file size of a sound file in mebibytes that has been recorded at a sample rate of
44100 samples per second, has a resolution of 16 bits per sample and has been recorded using
two audio channels. The sound file is 75 seconds in length.

Computer Systems
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students about the important hardware parts of a smartphone that are common amongst
the different brands out there on the market.
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Support students by asking them to focus on a specific device, such as a smartphone. Ask
the students which types of hardware they can identify that are visible and not visible in a
smartphone.

Hardware
Challenge
students to think
of external
that could
be found internally in
Prepare
Learners
for
thehardware
Future
byalso
Equipping

certain devices. Also ask them to think about types of hardware that could be either internal

st
Activity
Themorwith
Century
Competencies
external. 21
You could
have further discussions
about the brands on the market, the

Initiate a conversation
by of
asking
students toetc.
list as many types of hardware as they can. Ask
specifications
theapproach,
hardware,
Through the
inquiry-based
learners are encouraged to continually ask questions
them to include both hardware that can be seen and hardware that cannot be seen. Talk to
and reflectExternal
on their storage
understanding.
encourages active learning and promotes selfdevicesThis
students about
the important hardware
parts of a smartphone that are common amongst
directed learning.
the differentActivity
brands out there on the market.

Support students
by asking
focus on
a specific
device,
suchbeasinternal
a smartphone.
Ask
Move on
to talk them
aboutto
storage
devices,
which
can also
or external.
Creative
Thinking
challenges learners to find out more
the students which types of hardware they can identify that are visible and not visible in a
concepts
covered
classroom.
Supportabout
students
by asking
themintothe
think
of a traditional desktop PC. Everything inside the
smartphone.
box is internal and everything outside the box is external. Show them photographs or allow
Challenge students
thinkon
of the
external
hardware
that could
also
found these
internally
in
them to to
search
internet
for suitable
images
to be
illustrate
concepts.
If you have a
certain devices.
Also
ask see
them
to think
typesthe
of hardware
that could be either internal
PC, let
them
inside
and about
show them
different components.
or external. You could have further discussions about the brands on the market, the
Challenge students to think of where the line between internal and external hardware is
specifications of the hardware, etc.
blurred. For example, is a micro-SD card in a phone internal or external hardware?

External storage devices
Activity
Activity Ask students to collaborate in small groups to make posters that display the different types

hardware.
For each
of thewhich
hardware
types,
should
write a short description of its
Move on toof
talk
about storage
devices,
can also
be they
internal
or external.
function and use in everyday life.
Support students by asking them to think of a traditional desktop PC. Everything inside the
Allow
group to
present
to other
to practise communication.
box is internal
andeach
everything
outside
thetheir
boxposters
is external.
Showstudents
them photographs
or allow
Discuss
theinternet
advantages
and disadvantages
of the types
of concepts.
hardware Ifavailable
them to search
on the
for suitable
images to illustrate
these
you havewith
a the class.
PC, let them see inside and show them the different components.
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Curiosity & Digital Literacy prompts

Challenge students
think
of to
where
the
between
internal and external hardware is
Exerciseto
1:learners
questions
1 and
2 line
explore
concepts
further
blurred. For example, and
is a micro-SD
card
in ahave
phone
internal
or external hardware?
apply what
they
learnt
through
Ask students
to complete
and 2 of Exercise 1 in the Workbook.
different
modesquestions
of digital 1media.

Activity

AO1: Recall, select and communicate knowledge and understanding of ICT.
Ask students to collaborate in small groups to make posters that display the different types
Answers
Chapter
2
of hardware.
For each of the hardware types, they should
write
a short description of its
Worked Example
function andAlluse
in
everyday
life.
answers to questions in the Workbook are available at MCEduHub
Enrichment provides additional
Allow each group
to
present
their
posters
to
other
students
to
practise
communication.
information
and activities that
Workbook
encourage
exploration of
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the types of hardware available
withfurther
the class.
Exercise ( 2 )
concepts.
A barcode is created for a new toy on the market. The barcode number is as follows:
12684 42900 5

ENRICHMENT

The check digit in this barcode is the number 5, this is highlighted in red above.

This has been generated by carrying out the following mathematical calculation:
Step 1: Add Digit 1 to Digit 8
Step 2: Divide by Digit 2

Step 3: Add Digit 10
1+9
+0=5
2
The computer in the toy store will know this calculation and so, when the barcode is scanned,
the check digit will be read to make sure it matches the expected result.

Check digits are often
found at the end of
numerical codes, such as
on a barcode. Can you
find the check digit on the
barcode for this book?

WorkbookAsk students to complete Exercise 2 in the workbook.

Exercise 1: questions
1 and 2
2.3 Encryption
AO1: Recall,
select and communicate knowledge and understanding of ICT.
Ask students to complete questions 1 and 2 of Exercise 1 in the Workbook.
As we rely ever more on communication and transmission of data across networks like the internet,
it is so important to ensure that these transmissions are as secure as possible. Insecure transmission
of data can lead to potentially harmful situations and leave your data vulnerable to hacking or
interception.

REFLECT

Reflect encourages learners to delve
4 to
deeper into concepts covered and
hone their critical thinking & problemsolving skills.

AO1: Recall, select and communicate knowledge and understanding of ICT.
A way of keeping data safe and secure during transmission is to use a method of protection called
encryption.

The origins of encryption can be traced back to Julius Caesar, in Roman times, who came up with the
fairly simple idea of changing messages by moving the alphabet forwards or backwards a number of
steps. This is called the Caesar cipher. You would first number the alphabet from 1 to 26 starting with
the letter ‘a’ and numbering all the way to ‘z’.

Answers

Once you have done this, you can then decide on an encryption protocol such as −2, meaning that
you move the alphabet backwards two steps, as per the table below:

It is possible to make your
own Caesar cipher code
wheel to enable different
forms of encryption
protocol to be used.

QUICK CHECK

All answers to questions in the Workbook are available at MCEduHub
Text

Cipher

Workbook

A B C D E F G H I
C D E F G H I

J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B

What types of information
do you think you might
share when buying an
item online?

Therefore, a message such as “HELLO WORLD” would become “JGNNQ YQTNF”. As long as both parties
know the protocol, messages can be deciphered.

Exercise 2

Data can contain private or sensitive information, for example, users’ personal information from their
online bank accounts, or payment card details when purchasing an item from a website. When these
packets of data are transmitted across a network, it is vital that this information remains private and
secure to prevent criminals from accessing potentially sensitive information.
When using websites such as online
banking or making online purchases,
you will notice that, when completing a
transaction, the protocol changes from just
hypertext transfer protocol (http) to secure
hypertext transfer protocol (https). This can
be noticed by looking at the address bar of
the browser being used to access the
web page.

Ask students to complete Exercise 2 in the workbook.

WORD ALERT
Transaction: the process
of buying or selling
something.

AO1: Recall, select and communicate knowledge and understanding of ICT.
Data Transmission
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Enhance Teaching and Learning Effectiveness
with Digital Resources
Teachers' development is supported through the comprehensive Teacher’s Guide to aid in
effective lesson planning and delivery in the classroom.

Chapter 7
HELPFUL NOTES
Data validation checks
include presence,
range, length, format,
consistency and type.

DEFINITION
Validation: the process
that helps the system
know the data entered
is correct.
Validation check: testing
for validations.

7.5 Data Validation and Verification

There are several types of validation check that a programmer can implement into their code
where user input is required.
Type of
validation

Purpose

Example usage

Coded example

Range check

This checks for data
input that falls within
a range, and can
apply to numbers,
dates and characters.

A date of birth is
required and the
program requires a
user to be older than
age 13.

if age in range (0,12):
print( “you are not old enough
to continue”)
else:
print(“you may continue”)

Length
check

This checks whether
an input is too long
or too short.

A password or
passcode is required
and must be a
particular length.

pw = input(“Type your
password:”
if (len(pw)<5 or len(pw)>10):
print(“Your password is not
valid”)
else:
print(“Your password is the
correct length”)

Type check

This checks whether
an input is the
correct type of data,
such as text or a
number.

An age is required
in numbers and any
other type of data is
rejected.

type(object)

Presence
check

This checks whether
an input has been
made or not, and will
not allow a process
to continue until
something has been
entered.

The quantity of
items ordered was
required to make
a stock system
calculate a total.

quant = input(“Please enter
number of required items:”)
while len(quant) == 0:
quant = input(“Please
enter number of required
items:”)

Format
check

This checks to see
if data has been
entered in the
correct format for
the input.

A date is required
in DD/MM/YYYY
format.

day = input(“Please enter the

REFLECT
Diﬀerent form ﬁelds can
have diﬀerent validation
checks based on the
type of data entered. Can
you suggest a validation
check for entering an
appropriate password?

QUICK CHECK
List the diﬀerent data
validation checks.
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Book designed to aid
non-specialist teachers.

7.5.1 Validation

ENRICHMENT
Validation checks
sometimes display a
message known as a
prompt box to let the
user know the data
entered is not valid.

Layout and sidebar
features within Student

When creating coding for a new system, it is important that a programmer considers all the input of
data that will be coming into the program. Validation checks on data are therefore essential to the
correct working of the program, and these checks ensure inputted data follow the rules. If the data
does not follow the rules set by the checks, the data will be rejected by the program.

Differentiated
Instructions to stretch

learners’ abilities further
using the Challenge
teaching prompts and
suggestions.
Activities to support
and stretch learners to
explore the subject of
interest more deeply
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LIFE SCIENCE

Bigeye Scientist is available as a training programme
or as a digital resource on MCEduhub.

Bigeye Scientist is a suite of engaging experiments which integrates biotechnology exploration
into STEM learning. It consists of step-by-step experiments which are easy to conduct, making
it suitable for learners between the ages of 13 to 14. Worksheets and videos are also included
to check learners’ understanding and enrich their learning experience. This resource provides
opportunities to reinforce and extend learning as learners can relate concepts from everyday
learning in school to the real world. Bigeye Scientist is designed for an active learning experience
that promotes scientific literacy, inquisitiveness and self-directed learning. It also hones knowledge,
skills and attitudes to help develop important competencies (OECD Education 2030) to prepare
learners for the challenges of the future world.
Available on

Extract DNA
1. Take the test tube (falcon tube) that has 50
ml of water.
2. Add ALL the salt from small tube into the
falcon tube, close the cap and shake gently
until salt is dissolved (you do not see salt
grains).
3. Put your fruit (⅓ of peeled banana) into the
ziploc bag.
4. Smash the fruit gently until it becomes soft
5. Transfer the salt-water solution into the
ziplock and close the top. Salt will neutralize
the negative charge of DNA.
6. Gently mash until you make a soft paste
7. Open the ﬁlter paper. It should look like a
cone.

Introduction video

8. Place the ﬁlter paper in a clean beaker and
fold the edges of the paper ﬁlter around the
cup.
9. Secure the ﬁlter by putting a rubber band
around the edge of the beaker and ﬁlter
paper.
10. Open your ziplock bag and pour the fruit
mash into the ﬁlter.
💡💡 Wait for the liquid to pass through the
ﬁlter into the beaker. Be patient and do not
poke the ﬁlter paper because it might tear.

Experiment video

Experiment infographic

A total of 22 experiments encourage learners to delve deeper into concepts and nurture them into
future scientists.
Suitable for Lower Secondary
• Bye Bye Plastic
• Make Biofuel
• Mystery Matter
• Robotic Hand
• Solar Oven
• Clean Up Oily Mess
• Acid Rain and Soil
• Interaction of Forces
• DIY Catapult
• Biosphere
• Polar Bear Mystery

• Matter Change
• Cycle of Matter Change
• Plant on Mars
• Osmosis
• Recycle Paper
• Exercise and CO2
• Our Heart
• Brain Injury
• Gas Exchange in Lungs
• Our Lungs
• Analyse Leaves
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STEM PROJECTS

STEM Projects

Marshall Cavendish Education works closely with Science Centre Singapore to develop high quality
and up-to-date solutions with authentic tasks for secondary STEM curriculums. The STEM Thematic
Project places emphasis on the application of Science, Information and Communication Technology,
Engineering and Mathematical knowledge. Through these projects, students cultivate essential 21st
century competencies and learn to appreciate the impact of science in everyday life.
STEM Thematic Project provides a bank of resources and support for teachers to use. The
secondary resources are based on the demands of the Singapore curriculum for secondary one to
three (age 12 to 14) and the kits can be used in Key stage 4 (secondary) depending on the student's
individual needs.

Our Programmes

As part of their STEM education, students learn fundamentals concepts that are reinforce and
built-upon by applying this knowledge to create projects such as:
• Roman Catapult*
• Traffic Light Control System*
• Electric Elevator*
• Smart Racing Car*
• Robotics Arm*
• Intelligent Table Lamp*
• Strawbees Light Sensing Plant
• Strawbees Mechanical Crane
• Smart Home
*Smart blocks compatible
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Professional Services
Marshall Cavendish Education has deployed Residential Trainers to over 100 primary and
secondary schools in Singapore since 2006. Over the past 13 years, Marshall Cavendish Education
Residential Trainers has supported schools in building an active culture deploying e-learning
and effective use of ICT. Working with Heads of Departments and Subject Heads, our Marshall
Cavendish Education Residential Trainers are qualified to conceptualise and design customised
ICT courses set by the Ministry of Education in Singapore. All our Residential Trainers possess
Diplomas in Multimedia/IT/Computer Studies, and are experienced in classroom management, and
the Google and Microsoft platforms.
The trainer from Marshall Cavendish Education is helpful in running ICTbased student training programmes. Having an ICT trainer provides a
wider opportunity for students to acquire ICT skills which will enhance their
learning in the classrooms.
Testimonial Provided by a Primary School Head of Department
Very professional. Marshall Cavendish Education’s Professional Services
are definitely not a fly by night service provider.
Testimonial Provided by a Primary School Head of Department

Key Services
•

Residential Trainer
Our trainer adds designs and conducts customised IT-based, STEM training workshop to
students and teachers. They advise and support our teachers in using ICT for teaching and
learning, and perform any task assigned by HOD IT.

•

ICT Executive
Provides technical advice and sourcing and purchase of computer hardware, software and
accessories. Our staff is capable of planning, evaluating, and implementing IT-related projects.
They assist schools with IT inventory stocks, condemnation of equipment & liaising with vendors
for purchase, repairs and more.

•

Infocomm Trainer
Conducts STEM, Applied Learning Programme, and customised training programmes for
teachers and students. They mentor, prepare, and train students to take part in any ICT or
multimedia related competitions.

Curriculum Design, Consultation and Training Services

STEM Thematic Project advisory committee was set up in early 2016, and it comprises leading
academic professors and practitioners in Science, Mathematics and Technology education. The
committee plays an active role in steering the development of our STEM Thematic Project curriculum
and professional development programmes. They also form the basis of our consultancy work, which
includes the promotion, planning, and implementation of strategies, to achieve an integrated and
effective STEM education.
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MCI LEADERSHIP PROGRAMMES FOR EDUCATORS

MCI LEADERSHIP PROGRAMMES
FOR EDUCATORS
The post-COVID world presents new challenges to education leaders. While institutions adapt to
new education technology, they are also seeking to adopt cost-effective solutions to benchmark
and improve school performance.
To help leaders and decision-makers adapt and thrive in a hybrid learning environment, Marshall
Cavendish Institution (MCI) offers a selection of programmes for education leaders to progress
and remain relevant.

Sustainable Educational Leadership Programmes –
Balanced Scorecard for Schools
MCI provides core modules that blend research and best practices into a comprehensive, context-driven
experience. This survey-based school evaluation and improvement programme is designed to rapidly
improve leadership performance in managing an effective and sustainable school environment through
research-based and customised solutions and assessment tools.
This data-driven approach provides a clear direction for school performance improvement, reveals immediate
blind spots, and allows schools to visualise how closely they are aligned to international best practices.
I. How to Plan for and Achieve an Effective
and Sustainable School Environment
II. Exploring of School Leadership
through Different Perspectives

III. The Practice and Art of Teaching
and the Nature of Student Learning

IV. Equity and Equality in Schools – the
Importance and Interconnectedness of
Student Performance and Well-Being

V. Understanding Technology and Its
Impacts in a School Environment

For more information on
the courses:
http://tiny.cc/mcibsfs
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MCI LEADERSHIP PROGRAMMES FOR EDUCATORS

Equipping Leaders in Education: The Marshall Cavendish
Institute Leadership Academy
Our Leadership Academy equips leaders-in-education to meet new challenges and overcome them in a
Volatile, Uncertain, Complex, and Ambiguous (VUCA) environment.
The programme is focused on:
Managerial
issues

Deepening an understanding
of key professional issues

Leadership
issues

For more information on our
Leadership Academy, click here:
http://tiny.cc/mcileadership

Our programmes are highly customisable:
Each core module can
be taken as a piecemeal
experience or a bespoke
programme in a span

Tailored to specific
contexts, budgets,
and timelines.

of 180 hours within 24
months.
To find out how we can meet your needs,
register with us and our education
consultants will contact you soon!
http://tiny.cc/mcimasterclassreg
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A Certificate of
Achievement in
Leadership will be
awarded to candidates
who have fulfilled the
required number of
hours of coursework
and assessment.

MCI LEADERSHIP PROGRAMMES FOR EDUCATORS

Success Story: Partnership with the Ministry of Education, Brunei
Marshall Cavendish Institute (MCI) conducted an efficacy study to design a programme for
teachers in Brunei. The level of mathematical pedagogical knowledge and proficiency of
teachers were measured pre- and post-programme, with striking results.
After attending MCI’s Professional Development Programme,

45%

of the teachers were
able to achieve at
least a 70% score

Lower-performing learners
improved their scores by 15%.

MCI accurately identified gaps to create a targeted intervention that generated
results. Today, MCI continues to serve educators in Brunei.
Whether you’re looking to:
Benchmark your schools’ performance
Adopt leading international best practices
Identify effective solutions in improving school leadership and
administration performance
Get started by contacting our education consultants:
http://tiny.cc/contactmc to arrange a free consultation.

Our Esteemed Partners
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MCI SPECIALIST PROGRAMMES FOR EDUCATORS

MCI SPECIALIST PROGRAMMES
FOR EDUCATORS
The global pandemic has greatly disrupted the education industry. There has been a surge in
alternative education credentials, the normalisation of virtual experiences and cloud platforms,
hybrid classrooms and online productisation of education, as well as the emergence of
COVID-19 ready campuses worldwide.
Educators and institutions must innovate to lead and sustain. MCI’s professional development
programmes offers cutting edge training content and pedagogical strategies for educators to
advance their skillsets.

Marshall Cavendish Lesson Study Academy
To improve the professional capacity of educators, current and aspiring principals and heads of
departments can implement our proprietary Lesson Study Framework across different subjects
to innovate and align with the digital transformation in education.
Our programmes are:
Conducted by fully qualified
facilitators from the Ministry
of Education (Singapore).

Part of a concerted international effort
to raise the professional capacity of
educators in the region.

Find out more: http://tiny.cc/mcilesson
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MCI SPECIALIST PROGRAMMES FOR EDUCATORS

Marshall Cavendish Subject-Based Academies
At the core of Marshall Cavendish Institute lies subject-based academies that have been
developed with cutting edge training content and pedagogical strategies. Catering to educators
from preschool to high school specialisations, go to our different academies below to learn more.

http://tiny.cc/
mcilanguage

http://tiny.cc/
mcimaths

Marshall Cavendish
Language Academy

Marshall Cavendish
Mathematics Academy

http://tiny.cc/
mciscience

http://tiny.cc/
mcistem

Marshall Cavendish
Science Academy

Marshall Cavendish
STEM Academy

Enhance Your Teaching Capabilities with Microsoft
Tools
Staying competitive is key, especially in the current global landscape, which is why we offer
two courses to advance educators’ technical skills, support their teaching strategies, and guide
them through training till certification.
Certified educators can:
Expect to increase
their overall work
productivity and
efficiency.

Maintain the
effectiveness of
education while
meeting the demands
of the workplace.

Explore how to achieve this here:
http://tiny.cc/MCEMicrosoft
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Get a confidence boost
from scoring a higher
earning potential.

MCI SPECIALIST PROGRAMMES FOR EDUCATORS
Our programmes are highly customisable:
Tailored to specific
contexts, budgets,
and timelines.

Span 120 to 180
hours within 24
months.

Each core module
can be taken as a
piecemeal experience
or a bespoke
programme.

A Certificate of Teaching or Certificate of Education for Specialists will be awarded to
candidates who have fulfilled the required number of hours of coursework and assessment.

Success Story Partnership with Ministry of Education, Chile
In 2014, all public schools in Chile received Mi Matematica, a primary Maths
textbook series, from Marshall Cavendish Institute (MCI).
To ensure this resource was fully utilised by the schools:
MCI deployed bilingual trainers
who continually guided and
partnered with Chilean educators.

Professional development programmes were
tailored to the needs of Chilean educators
operating in different environments and with
different student abilities.

Get started by registering with us via http://tiny.cc/mcimasterclassreg to
arrange for a free consultation or check out our programme brochures.
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MCI MasterClasses
Marshall Cavendish Institute (MCI) MasterClasses offer educators the best teaching practices and
strategies. Each MasterClass, conducted in the form of a webinar, is facilitated by expert trainers from
all over the world. With topics like enhancing software productivity, understanding 21st century
pedagogical concepts, and even trendy courses like Python Coding, there’s bound to be a
MasterClass for everyone.
108 MCI MasterClasses are:
Suitable for educators of

Preschool, Primary and
Secondary levels.

Available, on-demand

Learn more about our MasterClasses:
http://tiny.cc/mcimasterclasses
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MCEDUHUB FOR EDUCATOR DEVELOPMENT

MCEduHub FOR EDUCATOR
DEVELOPMENT
With Marshall Cavendish Education’s (MCE) commitment to empowering educators with relevant skills
required for the future world, MCE has partnered with Nanyang Technological University (NTU) in
Singapore to improve the professional development of educators globally.
The platform is an online community:
Constituted by leading educators
worldwide that engage in the sharing
of strategies and best practices.

Filled with bite-sized courses
designed to build up specific skillsets
for the modern-day educator.

The enhanced user interface and compatibility with the latest HTML5 technologies of this portal means
effective and engaging learning anytime, anywhere. And this translates to competitive educators who
can keep pace with an ever-changing environment.
These online short courses are hosted on MCEduHub, a one-stop and multi-functional content
repository developed by MCE.

Get started or find out more here:
http://tiny.cc/mceduhub

Our Esteemed Partners
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Stay connected with us
on social media!
@mceducation
@mc名创教育
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www.mceducation.com

@mceducation @名创教育

